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,PREFACE

In ear)( June of 1978, members of the Sociel Science. Education
Consortium gathered in'Boulder for the-annual conference and-borporation
meeting of the ConSortium.

The conference topic,

"Science-Related Social

Issues and Social Science Educition," reflected the personal and professional concerns of many SSEC ?embers -wp felt that the schools could.and
'should do a better job of preparing citizens to participate intelligently
in making important social policy decisions.
Before, the conference, a background paper was prepared for partiCipants

by Kenneth D. Benne and Max Birnbaum, emeritus professors at Boston Univer-.
sity and partners in Staff and Organization Consultation, Inc.

Between

them, Benne and Birnbaum have amassed close to4 century of experience
in taathing the disciplines of science and social science, both to students at all levels of schooling and outside the cdhtext of the..Schooll
classroom.
Benne subsequently served as a most eloqUent synthesizer of
the conference proceedings.

Building on their original working paper and on some of the ideas
and needs expressed-at the conference, Benne and Birnbaum went on to

develop this practiCal resource for teaching about science-related social
issues.

We believe'that it may help to fill a critical gap in today's

social studies curricula, and we hope that both teachers and students

will find it useful in developing!some of the skills required for responsible citizenship in a world of ever-increasing technological--and
thus moral--complexity.
Irving MorrisSett
Director, ERIC Clearinghouse for
Social Studies/Social Science
I

Education.

Executive Director, Social'Science\
Education Consortium, Inc.
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GENERAL BACKGROUND AND PREPARATION
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.

1. .INTRODUCTION TO TEACHING ABOUT SCIENCE AND SOCIAL POLICY

Social issues and sgcial problems have long been an accepted part
of the cUrriculumof social studies in American secondary education.
The reasons for focusing instruction on the exploration of unresolved
social issues are convincing ones.

.,

Such is

es represent the agenda
of un inished societal business into which citizens in a democracy are
expected to invest their participatidn in social and public policymaking.
And the study of social issues, under responsible educational auspices, - .(
should help to make citizen participation better informed,,more.thoughtful,
4
and more responsible.
This argument is, Of course, based on the premise that an important'
objective of ocial studies education is to deepeA and extend literacy
and effectivene s in citizen partic pation. The authors believe that
.,-,

this objective is still an.accepted-4' hd acceptable part of Ult. social

studies curriculum in the 1970s.

But many educators feel that the study

of social issues is now in need of revision and `refocusing;

In 1975,

the National Council for the, Social Studies gave autonomouti status to its
Science and SOCiety Committee with 'a mandate "to help teachers, Students,/
and ot rs deal effectively with science-related social issues." The

preaMbl

to this mandate deserves full quotation:

The
Pact of science and technology on society, and of society
science and technology, are of increasing and vital importance.
Scientific' and technological deVelopments often move so rapidly
that social institutions are unable to respond effectively. This
gives rise to unprecedented ethical queStions and societal problems
and creates demands on citizens and on society for new insights
_And understandings.
It has 1O4g been recognized by educators and others that science and
technology are important and powerful elements in. contemporary societal
change.
But only recent
have the interrelationships between science,
technology, and society become a focus for study in some colleges. And
our survey of the literature indicates that these interrelationShips have
yet 'to become an important fotus for study in high schools-and intermediate schools.

No doubt there are many reasons for this educational lag, but two
reasons seem particularly important for out purpose.
First,t the study of science and society has fallen between stools in

our depariAntalised high school curricula.
curriculum oPleOeigil,stddies?

Does the study belong in th4:_.

Or does it belong in the science curriculum?

Collaboration between social studies teachers and science teachers would
most probably be desiritble in presenting such material,.

However, the need

to bring science-related social issues into the classroom is tooimportant
and urgent to wait for widespread development.of such collaboration.

F

Part of the hesitation of,s6cial studies teachers to assume leader,

ship in this neglected area of instruction may well stem from. the fear

that they are not prepared to provide science instruction.

Yet it is not

teChnicS1"education that is being called for; such content is properly in
the domain of science and engineerin3 instruction.

The teacher of science-

.

related social issues requires only an intelligent lay person's understandini.of the scientific and related technological developments which have

precipitated urgent and unsolved social problems inour society.

The focus

of study should not be the technical character of these developments,but
rather their actual and potential effects on people's lives.

We need to

examine the sociology, politics, and history of scientific and technological :developments

in order to understand the ethical and moral implications

-of proposed alternative ways of managing the powers which scientific and
technological discoveries have placed into human hands.

-,The secondreason for the neglect of science-impacted social4ssues
in high school instruction is methodological in nature.

In its mandate

to the Science and. Society Committee, the NCSS noted that contemporary

science and technology have confronted citizens and societies with "unprecedented

ethical questions."

The resolution/of ethical questions always

involves people in practical judgments about what should be dqne.

And

practical judgments inescapably involve value_ludgments=-choices between
competing and conflicting interests and value orientations.
Questions of social and individual ethics are inherently controversial.
Educators have, not infrequently, sought to avoid controversy in teachinglearning situations.

There is,no doubt that harmonious classroom and

A

1

school-community siNions maybe endangered by focusing' school instruction on controversial,

value-laden issues.

And teaching may well.ba

more difficult--it certainly more challenging--when the subject matter,
deals with controversial issues.

Part of the difficulty arises from the false assumption by some
.

teachers and patents that school instruction will and-should.lead to
the "right" answers to all questions raised and considered in the class.,room.

A social issue that is genuinely unsettled has no one "right"
,t

solution, so long as society is.struggling-toward workable agreements

about accept4le trade-offs and resolutions.

Teachers should expect

that different students, during' and after study of a social issue, will

choose different positions with respect to that issue, since me live.
-and will continue to live--in a pluralistic society (Birnbaum 1964).

But teachers can reasonably expect that any position chosen by a Student
will be informed,and,reaSoned and that students will be aware of'and
understand alternative positions in the controversy:
Another part of the difficulty arises from the fact that teachers
often hold

a model of problem solving better suited to making the°-

rdical judgments than to making practical judgments.

In making practi....

cal judgments, the reconciliation of competing interests and conflicting
value orientations is an inherent part of the process.. In'theoretical
judgments, choices between alternative hypotheses are based, ideally
and primatrrY, upon the weight of factual evidence.

The judgments that

students should be expected to learn to make through the study of social
issues are practical,-policy judgments in which relevant facts are only
one component.

The discipline which students ideally acquire in such

studies is that of participating responsibly-and effectively in the
making of..policy choices and judgments.

The'argument that the basic discigifie to be cultivated in civic
education is related to practical judgment and policy choice is not new
4

in the literature of educational theory.

This argument is based on the

recognition that while scientific and technological expertise Is an indis.

penSible component in publi6. poliCymaking,

the ability_to appreciate
r.

and adjudicate conflicting interests, and value Orientations is equally

5

t

indispensable if technological expertise, is to be used in the service of

humanly defensible and acceptable.ends (Faup, Benne, Smith, and Aitelle
1943 and 1963),.

In this monograph; we will first discuss some aspects of the sociology,
politics, and history of science and-technology in contemporary society.
We will then try to suggest a desirable balance between scientific, social,
polirical, and ethiCal considerations as we discuss what and how to teach
about some of the policy issues which have grown out of a few important
scientific and technological developments.

Our hope is that this monograph

will help teachers find and use appropriate mo6is of discussion and delib,

eration as they introduce students to the study of science-impacted social
issues.

6

(2,

THE SOCIOLOGY, POLITICS, AND HISTORY

OF CONTEMPORARY SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Those who are entrusted with responsibilty for guiding human conduct
into the future seldom have in themselves the knieledge and information
needed in order to make long-range plans which are valid and workable.

The policymakers must seek advice from persons who claim expert knowledge
about the Activities which the policy or elan is designed to order. and
control.

However, expertise is only one requirement for making valid and
workable policies,

Other factors -- legality, morality, economics,.

and, the often-conflicting attitude's, needs, and values of people affected

by the.policy--must also be considered.' The fact that expert knowledge
is a neFessary component of policy decisions does not mean that we should
leave policymaking to the unchecked judgment of experts,.even in issues
that are complicated by highly technical considerations.

Most unsettled areas,of.social'policy which plague people in America
,today bristle with technical questions which nonexpert'"lay persons" are
unable to answer for themselves.

For example, how much can and should we

depend on nuclearienergy as an alternative.to our dwindling supplies of
petroleum and natural gas?

Laymen are crependent on the knowledge and

know-how of experts in answering suCh'a question., We must depend on the
knowledge and. research of geologists'in assessing the extent of untapped

supplies of fossil fuels in the earth and on the know-howend research of
petroleum engineers in assessing the accessibility of these supplies and
the.cost of extracting them.

We must depend on nuclear physidists for

knowledge about the radiation effects of various fissionable materials
and on nuclear engineers for information about the feasibility and cost

of buildingaiclear reactors.

And they in turn are dependent on medical

scientists and biologists fdr estimates, of the effects of'various radiation

levels on land and sea liie and'on construction engineers far assessments of
the feasibility and..cost of building structures for safely housing reactors
and sequestering nuclear wastes.

The situationis similar with other kinds of unsettled polidy questions.

How can and should we control cancer-producing chemicals in food, air, and
water?

Here the expertliOf chemists, chemical engineers, medical scien-

tists, and sanitary engineers comes'into play.

How can and should we

rebuild and maintain damaged life-support systems for endangered animal
species, including man?
engineers is required.

Here the advice of ecologists and environmental
How can and should we protect individuals from the

invasion of their privacy by the intrusions--dangerously implicit and to
some extent now explicit - -of computers and other forms of electronic

science and technology?

Here the resources of solid-state physicists and

electronics engineers and technicians become important.

Two significant points about contemporary policymaking emerge from
'these observations.

The first, point is that policymakers are now ines-

capably dependent upon two classes of experts":

gists, or engineers.

scientists and technolo-

Although this condition has existed since the Indus-

trial (evolution, the extent and quality of this dependence changed in
the United States and other developed nations during and after World War
II.

The revolutionary character of this change can be illustrated by

pointing to what has happened in recent years to the so-called natural
sciences--physics, chemistry, and biology.

The adjective "natural," when

applied to science, once connoted the study of and accumulation of knowledge about the forms of energy, matter, and life that existed and functioned naturally on and around our planet Earth,.

The technological appli-

cation of scientific knowledge was focused on improving and refining the
utilization of natural energies, materials, and life forms.

However, recent advances in the "natural" sciences have produced
energies and materials not previously found in terrestrial nature.

Nuclear

physicists, have converted matter into energy, created new chemical elements,

and produced concentrations of radiant and heat energy not previously
iccurring on Earth.

And nuclear engineers have developed these findings

into artifactg that introduce unprecedented conditions into our habitat.
Chemists have produced thousands of compounds with no counterparts in
nature, and chemical engineers have impregnated our environment with these
artifactual substances in the form of insecticides, herbicides, drugs,
synthetic fibers, and plastics.

We are told by physicians that more than

8

90 percent of the drugs they now prescribe -did not exist prior to World
War II.

Biologists have recently begun to produce forms and species

of life that transcend those developed in the long course of organic,
evolution.

And before long bioengineers may be employed to support

industrial.entrepreneUrs in offering new, self-perpetuating.species for
.

sale and utilization, just as chemical engineers have helped produce
,new commercial compounds and nuclear engineers have been employed to
develop new elememt4 and energies.
The poet

.e. cummings once noted wistfully that "a world of made

is not a world of born."

We have moved dramatically into .a "world,of

1

.

made" as our lives have been ,increasingly shaped and influenced by man.

made features in our environment.

In many cases, traditional wisdom is

no longer helpful in guiding our lives.

Herbert Simon has termed this

aspect of the "new" science and technology the "science of the artificial."
It is this science, with its cognate technologies, which has emerged only
recently to complement and 'in some cases to supplant the traditional

"natural" sciences and their related technologies (Simon 1968).
The second point concerning, science,' technology, and policymaking

today is illustrated by the form in which the policy dilemmas cited earlier
were stated.
ducing

The question is not simply "How can we control cancer-pro-

chemicals in food, air, and water?" but rather "How can and should

we do so?"

Our policy dilemmas present us not only with "can" questions

of fact and possibility but also with "should" questions of ethics and
morality.

Our traditional social moralities took form within the parameters of
a slowly evolvina, natural environment and were communicated from old to

new generations as axioms of folk wisdom and common sense, often with
little or no conscious assessment of their adequacy in guiding the
conduct and management of contemporary human life,

Today, as we seek to

shape social policies toward humane ends in an environment that has been
transformed through the agencies of science and technology, neither the
content nor the method of transmission of traditional moral precepts can
be assumed to be adequate,

The consequences of various proposals for

utilizing new knowledge and managing novel technologies must be critically

9

assessed, and "new" ethical and moral foundations for'social policy must
be forged and tested.

This charge suggests a second condition of civic

literacy for men and women today:

They must accept responsibility for

helping to forge a morality which can bring the awesome powers released
by modern science under humane direction and control.
A Brief Historical Digression
Even though our contemporary situation is in many respects novel, we
should not neglect the history of past attempts to use the expert resources
of knowledgeable men and women in formulating, evaluating, and justifying
social policies.

Many--perhaps most--"educated" persons in Western soci-

eties have grown accustomed to thinking of scientists and technologists
as the only legitimate repositories of expertise.

The utilization of

alternative, "nonscientific" resources in forming, legitimizing, and evaluating social policies may be seen as "superstitious" and thus without
relevance in a "nonsuperstitious" age.

Without some historical perspective on the emergence of modern science
as the principal arbiter of factual knowledge, it is easy to forget that
the claims of science have been challenged repeatedly and insistently by
other claimants to knowledge about the meaning and workings of nature, of
history, and of mankind.

Sometimes these challenges have come from priests

and leaders of traditional religions, at other times from prophets--religious or secular--possessed by compelling visions of human destiny.

Stu-

dents of the arts and humanities have at times claimed knowledge "higher"
than that provided by science and technology.

Faith healers. soothsayers,

and astrologers are others who have never surrendered completely to the
forward march of science.

And--lest we think that challenges to the authority of science and
its claims to superior knowledge occurred only in the dim past--the turbulent decade of the 1960s should be recalled.

Widespread disillusionment

with the bitter fruits of militarized science and technology, widespread
anxiety about technological threats to the natural environment, widespread
despair about the failure of established ways of policyMaking to achieve
just and humane ends--all these led to the widespread embracing of alternative ways of living and knowing.

Indeed, the reaction of many, especially

10

among the idealistic young, w s to rebel;Against all established author ity- -and, to many of these, oung rebel
science and technology were seen
,

as synonomous with "the

stablishmen

"

The alternative sources of knwl-

edge to Which these rebels turned,were diverse--astrological, religious,
pharmacological, magical. Leading scientists and scho ars were sufficiently
concerned about these challenges to devote two entire issues of Daedalus.
the journal /9.f the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, to a reassessment

of the hotf and authority of science in the public consciousness (Daedalus
1974 and 1978).
j

/ In the first of these issues devoted to an assessment of public acceptance of the "authority" of science, many of the articles reflected a sense
of baffleinent and some defensiveness in response to challenges to the

autonomy of scientists to determine valid. directions for scientific inves,

tAations.

One author, Rozak--himself an exponent of the counterculture

and an advocate of human dependence on nonscientific knowledgecontributed
an essay which supported a polarized definition of the situation as "science versus non-science" (Daedalus 1974).

In the second assessment, four

years later, most authors accepted the rationality and necessity of placing
some limits upon scientific inquiry, and some authors explored the possibility that citizens might participate, along with scientists, in making
decisions about the direction, tempo, and conditions of scientific investigation (Daedalus 1978).

Sociologists of knowledge have reminded us that, throughout the his-

tory of human societies, policymakers have always sought the advice of
men and women with claims to special knowledge (Znaniecki 1940).

Rulers

in ancient Greece consulted the Delphic oracle and her attendant priests
and priestesses before undertaking important public ventures.

Egyptian

pharaohs sought the advice of the priests of Ammon-Ra concerning questions
of statecraft.

Saul, king of the ancient Hebrews, turned for insight into

the future to the witch of Endor.

Roman rulers depended on soothsayers

and their examinations of the entrails of sacrificial animals for omens
predicting the success or failure of imperial projects.

Chinese emperors

sought and listened to the counsel of Confucian sages, whom they supported
as part of their courts, in forming and executing public policies.

In our contemporary period, with its unprecedented dependence on
science and technology, policymakers still-sometimes depend on the func.

tional equivalents of oracles, sages, and soothsayers in making and justi-

fying public policies, though these modernunterparts are likely to
wear the laboratory coats of scientists and talk the, language of engineers.

One might also draw an analogy between opinion polling and market research
and the auguries of Roman soothsayers.

Or,the mantle of sage may rest

upon the shoulders of James Reston, Eric Sevareid, or some other influential
journalist.

However, as has alreadyen noted, accurate and valid infor-

mation is only one--albeit indispensable - - component of wise policymaking,

To thrust the role ofsoothsayer, sage, or oracle upon the scientist or
engineer, as anxious leaders and citizens are sometimes prone to do, is
to fail to wisely use the limited, though indispensable, contribution such
an expert can make to policOtaking.

Another lesson to be drawn from the history of the interactions between
policymakers and persons with specialized knowledge is that tension-always
exists between people who are interested in action and those 'who are pri-

marily interested in seeking and extending knowledge (Kelly 1963).

"Action"

leaders are interested in maintaining and extending their power in social
control; knowledge is sought and used insofar as it is instrumental to
this purpose.

For the knowledge builder, knowledge is both, a valuable

end in itself and a prerequisite for the finding and testing of more knowledge.

Action leaders want guarantees that success and "payoffs" will

result from the knowledge they employ.

For the knowledge builder, the

failure (disconfirmation) of a knowledge claim may be just as significant
as or even more significant than the success (confirmation) of a hypothesis.
Action leaders value knowledge which is applicable in the short run.
Knowledge builders have a different time perspective on knowledge; to them,
the most important kinits of knowledge may take a long time to acquire and
confirm or disconfirm.

Thus, the interests of scientists and those of

policymakers and policy executors are not always compatible.
It is true that new knowledge-based roles have developed in our scienceshaped society which are intermediate between those of basic scientists
and action leaders, or organizational executives--the roles of the applied
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scientists, the engineers, and the technicians.

These Toles.will be

explored later,

However, the'tensions between scientists and policymakers remain even as their interdependence has increased.
Science vs. Technology
So far, we have made no distinction between science and technology,

nor have we differentiated the functional role of the scientist from
that of the engineer /or technologist. There is, 'Qof codrse,
a defensible
(though not always clear) distYnction between the two roles.
Put simply
the scientist's function is to find out how things work and'how to do
.

things.
done.

The engineer's role is to plan and design ways of getting
things
The aim of the scientist is to produce tested knowledge.
The aim

of the engineer or technologist is to transform knowledge
into techniques
and artifacts for which there is a human demand.
Scientists operate
'within the domain of knowled '.
within the domain of practiCe.

Engineers and technologists operate
'

There was a time when/the roles and domains of the scientist and
those of the skilled artiSan or craftsman were more clearly separated
than they are today.
Skilled artisans possessed lore and skills which
had accumulated through a long history of human experience.

These skills
\
were transmitted through an extended working association between master
and apprentice--not uncommonly, between father and son.% This was true
of the practical arts used in the mAicing of artifacts: -metalworking by
refiners, blacksmiths, silversmiths, and toolmakers; woodworking by
carpenters and cabinetmakers. I was also true of the practical arts used

in doing things, often with the aid of artifacts:

,

farming, navigating,

making war, keeping the peace.

Science on the other hand, flourishedwhere it did flourish--apart
from places of industry, commerce, and agYlculture:

in monasteries, in
royal courts, in private laboratories, in associations of gentleman scientists (for example, the Royal Society in England), and, increasingly,
in universities and institutions of learning.
The findings of scientists were

transmitted primarily by written documents and treatises, in contrast to
the greater dependence on oral transmission exhibited by artisans and
craftsmen.

As a re ult, didactic instruction was more important in the

13

-

education of scientists- than in the training of artisans.

The associations

between scientists and craftsmen were further inhibited by social class

divisions, with.4e higher Social status usually ascribed to periions who
"worked with theirihds.".
On1y when the economic and other advantages of production based on
_scientific knowledge were discovetedsby men of action in warfare, industry; '

and commerce did scientifically educated engineers and technologists begin
fo displace skilled artisans and craftsmen in armies and navies, in factories, in market 180es, and eventually on farms.

'This displacement was

histened by th 'adoption of mass-production methods in the 19th and early
20th'centuries.

Unskilled and semiskilled workers began to replace skilled

workerth in Processes-of production designed and controlled by engineers- -

processes that often used "attiticial" materials discovered and developed.
.

by scientists and engineers.

The hegemony of scientists and engineers in

industry, commerce, and agriculture has been further strengther4d in the
20tb7 century by the trend toward automatized:TroductiOn, a trend made

possible by developments In electronic and cybernetic science and engineering.
,

.

.

These revolutionary developments were facilitated by the_su
-,,

dization
,

of scientific research by industriei and governments toward the end of the
19th century and, much more heavilyf in the 20th century.

As J.J..ThomsOn,

the British physicist, once remarked, "Research in applied science leads
to reforms; risearch in 'pure science leads to revolution."

To this the

.1authOrs would add that the linkages between basic science,' appliedlbcience,
and enginepring--linkages supported and subsidized by governments and'
industries- -have created a continuing revolution in the conditions of our
lives.

The segregation of knowledge from practice has broken down as the
efforts of scientists, engineers, policymakers, and leaders in government
and industry have become more closely. coordinated.
.

Although skilled

artisans and craftsmen have not disappeared from society, they, have'moved

closer to the "artists"'in social function, and they now join the market
in the production of luxury goods.

On the other hand, the dependence of,

engineering upon'the sciences is evident in the names'given to many of

the former'.s contemporary branches--Chemil engineering, electrical engin-
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eering, electronic engineering, nuclear engineering.

The sciences are,

in turn, fed by the demands and requirements of engineering.
There is indeed a division of function between scientists and
engineers.

However, the major impact on society has come from their

joint and interacting efforts, not from the independent efforts of one
or the other.' The problems that have been generated from this combined
impact are the focus of this monograph.

In his, four-volume work Science

in History, J.D. Bernal made a statement that furnishes an apt conclusion
to this section:
Steady and, cumulative improvement of technique can be
expected from engineering; but notable transformations
only when science takes a hand.
At the same time
engineering successes, and even more engineering difficulties, furnish a continually renewed field of opportunity'and problems-for science. The complementary
roles of science and engineering mean that they both
need to be studied to understand the full social effects
of either.
(Bernal 1965, vol. 1, p. 42)
.

.

.

The Role of Governments and Corporations
Science and technology are both precipitators of problems related
to social policy and sources of solutions to those problems.
blood of science and technology is continuing research.

The life

It is the knowl-

edge that has emerged from such research projects that has extended man's..
power to build and destroy. ,Social policies designed to channel this
power toward constructive and humane ends must order and direct the utilization trot only of the knowledge and techniques now available

but also

of those yet to be produced through continuing research.
Scientific and technological research is now linked to policymakers
and policy executors in three principal ways.

First, scientists and

engineers have become dependent upon governments and industrial corporations for the funding of their research programs.
- --

Second, governments

and industries have bec-ONpprimary employers of the talents of scientific
and technological researchers.

Third, both industries and governments

have developed -hew patterns of social organization in order to facilitate

the utilization of the findings of basic scientific research in applied

research and technological development and in turn to facilitate the
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utilization of developed technologies in practice and production.
sec

In this

on we will explore how each of these interrelationships it related

/currently
tO

unsettled issues in,the social utilization of science and

technology.

Big Money for "Big Science".

A.M. Weinberg has used the term "Big

Science" to emphasize the exorbitant costs df research in many areas of
science since World War II.

'

The Manhattan Project during that war, which
4

led to the development of the atomic bomb, required the production and
use of costly equipment and the employment and coordination of a small
army of scientists, engineers, and technicians.

Only an affluent govern-

ment could have mounted and supported such a vast program,

The effort of

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) to put men on
the moon required billions of dollars of public money both for the neceti-

sary instrumentation and apparatus and for the employment, coordination,
and training of the scientists, engineers, and technicians who were

involed.
These are two extreme examples of the heavy financial outlay now
required for scientific experimentation and technical advances in many
fields--among them high-energy physics, astrophysics, clinical health
investigations into cancer and heart disease, energy research, and weapons
development.

Much of the expense is related to designing and building

the elaborate apparatus and instrumentation required.

However, the person-

nel costs of "team" and "project" research are also high.
Because only governments and large industrial corporations can afford to
support research in today's "Big Science" and "Big Technology," the romantic image of the solitary scientific investigator, laboring and pondering
in his private laboratory, has become obsolete in most fields of experimental investigation.

Even though the functions of independent theorist and

laboratory experimenter have become_differentiate& insome branches of physics
and astronomy, and to a lesser extent in chemistry and biology, even the
deliberations and calculations of the independent theorist are likely to
be computer assisted.

Moreover, theorists depend ultimately upon experi-

menters to put their theories to an empirical test.

Thus it is probably

accurate to say that "team" investigations and governmental and industrial
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subventions of scientific and technological research have become the
;r111.0 rather than the exception in toddy's world.

ThistreRd in research funding is seen as a mixed blessingiby. many
basic scientists.
The tensions between the scientific mentality and
the action mentality have already been noted. Some basic scientists
fear that increasing dependence on governmental and industrial funding
will divert research away from questions arising out of the gaps and
inconsistencies in the theoretical frameworks of thescientific disciplines, thus reducing the likelihood of.achieving continuing breakthrOukhs in basic science. These scientists fear that the
interests
which control the purse strings will direct research more and more
to applied problems, where the likelihood of immediate payoffs in
practical results seems highest, to the detriment of basic scientific
research.

This concern was one factor that led to the establishment of the
National Science Foundation in 1950.

Government funds allocated to the

NSF were to be used primarily to further basic scientific research.
Harvey Brooks put this innovation in science policy into historical
perspective:
In the United States, government support of science
evolved piecemeal in response to a succession of opportunities and needs arising in separate historical epochs.
Only after World War II did the federal government begin
to consider the support, of science on its own terms a
legitimate responsibility of government, and to contract
to an appreciable extent for research to be permed outside government laboratories. A national commitment to
the support of basic research was clearly institutionalized
only in 1950 when the National Science Foundation was
created.
Even as late as 1972, however, the research
budget of NSF accounted for only 2,5 percent of total
[research and development] expenditures, or 5.2 percent
of all non-military ones. The
supported less than 10
percent of basic research and less than 20 percent of all
federally supported research in universities. All other
[research and development] expenditures were budgeted and
administered by the departments responsible for functions
defined in socialrather,than scientific terms such as
defense, hedlth, agriculture, environmental set-vices,
housing, transportation, and social welfare.
In this
scheme the large expenditures of the space agency (NASA )

and the Atomic Energy Commission (AE) are something of
a hybrid, for neither space, nor atomic energy is a social
function in the normal sense. Rather, each represedts a
defined range of technology supporting a. variety of social
(Brooks 1978, p. 130).
and political objectives.

de

Two sets of policy issues emerge from these observations about the
trend in research funding.

One set of issues has to do with the relative

emphasis, in the allocation of grants and subsidies, on basic research
as opposed to applies research.

Another set of issues ha$ to do with the

allocation of research funds to activities related to various social
f nctio s--among them defense, health, environmental protection, agricul.

e ergy, education, and welfare.

Since government subvention of research is paid for by taxpayers'
dollars, citizens have a stake and a legitimate Voice in the extent and
focus of research that is supported by government funds.

Industrial

research is, of course, also paid for by citizensikn their, role as consumers.--The costs of research are built into the prices we. pay for drugs,

gasoline, cosmetics, desk calculators, and television sets.

The influence

of consumers on allocations for industrial research is perhaps, mote indi-

rect and less well developed and exercf*d than their influence on allocations for governmentally funded research.

The Politicization of Science. Governments and industries not only
pay much of the costs of scientific and technological research today,
they are also the principal employers of scientists and even more so of
engineers.

Science and engineering have thus become politicized--perhaps

more accurately, in Price's terms, science has itself become an establishment (Price 1965).

The trustworthiness of scientific and technological

expertiseqms traditionally depended on the "objectivity" and "factuality"
it brought to deliberatil6 oh ut controversial issues of social and
public policy.

As scientists a d engineers have been employed to serve

the purposes of various special interests, both within and outside government, the "objectivity" and "factuality" of their expertise has been
increasingly called into question.

It is not that factuality and objecti-

vity are no longer needed in polidYmaking but rather thakpolicymakers
are more and more called upon to judge the boundaries between "fact" and
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"interpretation.as they utilize scientific and teohnolOgi6a1 expertise
The lack of--and need for -- policymaking processes that take into
°account the complex intertwining of scientific'and technological expertise

with governmental and industrial employment

was aptly described by Brooks:

Historically,both science and technological innovation
have received much of their impetus from war or from
political competition between natietv--stateS.,

Inmost

industrialized countries the largeWfraction of technological effort goes into projects -for national defense,
space, and nuclear energy and a Large...fraction also goes
into supporting national competitiveness in international
trade.
Is is estimated that 25 percent of the world's
scientists and engineers are engaged in military research
and development, and the great majority of the rest are
engaged in industrial research.
In these areas a fairly,
comprehensive system of innovation has evolved, f.O. that
knowledge does move into action, and work in research and

development is coupled to end products-though perhaps
least successfully when government's hAVe subsidized
[research and development] directed at products and services for the private market which, outside,the socialist
count ies, they have done most extensively( in Europe and
the Un ed Kingdom.

Today we are witnessing abroadly based world-wide movement, both within and outside the technical community, to
utilize science and technology for less nationalistic purposes:
for the alleviation of poverty on a global basis,
for better management and protection of the world's resources with minimum detriment to economic development, for
the achievement of greater social justice, for the more
reasonable allocation of the resources of the biolipEere
toward sustaining a decent human life for all people.
In
these areas, however, we are faced with a massive deficiency
of experience in coupling knowledge to action. We scarcely
know bow to translate what we know into tangible benefits
or wise social restraints, and conventional wisdom, good
intentions, and moral fervor are hardly adequate. The
very success of technology in some areas has generated
expectations which make its inadequa'cies in other's seem
the more glaring and inexcusable. The "if we can land a
man on the moon" syndrome has transformed what* expect
from technology, but, in fact, Americatt successes in space
carry relatively few lessons applicable to problems, like
virtually all of those mentioned above, where conflicting
interests and values play a large part.
(Brooks 1978,
pp. 127-128)
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of.OrOoks's 'pOints about the politicization of science and tech.

.
,

nolOgy deserves further underlining:

that a significant'proportion of

scientific and engineering talent is.employed in militaxy research.

The

connections between War and technology are not stew; such connections have
existed throughout histdiy.

And, whatever the disvalues of'an increasingly
,

powerful military. science and technology in the-augmentation ofhuman
ti

destruction, it is true that "fallout" fram'military research hah in the
past contributed to nonmilitary. science and to peacetime technology

$ernal 1965, passim).

Nevertheless, the capacity of modern, ilitary

technology to destroy irrevocably the earthly habitat of mankind sheds a
new moral light on our continuing investment in military research.
Moreover, the concentration of scientific and technological talent
in military research and development deprives people who are working on
peace-serving problems of the, resources they need in order to develop
solutions to these problems:74 In another essay, Brooks commented on the

economic and other disvalues that result from the concentration of expertise in military research:

In 1970, the total research funds it the world devoted to
military efforts were estimated at $25 billion, about 40
percent of the world total for research generally.
Some
,25 percent of the world's scientific and technical manpower was engaged in research which, however general its
tipotential application, had been originally justified primarily on military grounds. This 25 percent probably represents the moat. sophisticated and highly trained segment
of the technical community. The military devotes much
more money than other economic enterprises to do research
and'development:
it accounts for one-eighth of all world
,:expenditur6s for military purposes, whereas in manufacturing industries in the United States, for example, it
accounts_for only about 4 percent of sales. From 1958 to
1965 8b percent of the personnel additions to research
and development occurred in just two industries, aerospace
and electrical equipment, i.e., those most heavily involved
in government-financed defense research.
In 1968 roughly
43 percent of the physicists in this country with doctoral
degrees were at least partially dependent on military budgets for support of their scientific effort. Moreover, a
significant fraction, perhaps 20 percent, of the scientific
recruitment in the 1960s was accomplished through a "brain
&rain" of trained people from. the rest of the non-Communist
world, including the less industrialize& countries.
.
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There is now fairly wide agreement amdng economists that,,
the American concentration of space and defense in die.
early 1960s had a depressing effect on innovation in the
private economy, as well as on efforts for Public improvement in sUch areas as Pollution control, public transportation, and housing. A recent study by Boretsky suggests
that in the Netherlands and Japan the numberof scientists
and engineers per equivalent dollar of GNPPin civilian
industries io'morethan two and a half times, larger than
in the uni 'd States. This gives a somewhat exaggerated
picture, ecause there is some civilitn "fall -out" from
military 't:(1nd space research and develOpMent in the-United
States, but it does suggest one reason for the recent poorperformance of this country in international trade, and it
is indicative of the possible price paid ferr preoccupat on
with military research over the past two decades.

To the extent that science and technology and their wide
diffusion are important components of world economic development, the statisitcs quoted above reveal that the diversion of human resources to military expenditures is much
more serious than is the diversion of economic resources.
(Brooks 1975, pp. 93-94)
Brooks has pointed'out that some scientists have undertaken to att
as the "conscience" of society with respect to the humane and constructive uses of science-based technologies.

For example, a group of "atomic"

scientists who were appalled by the awesome potential of the nuclear energies
they had helped to release established the Educational Foundation for
Nuclear Science in 1945.

Since that time, this foundation has published

the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists as a "magazine for public affairs."
Because of its analyses of the actual and proposed uses of nuclear energy
and related social and moral issues, this publication has become an indispensable resource in the education of the public (Bulletin 1945--).

Simi-

larly, the Federation of American Scientists continues to publish his FAS
Public Interest Reports under the caption "the voice of science on Capitol
Hill" (FAS, 1964--).

The Newsletter on Science, Technology and Human

Values, produced under the auspices of the Harvard University Program on
Science, Technology and Public Policy, provides reports of current developments in the interface between science and other parts. of society and
discussions of the moral, implications of scientific and technological
developments.

This t,lork is supported by a grant from the National Endow-
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anent iir the Humanities. Such materials are important for teachers of
sOciaretildies
as they explore, with their students, the interrelation,
ships between science, ethics, and social policy.
The traditional time lag betweeti

Closing the Communication Gap.

discoveries in basic r *earch and conversion of these discoveries into
changes in production and practice is due in part to the lack of estab.

lished communication channels between scientists and those who make
licy and practice.

decisions about

The development of intermediate

fr

roles between t

e of basic scientists and those of "managers" and

"consumers"--the roles of the applied scientist and the engineer--has
already been noted.

Efforts have been made by both governments and

private corporations to develop'syStems which provide for continuing
communication between occupants of these various roles (Havelock and
Benne 1966; Havelock 1973).

One example of such an effort by government is.the Agricultural
Extension Service, which seeks to link basic agricultural research with
the developmental work of agricultUral experiment stations and, in turn,
with farmers through the services of county extension agents.

There is

little doubt that the'vast increases in agricultural productivity in the
United States during the past few generations have been facilitated by
the AES.

Ideally, this,system should provide for two-way communication

between researchers and the consumers of the fruits, bitter or sweet, of
research applications.

Unfortunately, communication between researchers

and producers has been more sustained and effective than communication
between consumers and those who determine the focus and direction of
agricultural research-and development.
A comparable system. for knowledge utilization under industrial con-

trol and supervision has been instituted by Bell Laboratories of the
American Telephone and Telegraph Company.

Described oversimply, the

.
1

system provides for two-way communication between'basib researchers and
developmental engineers in Bell Laboratories, and, in turn, between the
laboratories and the operating managers of telephone services.

The

system is supervised and managed by a linking agent in the form of a
"systems engineer."

This system has no doubt rationalized and regularized
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the adoption of knowledge-based innovations in telephone service.
Again, the main difficulty hat been a lack of an effective way of
incorporating feedback about consumer needs and preferences into the
production-oriented system.
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3.

METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The Nature of Policy and Policymaking
When people in a situation are confronted with.new alternatives to
customary ways of doing things, ongoing action is blocked. A decision

must be made before wholehearted action can be resumed.' This decision
may take the form of a choice from among various immediately envisioned
courses of action. Or'the decision may follow a process of deliberation
in which new alternatives are invented and assessed and a synthesis of
or compromise between apparently conflicting alternatives is created.
If a group or organization is involved, subgroups of people normally
support different alternatives.

The prodess df deliberation thetl takes

the form of negotiation between the various subgroups or their representatives in an effort to identify some plan of action which will elicit
support and compliance across subgroup boundaries.

The need for decision is often precipitated by movel conditions that
render established ways of acting unworkable or otherwise unsatisfactory.
New potential benefits and/or threats lead people to seek new patterns of
.

action.

New scientific knowledge and technology often precipitate such
decisions, requiring people to make choices unprecedented in contemporary
society.

Because no two decision situations are exactly alike, the most apPro-

-priate decision will vary from situation to situation.

However, it is

equally true(that, in an interdependent social system, similar decision
situations confront people in various parts of society.

People in Mas-

sachusetts will be affected by the way people in California decide to
handle a given situation, and vice versa.

In the interest of finding

equitable and more or less-coherent ways of handling similar situations
across society, decisions at a more general level--decisions that prescribe ways of handling a "family" of situations--are often thought to
be desirable.

These general decisions are policies.

Ordinaril , policies do not dictate the same actions for all sit-

uations, whet er by prohibition or by prescription;
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to do so would deny

people the right and responsibility to shape decisions appropriately to
situations that area unique in some respects.

Wholesale policy proibitions

are usually made when some course of action is thought to be so prejudicial
to the public welftre that it must be taken out'of the range of individual
choice--for example, trafficking in hard drugs or exposing other people
Wholesale policy prescriptions are

to a dangerous contagious disease.

usually made when uniform behavior is thought to contribute significantly
'

to public welfare--for example, driving on the right side of the road or
1

stopping at red lights.

Most often, a policy leaves some leeway for variations in judgment
and decision as to the best way to handle a particular situation.

It then

For example, before a

takes the form of at of guidelines or limits.

nuclear power plant can bp constructed in a given area, policy may'require
a study of the environmental impact of the proposed installation, may

-

insist upon safeguards to the health and safety of workers in the plant
and of people living in its vicinity, and may prescribe limits to permissible air and water pollution.

Open public hearings may be required before

final decisions on location and construction are made.

The policy require-

ments must be considered along with the traditional economic components
of industrial policymaking in our society--cost-benefit ratios, availability of funding, and estimates of profitability.
It is important that the intended outcome of a successful process of
policymaking be kept in mind.

The desired outcome is not new knowledge

and information, as it is in the case of scientific problem solving- although, ideally, valid knowledge and information will be assembled and
utilized in making the policy.

Rather, the desired outcome is a workable

and enforceable way of.handling a given situation.

The judgments that

enter into a policy decision are pragmatic: they are value judgments about
the best norms, procedures, and patterns of action.

These judgments

reflect social expectations about the "right" way of handling a practical
situation

of some specified kind, and the policies that result from them

usually provide for sanctions against persons and groups whose actions do
not comply with these expectations.

The very stuff of such judgments is

a set of "goods "'-and "bads," values and disvalues, which are at stake in
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the courses of action being considered. 'however, as will be made clear

later, policy choices are-seldom iUever choices between "good" values;
and "bad" values.

Rather, they usually reflect decisions about how_colr

peting and conflicting "goods" canbest be balanced and competing and
conflicting "bads" can best be minimized or avoided.

Since these various

,"goods" and "bads" are usdally represented'in the arena of policy delib-

eration by groups with affering and conflicting interests, policymaking
often takes the form of ,reconciling the conflicting interests of the
various groups.

In this sense, policymaking is always a political process.
M

No distinction kas so far been made between social policy and public
policy.. Very often in our society, policies take the form_of legislation

which purports to define the "public" interest in an area of action where
competing and conflicting special interests are also involved.
defines "public policy ", in a general way.

A law

Those who are mandated to exe-

cute and enforce it usually flesh out the law through issuing a set of
administrative guidelines which give operational meaning to the legislation.

And the meaning of a "public policy" is further spelled out by

judicial decisions concerning cases brought to court under the law.
"Public policy" thus involves governmental actions, and these actions
typically have legislative, executive, and judicial components.

The

participation of citizens in influencing public policy may focus on any
or all of these components.

Citizens may try to,influence legislation.

They may try to affect the administrative interpretations of the law by
Influencing those who are designated to execute and enforce it.

And they

may bring cases before the courts to test the fairness or constitutionality
of a law or its administration.

"Social po icy" has to do with the formation and articulation of
public opinion

ncerning just ways of handling policy dilemmas which

confront a socie y.

It has to do with the definition of a common interest

in handling and wisely controlling conflicting special interests with
respect to a social issue.

Sometimes social policy is strong enough to

order and direct social practice without resort to legislation.

For

example, it is social Policy in the United States to conduct schools in
fall, winter, and spring with extended summer vacations.

Compulsory-
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attendance laws usually prescribe a minimum number of school days Without'
reference to the seasons in which attendance -is required; it is unlegislatect

social policy which prescribes seasonal attendance.
Or, to take a science-impacted issue as.an example, inoculation against
polio waited for methods of effective prevention.

When the Salk and Sabin

IvaCcines were developed and. tested, unwritten social policy motivated most
parents to haVe their children inoculated.

In many areas, legislation

requiring compulsory vaccination was, unnecessary.

Whether fading public

awareness of the horrors of polio will lead to universal laws compelling
vaccination of all children is an open question.

However, social Policy,

revivified through public education, may still be found preferable toprescriptive legislation as a means of.controlling the problem.
Sometimes public policy, in the form of legislation, follows achieve-.

ment of an agreed-upon social policy and is in effect a codification of
it.

At other times, public policy-is one step in the formation and artic-

ulation of supporting social policy toward a new public consensus.

,Legis-

lationmay prove to be unenforceable when it runs counter to an articulated
social policy, as witness the unsuccessful attempt of the U.S. government
to prohibit the production and sale of alcoholic beverages.
In this monograph, we use the broader term, "social policy," in dis7
cussing education with respect to current social issues precipitated by
scientific, and technological breakthroughs.

The formation and articulation

of social policy is always basically a process of educating the public.

However, we do not mean to deny,the desirability--or, at times, the necessity-'
of-legislating public policies to effectively resolve such issuea.
We stated earlier that policy decisions are are seldom, if ever,
simply choices between "good" and "bad."

Rather, "we pointed out that a

policy is a decision based on trade-offs between competing or conflicting
"goods."

When different

groups advocate conflicting "goods,"

the aim

of policymaking is to merge conflicting interests into a commonly acceptable
interest.

It may seem to some that "gbods," or positive values, do not or cannot
conflict.

However, the fact that they are often in conflict is readily

apparent if one imagines designing a tool--for example, let us say, a
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chain saw.

One value which may be embodied in the design is durability.

Another value is safetY4f operation.
weight and easy handling.

Still another, value is light

Yet another value is reasonable price.

It is

apparent that the value of durability and that of light weight and easy
handling may be in conflict, because the most durable materials are
likely to b'e heavier than would allow for easy handling.

Wise designers'

would not try to mindiize either value; rather, they would set standards
ti of durability and W?eighf which were compatible.

Similarly, the value of

..

safety, and-that otr.reasonable
price may be in conflict.
gr.

Again, the aim

of designing is to reconcile these conflicting values by making some
compatible'and aCceptable trade-off. between the two.

The case is no different for poliCymakers.

Policymakers who are

concerned abodt making plans for controlling the construction and operation of nuclear power plants are likewiie confronted with conflicting
poSitive valties(,_One such value is to utilize a fuel which does not

further deplete our dwindling supplies Of petroleum.

Another value is

the protection of workers and people who live near the plant from
unhealthful levels of radiation.

Still another value may have to do

with the protection of marine life if water used in cooling the reactors
is dumped into a river, ocean, or lake.

Yet another value Is ensuring

the security of nuclear fuel from pilferage by terrorist groups:* Ai*.
still another value is production of electricity at a competitive price.
To try to completely eliminate even the possibility of radiation
leakage or pilferage might run,tbe costs of a plant So high that electricity could not be produced at a reasonable price.

A cooling system

that is completely devoid of clanger to marine life might, call for inor-

dinate use of limited water,supplies.

Here again,ithe goal of policy-

making is to find anacceptable balance between the competing values
-,,at stake in the policy decision.

Thomas Green formulated this,central policy cdncept as "optimality4",
and defined it thus:
,

n

By optimality, I mean to. refer to the best cb0pOsitiOn of
conflicting goods so that the pptinkization cf,',*he' whole

set may require something less'than the'maximii6tion of
each in order to get the greatest amount of them, -all in
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ept of "optimality" understood in
this way is an intere ing notion. :There is a kind of
duality in its logic th t. may well mark 'it off as unique.
On the one hand it has to do always with what can,be
Therefore, it. is always related to what is
chosen.
possible. "Optimal" means "feasible." But on the other.
hand, even etymologiCally, "optimality" relates to what
isbest. There is allays that normative aspect to its
On the one hand, the concept.of optimality dead
logic.
always with what is possible; but, on;the other hand°, it
(Green 1978, pp. 3-4)
touches on what is ideal, what is be
combination..' The co

If Green is right, and we believe that he is, the aim of policymaking is
to achieve an optimal resolution of a policy

ssue.

But,optimal resolu-

tions cannot be reached without joint partici ation and deliberation by

conflicting parties in a controverted situati n., Is one of the more--/comprehensive attempts to describe and analyi= the process of policy
hat participants in such

deliberation for educators, the authors noted
deliberation Oust learn to function at least i

three distinguishable

moods (Raup, Benne, Smith, and Axtelle 1943 an

1963).

First, policymakers must function in the ptative mood.

This Means

that they must projedi into the future and Inv nt alternative ways of
handling the conflicting situition for which t ey are seeking an optimal
resolution.

What is required is e 'kind of pra tical utopian thinking--a

spelling but of their action intentions and.of

heir.visions of what is

,best for their situation. Futurists of various sorts have emerged in
recent years (Boulding 1973).

The kind of futu ist thinking we believe

students should learn is not a value-free extra olation of social or

economic trends'discerniblein the present, but rather4an exploration of
values that they are willing to support in deci ions about present and
.

future issues.

Such an exploration requires imp Sing personal or group

priorities on various conflicting values.

It. is true that the help of

experts will be needed in projecting the Values,

follow from various ways of utilizing available

nd disvalues which will
owledge and technology.

This process involves the construction of variout scenarios illustrating
the future effects of adopting various ways of u ing knowledge and,tech-'
nology.

In a democracy, the choice between comp ting scenarios must be

made by citizens, not delegated to experts.
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'(Fu urist thinking will be

discussed further in the next section on teaching methodology.)
Policymakers must also function in the indicative mood.

They must

explore what actions are possible and feasible in any given situation.
A policy which prescribes impossible or unfeasible actions is actually
no policy but a utopian dream.

The utopian thinking we suggested earlier

must be practical utopian thinking:

optative visions of the future must

be tempered by indicative measures of what is possible and feasible at
present'.

Citizens must depend upon experts for judgments about the

possible and feasible uses of available scientific knowledge and technology.
Finally, policymakers must function in the imperative mood.

They

must,choose from among alternative ways of acting which have been found
to

both'desirable and feasible, and actively support the chosen alter -i

native.

Making decisions is always risky, and risk cannot be eliminated

from policy decisions.

However, decisions may include provisions for

evaluating the chosen policy as it is tried in action and a commitment to
-revise the policy in the light of these evalUations and of, new knowledge
and experience.

Several needs of citizens in policymaking have been identified.
The first such need is for access to relevant expertise.

In developing

policies for managing social issues precipitated by innovations in science
and technology, access to the expertise of scientists and engineers is
essential, and the expertise of others--economists, lawyers, politicians-is also often necessary.

Scientific and technological expertise is espec-

iallyuseful when .citizens are functioning in the indicative mood--finding out what courses of action are possible and feasible.

Citizens may also need the help of experts as they think optatively-constructing scenarios of the future.

(Actually, the invention of possible

futures requires a t'pe of imaginative thinking more-often attributed to
science-fiction writers than to scientists and engineers.)

However, cit-

izens should not delegate the invention of future scenarios to experts,
since it is the clarificatioh of their own values which is being achieved
through optative thinking.

And we must also caution against the delegation

of final decisions (imperative thinking) to experts, since delegating
this authority robs citizens of their rights and responsibilities in a
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.democratic society.

Of course, scientists and engineers should partici-

pate in making final decisions in their role as citizens.
The ability to think futuristically is an important aid to citizens
in policymaking.

Policy choices are sometimes made with little or,no

imaginative consideration/of the consequences for the human beings who
The

will be affected byophem--their-health, prosperity, even survival.

persons so affected may include not only those now alive but also those
Choices made without such consideration rim

who have not yet been born.

a good chance of being inhumane--even antihuman, in effect.

Futuristic

thinking should help citizens imagine and feel the human consequences of
alternative ways of handling the powers inherent in science and technology.
A third aid to citizens in policymaking is the participation and
A

counsel of relatively disinterested parties.

partisan interest in the outc

People who have a strong

e of a policy decision often`'find it hard

to understand the viewpoints/711
of their opponents.

Yet without some degree

of communication and undersOnding between opposing groups in a policy
.

conflict, an optimal resolution to the conflict is highly unlikely.

The

participation of disinterested persons can help bridge the differences
between opposing group's and thus facilitate the creation and adoption of
an optimal polity.

There are several important pitfalls in policymaking which citizen
participants, young and old, should learn to avoid.

One such pitfall is

to view the policymaking situation as one in which conflicting persons
and groups are trying to reach a common belief about moral ultimates.
In a pluralistic society, groups differ Concerning their basic moral
commitments, whether these are defined in terms of religious affiliation
or of political ideology.

These differences in moral commitment persist

throughout many policy conflicts and decisions.

When the desired policy

outcome is perceived as the adoption of a common belief, participants
feel threatened by opposition and criticism and respond to each other
defensively.

Conversely, when the desired policy outcome is perceived

as a decision about what to do in some specific controversial situation,
°

-the threat to group and personal security is reduced and the chance of
open and constructive communication is enhanced.
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We do not mean to imply

that moral beliefs do not affect a persotle or group's stand on a policy
issue--they often, perhaps always?
We maan,;,,raIher,/ that if partici
pants in policymaking-Lau-re cogni-z.e-- and t spect differeces in each
other's
,

moral convictions and at the same time

on practical and optimal ways

chances of achieving a rational
of handling a conflict situation, the chat
tional.pOlicy
.
outcome will be enhanced.
Another pitfall, ,closely related to th first described,

i

8 to polarize the policy conflict into a struggle between the "good guys"
and the
"bad guys" (the other side). In such a situation
focus
of
energy
-tUation the
1-84C

on winning a game rather than on devising

possible and
solution that is pos

ge value
feasible, one which optimizes those

which best command the alle-

giance of all the parties involved'

measure a power struggle.

A Policy conflict is always in some
Opponio ts in a Polarized situation
so

wrapped up in the power aspects of the conflict that as

of the
oPosals.i
merits and demerits of various pr
a neglected; exchanges between'
C-4

the conflicting parties is primar ily.directed toward enhancing the
power
of one's one group and weakening the power of the opposit on
One effect
of polarization in a conflict sit uation is that the potential
r
of disinterested persons in mediating the conflict are ignored.

i:

When policymakers fall victim to one or both of the Pitfalls
already
discussed, 'a third and deeper pitfall may
mav
the dehumanization
emerge:

of

the policy conflict.

The conflict then 'ceases to be a game of witting
and losing and becomes a war to the death. Members of the conflicting

groups cease to be human beings in the mind s of their opPonents; they
become demons, undeserving of human rights. Their suppression, i
imprison
went- -even deathcome to be seen not only as beyond moral censure
actually as admirable and rightful'

Th4 all parties in such a struggle

are dehumanized may not be apparent at the time. Those who point out and
object to this dehumanization are seen as "the enemy" by Partisans in
the struggle.

This kind of dehumanization usually occurs in wars, but it is quite
possible in "peacetime" situations as well, The persecution of
witches
in 17th-century Salem and the McCarthy "witch hunts" of,the 20th century
are dramatic examples from American history.
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No doubt thousands of

examples of such dehumanization occur locally throughOut the United Uates
on a smaller ,scale, when the frustrations of unresolVed policy conflicts

4'16

Y4

attributed to the existence of dome visibly "different" group, and

when it is falsely believed that the elimination of this group would
bring relief from the pains of frustration.'
The Holocaust im,Nazi Germany, in which millions of Jews were
exterminated in the horrifying hope of attaining an Aryan elilleniuk,

bears at least two important reminders for students of policymaking.
The first iEtthat people who are frustrated by unresolved policy issues
can be led into deeply irrational and antihuman efforts to relieve
their frustrations, and that none of tie is immune to irrational behavior

when the conditions are appropriate.

The second.is that Such demonic'

movements can occur even in societies characterized by highly developed
science and tectinflogy.

Jews in Nazi concentration ,camps were exter:-

minated by the use of advanced technological methods.
subjects in scientific research.

they were usettas

For Jews had ceased too be seen as

human beings b'their Nazi oppressors and by the functionaries who
worked under the direction of these oppressors.
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Methods of TeachinkAbout Science and Social Policx,

AllifficUssion of teaching methods makes little'sense without some

attention to' the learning outcomes.whichthe methods are designed to
produce.

The authors have identified six general learning objectives in

the study of science and social policy.

More-specific objectives can

and should, of course) be derived from these in designing particular
learning experiences.
1.

Students should come to understand and appreciate that tisigntific

and technological developments produce major effects in the.lives of people- themselves and others.

They should come to understand that these effects

are both good and bad, and that social policies. are required in order to

optimize the uses and minimize the abuses of the power inherent in scientific and technological developments.
2.

Students should come to understand and appreciate that citizen

-*participation:in policymaking is required if policies are to incorporate
a common, public interest and are not to be oierinfluenced by various
special interests--among them the special interests of scientists and
technologists--as policy conflicts are resolved.

Students should come to

recognize that, since scientific and technological researOhAs supported
largely by public funds, citizens have a valid claim to participation in
decisions about how these funds are to be spent.
3.

Students should come to understand the way1 in which laymen are

dependent on the knowledge and knOw-'-how of experts--scientists and engineers,

among others--in making valid and workable policies.

But students sh69,le

alsd come to recognize that policies involve moral and value judgments
about the best ways of'controlling the human effectp of science and technology.

They should come to see that human value judgments cannot be

properly delegated to experts but must instead be.based on a wide sampling
of citizen judgments.
4.

Students should be encouraged to clarify their own,values with

respect to the social issues raised by scientific and technological breakthroughs.

They should be encouraged to learn and use methods of 'clarifying

their values anew as future scientific and technological developments

,
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7

precipitate fresh social issues for public. ebate, discussion, and
resolution.
5,

Students should learn effective ways of translating their valUis

into participative action.

These ways involve such complex skills as

,(a) listening to and dealing with people who hold different and oppbsing
views, (b) distinguishing between factual information and interpretations
of information (this isdpapecially important in using and learning from
exp'rts), (c) using the resources of

erts without surrendering their

own responsibility for choice, (d) a fectively presenting their

Iiiewo-

in public debate and discussion in var ous media, (e) negotiating creatively with persons and groups with conflicting viewpoints, and (f)
influencing decision makers', whether these be legislators, executives,

adminiatrators, or pokerful citizens.

Such skills can be'learned'only

through experience in-situations which require

it practice and through

reflection Zpon and evaluation of the meaning.of such exi= ience.
6.

.Students should develop commitments to exercise their rights

and responsibilities as citizens through participation in developing

.

social policies which affect the future quality of their own lives and
the lives of other people.

Many citizens,are now blocked from parti-

cipation, not only because they -lack the understanding.and,skills out.

lined above but also by feelings of powerlessness and alienation, by
lack of support from others in taking action, and by lack of available
formats and forums, for engaging in effective participation.

Students

will no doubt bring such feelings and doubts to the classroom. 'Part,
of

he task of teachers is to help them air these feelings, to develop,

peer support for taking action as citizens, to discdver available forMats
of citizen participation which are not being used fully'or.effectively,
and to encourage students to invent, test, and evaluate new patterns and
forums for cltizen.participation. 1

If these six learning objectives are accepted as desirable (the
authors readily admit that they are debatable), we can,appropriately
consider methods for achieving them.

However, we recognize that, as

desirable as all of these learning objfctives may seem in theory,attempts
to achieve some of them may not be feasible in all school situations.
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Some objectives may call for methods which teachers do not feel confident
and comfortable about employing.

In some cases communities, school systems,

and schooli may place limits on experimentation with novel methods of

Darning and teaching.

Nevertheless, we believe that some of the learning

objectives are achievable in nearly all school situations, and that some

,

achievement is preferable to no teaching about science and social policy.
The discussion of methods in this section is general.

Specific sug-

.gestions for teaching and learning are included in Part II of this monograph.
Objectives 1-3: Reading, Writing, and Debate
The first three learning objectives may, we believe, be attained by

more or less traditional teaching methods or by modifications of these..
The heart of traditional teaching methods is reading and discussion.
Discussion, for the authors, means exchanges between students as well as

4nteractions between teachers and students.

.

Before assigning readings,

the teacher should help the students realize how the issue to be studied
presents itself in their own lives.

If the issue to be studied has to do

with the effects of electronic technology, for example, students might be
asked to identify all of the ways in which electronic technology now
enters into their lives--television, CB and other forms of radio, pocket
calculators, digital clocks and watches, computers, etc.

They might be

asked to discuss what life would be like if this technology had never been
invented, if the knowledge behind the technology had never been discovered.
They could be asked to consider how life might be better or worse without
these inventions.

The reading assigned should reflect varied and conflicting views
about the issue being studied.

Without varied and conflicting views,

there is nothing "live" to discuss.

Some students may find one view

acceptable; other students may be attracted to a different view.

Teachers.,

should encourage such diversity of opinion because there is no one "right"
g.

answer to social issues which are still unsettled.

However, teachers

should expect students to learn to articulate the reasons and evidence
which lead them to favor one view over another and to understand views
opposed to their own.
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Readings which show that experts disagree in their recomkendations
for resolving an issue provide

oppOrtunities for atudents to appreciate

boththe value and the limitations of expertise.

They will find that

there.are some "facts" on which,experts agree, but that differences arise
in the interpretations of that information:

Students

discover that

these differences arise frollIthe conflicting interests and valtie orienta-

tions of the various eXperts

lh identifying these interests and value

orientations, students may come to identify their own intere sts and values
With respect

the issue.

some point, the discussion should focus

on how citizens--including the students themselvesmight bring their
own opinions to bear in resolving the issue, whether through Voting forcandidates with views similar to theirs, writing letters to their representatives in Congress or other public officials, particiPating in
publiC hearings and demonstrations, or trying to educate others about
the nature and importance of the issue.
Another traditional teaching thethod is that of assigning written
reports

students.

In writing reports, some students maY be inclined

to afford uncritical acceptance to statements made by prestigious experts,
among them scientists and engineers.

Other students may show the oppo-

site behavior--they may reject the pronouncements of experts on principle
and refuse to think about them seriously.

For some students, the very fact that people speak with the voice
of authority aufaithaticay
ll renders them suspect.

By and large, however,

the kind of automatic challenge to authority that was prevalent in the

1960sappears to have declined.

What teashera are more likely to be faced

with today is either total acceptance of expert opinion, aumbliess and
apathy,,or la,ck'of trdst in' one's own judgment.

Thus, thekind of reportS'which we are-suggesting should be assigned
to atudents would focus on how the conventionalWisdom of,scientific
experts has been overturned in the past.

In each of the Unite developed

in Part II, examples of these reversals of expert opinion are noted.
Teachers and students can discover and pursue others.

The o blect, of

course, is to create a degree of skepticism about matters in which students
obviously have little or no background.
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The attitude to be encouraged

is a healthy skepticism toward statements made by experts,

The danger,
of course, is that such an attitude may lead to cynicism or encourage the

automatic rejection of expert authority.

Identifying the line between

credulity and cynicism is a challenge to both teacher and students,

If

this balance is achieved, writing a report focused on the historic con7
founding of ,"Scientific" predictions will be a healthy antidote to swallowing whole the opinions of expertS.

One example of such a report might focus on the impact of nuclear
power plants:
Do they pose unacceptable hazards to present and future
populations, or are they in fact safer than other kinds of energy sources?
It is possible to quote eminent, respectable experts on both sides, with
the resulc, that the lay person is at times left breathless--looking back

and forth between the pros and cons as if watching a tenniS game.

Yet,

whatever, conclusions may be drawn, it is clear that some assertions made

shortly after nuclear energy was harnessed were later acknowledged to
have been mistaken by nuclear scientists and engineers themselves.

One

important outcomelCM doing the research required to write such a report
Is that students will discover that even experts change their minds as
they acquire new knowledge and insights.

Other report topics might be taken from the field of medicine.
For
example, the practice of performing cerebral lobotomies on seriously ill
mental patients--once thought by many experts to be the answer--has been
challenged and abandonedc' Of course, this change in opinion, was due in
part to the development of psychotropic drugs which alleviate extreme
anxiety or other symptoms of mental illness.

Similarly, the history of

the drug industry is replAe with examples of "wonder" drugs which were
produced, tested, and considered safe--but whith eventually turned out
to be cancer-producing or otherwise dangerous to the mental and physical
health of persons ingesting them.
In writing repprts about shifting fashions in expert recommendations,
students should be encouraged to assume the honesty-and good intentions
of those who were later proved to be mistaken.

This is essential, lest

the students develop not only a chamber of "scientific" horrors but also
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a rogue's gallery of "evil scientists" who deliberately tried to mislead°
mankind.

Another teaching-learning payadigm in an adaption of the debate
method, which almost all social studies classrooms have employed as a
learning activity.

os

In a typical debate, students bone up on the

and cons of a given issue.

Obviously, the teaching suggestiOns in Part II allow plenty of room
for taking pro and con positions, and it is often desirable to state
How-

these explicitly in order_to bring into focus the issues involved.
ever, one of the goals of teaching these units is to raise questions

about whether one or another extreme position, if adopti!d, would lead to

desirable social or public policy.' Thus we are suggesting a change in
the traditional debate format.

In our modification, the students in the

class who are not assigned to "pro" and "con" teams are divided into
three listening groups.

One of these groups is told to identify with the

"pro" position and another with the "cons."

Each of these groups is

instructed to listen to the arguments of its own side and judge whether
these arguments are persuasive.

Each group is also asked to consider

What other arguments could have been utilized by the protagonist team to
which it was assigned.

The third group looks for a "middle" way--tries

to decide which arguments on both sides make sense and whether it is
possible to synthesize these arguments into a third, more acceptable,
position.

The usual vote on who "won" the debate would not be functional in
this activity.

Instead, in a discussion following the debate, each of

the reviewing groups reports its observations and conclu, ous.

The two

groups assigned to identify with the "pro" and "con" tear: will note
which arguments appeared to be overstated, understated, or omitted.

The

third listening group will report what integrative or compromise position,
if any, they think may be more desirable than either extreme.
The learning goal here is obvious,

In debates on public policy

issues, a tendency toward polarization is inevitable.

What we are trying

to do is devise some means of inhibiting, or at least constraining,
polarization.

In this way the debate might encourage an attitude of

critical detachment--obviously a requisite to making wise judgments
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about desirable social and public policies for controlling science and
technology.

In advocating this classroom'strategy, we want to point out that it
.

is very unlikely that any student--or anTteacher, for that matter--will
be able to make a Solomon-like judgment that stills conflict 'once and for
'all.

Each of the issues dealt with in Part II will generate partisan

expressions from students in the course of discussion.
be more affect-laden than others,

Some issues will

For example, discussion of the biOlog7

ical revolution, with its controversial implications in terms of abortion

and genetic engineering, will at times provoke strong nonrational or irrational feelings which get in the way Of an objective assessment, of the
pros and cons of the issue.

Objective 4: A Value Paradigm, Futures Invention
Achievement of the fourth objective requires less-traditional methods
of teaching and learning.

Traditional schooling did, of course, attempt

to inculcate value orientations in students, and some of this inculcation
took place through open exhortation and Indoctrination.

Probably, more

often, however, it took place incidentally and often preconsciously through
the selection and slanting of cognitive materials in such subjects as
history and economics and through institutionaL reward systems which
encouraged some student behaviors, attitudes, and choices and discouraged
others.

Decisions about what values should be taught and learned were

made by adults--most often by those in the teaching profession, less often
by'parents and other interested persons. .Students played little conscious
part in the identification and development of their own values.
As various groups in our pluralistic society have become more selfaware and vocally demanding, attempts by schools to inculcate certain
values at the expense of others have come under increasing attack and
criticism.

This criticism has taken many forms -- demands by blacks for

the teaching of black history, demands by Christian fundamentalists for
the teaching of biblical "theories" of creation in plate ofjor along with
theories of organic evolution, demands by patriotic organizations that
the emphasis on internationalism in teaching social studies be reduced.
One possible response by school people to legitimate criticisms
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of this sort--a response which the authors regard as constructive--is to
find ways of helping students to become aware of their own value orientations and to assume responsibility for the continuing development of
their own value systems:

The fourth objective--"Students should be encour-

aged to clarify their own values with respect to social issues raised by
scientific, and technological breakthroughs"--it in, keeping with this

educational response to the pluralism of group interests and value
orientations in contemporary societies.

It is not easy for students or for anyone else to develop an awareness
of the general beliefs that lie behind their specific choices and preferences.

These views and beliefs are ordinarily assumed and taken for

granted.' Yet no one can become responsible for the continuing development.

of his or her views and beliefs unless these are lifted into consciousness.
There are several methods of value clarification now being employed
However, most of these,

in educational settings, and'all have some merit.

have not been developed specifically to help students learn the discipline
of responsible participation in policy decisions.
One paradigm which we recommend involves a value continuum with
respect to social change.

We have identified five value positions:

chang9;

no change; 2B, minimum change; 3, a middle position; 2C, modera
and IC, maximum change.

IB,

I

All five together make a continuum whi

can-b'e

utilized to help students choose those positions that best represent
their own views.

Of course, few of us have such well-articulated positions

that we can comfortably situate ourselves at one or another point on
theicontinuum.

However, this difficulty can be used constructively to

counteract the tendency of some students to automatically pick a position
and then explain it by retroactively formulating an ad-hoc value orientation.

Experience with the value continuum may also be used to raise

questions about whether most people really are fixed, or
their value orientations.

nsistent, in

(There are, of course, some ideologues so
.

fixed in their positions that they might deny the existence of any real
continuum.),
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A person who chooses this position might think about

the social effects of science and technology intim, following way:

We

haveJlad more than enough change as a result ofscientific and technological
4

advances.

It is-difficult to see that people are-any happier Or better

off. than they were in the pre-industrial/scientific era.

The multiplicity

of personal amd family Problems, many of which stem from social upheavals

'

due to technological changes, could have been avoided if so-called progress
had been averted or at- least slowed down.

Let us spend our tax dollars

to reduce poverty, to ameliorate the conditions of our society's unfortu-nate.

What is the value of scientific discoveries which prolong life
a

when we thereby increase the burdens on the living?

Why continue to

support science and technology in destroying the life-support systems
upon which human survival depends?
Minimum Change (2B).

People in this position are willing to support

a certain amount of scientific and technological change and experimentation.
But they feel that society should be wary of encouraging such ventures as
genetic engineering or behavior modification, because we do not know where
these changes will take us--and the negative prospects are too frightening
for us to take a chance.

They believe that no scientific or technological

advance which will open up radically new and only partly comprehensible
frontiers'should be supported by tax dollars.

However,, they are likely

,

to support certain other scientific and technological research--for example,
efforts to find and use renewable sources of energy, in view of the disappearance of fossil fuel resources.
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Middle Position (3).

This position might shear to be a fence-

sittlIng position, and to some degree it could be correctly characterized

)

as such.

People who choose this position seek to avoid either extreme,

but they also hold some of the same views as people infositions B2 and
C2.

Thus, people in this position are eclectics; they base their opinions

drithe merits of specific issues and on the desire to avoid dangerous polarizations:

One might see this position as a middle-of-the-road position

which does not embody /rigid ideological perspectives.
Moderate Change (2C).
-

People in this position believe in the over-

all desirability of change; but they are reluctant to give a blank check
to all scientific and technological proposals.

Thus, they might support

genetic engineering if it were regulated by policies providing safeguards
against hazards to public health and potential birth defects, but they
probably would resolutely oppose cloning and gene-recombining experiments.
They would also tend to be guarded about further development of nuclear
power.

Maximum Change (1D).

People in this position are opposed to all

restrictions on scientific and technological progress.

They believe

that the history of mankind proves that most of the world's population
benefits from scientific advances.

To inhibit these advances would be

to restrict the possibility that all of the world's peoples could achieve
or surpass the standards of living achieved by the Western nations.
Even to suggest that scientific and technological progress should be
controlled is perceived by many people in the Third World as a form of
racism, or at least as discrimination against those who got a later start
in the race than the older industrial societies.

People who choose this

value position sometimes feel uneasiness about eugenic proposals which
might lead to the creation of subhuman, nonhuman, or partially human forms,
believing that such developments might engender a new form of slavery.
On the whole, however, they are convinced that it would do more harm than
good to try to stop scientific experimentation and technological development.

Moreover, they believe it is not possible to control all scientists

and engineers.

These people would advocate turning our efforts toward

avoiding the untoward and unwelcome applications of scientific knowledge
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rather than toward restraining scientific and technological advances.
Teachers might use this value paradigm to encourage students to
begin to tentatively align themselves with one position or another.
\ Students should not be compelled to accept all five positions as tenable;
rather, they should be encouraged to discuss and debate them--and, in so
doing, to add further dimensions to these value positions, which are only
sketchily developed here.

Efforts should be made to prevent students from

developing,hard-and-fast commitments to the value positions they initially
select. This paradigm may, of course, be used in studying any of_the
issues discussed in Part II to identify an optimal social policy for science.
Remember that at some points along the way students should have an opportunity to review and revise their initially chosen value positions.
The
flexibility of the paradigm should be utilized to the fullest.
Both students and teachers should begin to recognize the consistencies, inconsistencies, and contradictions in their own value positions.

It is important

to discourage students from developing 41-ue positions which are rigid
or totalistic.
Another approach to value clarification is the method known as futures
invention. Thinking in the optative mood, or prac
.al utopian thinking,
was discussed earlier as part of the process of effective policymaking.
Futures invention is designed to involve citizens, young and old, in

thling

about the future they wish to bring into being (Ziegler 1977;
Ziegler, Healy, and Ellsworth 1975).
In futures invention people are
asked to envision various aspects of a future society which they would
find desirable.
For example, they might envision how they would wish to
see the resources of scientists and engineers employed in the year 2000.
This sort of envisioning is first done individually.

Then, as participants

compare their various visions of the future, they begin to become aware
of their own underlying preferences and value orientations.
The method of futures invention, as developed by Ziegler and Healy,
was designed fOr use in developing-"civic literacy" among adult citizens;

thus the original version may need to be adapted somewhat for students.
However, many of, its components can be used appropriately in the classroom.
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Students may be asked to think through the risks and benefits implicit
in their visions of the future:

What would be lost and what would be

gained if their visions were to become(real?
gain and lose?

What would they personally

What would other people gain and lose?,

Students could also be asked to write scenarios describing what might
happen between now and the year 2000 to bring their visions into being.
This activity could take the form of writing a "history" of the future
from the standpoint of a historian in the year 2000.

Finally, they might be asked to think about what action steps, if
any, they are prepared to take now to help transform their desireZ futures
into reality.

This step, of course, moves teaching and learning into

the service of the sixth objective stated above--development of commitments to citizen part'ciaption.

The method of f tures invention seems to the authors to be a viable
strategy for encouraging students to become aware of and to assume
responsibility for their own value orientations.

Thts method is very much

in keeping with the pluralism of contemporary society so long as the
right of students to opt for differing viewpoints and preferences is
respected. However, this method is more appropriate in teaching about
some kinds of issues than others.
Objectifies 5 and 6:

Achievement

Real and Simulated Practice

of the fifth objective--learning the skills required

for citizen particip4tion--depends on opportunities to practice these
The learning of a skill is facilitated if action is followed by
skills.
analysis and evaluation, and analysis and evaluation are more fruitful
in producing learning if they are informed by data fed back to the performer(s) by other participants and observers.

Skill practice can occur in real or simulated situations.

Although

students may occasionally have a chance to participate in real situations
in which policymaking is actually under way, such opportunities are likely
to be relatively few.

Teachers can greatly extend the range and scope

of skills practice by using simulations and role playing.
Before commenting furthez on the use of real and simulated practice
in citizenship skills, it might be useful to provide a brief survey of
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participate in influencin-g deci
--rticipate
does=
The most famil iar form of citizen
sions on science-impacted social issues,
formats in which citizens can and

participation is probably the act of Voting
on the campaign preceding an elect ion.

another Complon form is working
During the campaign, cand
candidates

ng
may be questioned about their stand s\on various,
controveraila4lor:s:ramati_
Iles and
urged to give attention to neglected but important areas.

cally, though not necessarily more

demonstrations are sometimes arranged in connection with the campaign
gn appearances of candidates
tfp draw attention to an issue with which the demonstrators are cone erned.
m
Often such demonstrations are directed as much
to the eye of the TTV camera
(and thus to the eyes of the viewing public) as to the candidates.

Public poli(zis also affected

influences brought to bear on

elected officials between campaigns .

of course, extremely various.

These formats of influence are,

Members of Congress may be lobbied by

directed to off iCials and /or
Messages DlaY be di
to the public through letters to tbe editor,$ TV and
special-interest groups.

statements, and paid political advertising.

Citizens may testify at Public
.',

hearings conducted by legislative committees or by administrative
executive agencies.
lobbied by Individual citizens or by
Officials may be 1
delegations of citizens.

Letters may be expanded into P etitions

signatures and directed to officials'- legislative or

i

many

:

It will be recalled that public policy is usually embodied in legislation, in guidelines laid down by administrators charged with responsibility for executing and enforcing the law, and in judicial decisions
islation,
about the interpretation of the legislation.

influence may be
Citizen in

brought to bear through any of these channels of policymsidng and policy
interpretation.

When our distinction between ''Social Policy" and "public policy" is
recalled, other avenues of citizen action become
ome evident. Action by

con-

cerned citizens may be aimed at citizens other than publ
cerned
public officials or

candidates for public office.

Such

acton may be addressed. to the
general

public--to the raising of the level of public consciousness With r eapect
to one issue or another.
The possible format s for such efforts range
from small discussion groups to large public meetings.
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Radio or televi-

sion programs may be directed toward proposing alternative actions
or propagandizing for certain desired solutions.

The former approach

often leads to more continuing involvement on the part of the audience
than'does the latter.
So' far, this discussion of the available forTats for citizen

participation has depicted "government," in one or another of its various
manifestations, as the ultimately effective agent in controlling and
directing the uses of scientific and technological expertise.

However,

as we stated earlier,'industrial corporations are also major employers

of scientific and technological talent and sub4dizers of.ptograms of
research and development.

Can citizens influence the research-and-

development policies of industrial corporations, apart from legislative
or government regulation?

Citizens' influence on the policies of prjvate corporations may be
brought to bear through their roles of stockholders or consumers:

Stock-

holders' meetings often produce nothing more than pro forma ratification
of the policies recommended by company management. .However, if enough
stockholder opinion can be mobilized and organized, changes in .company

policy may be placed upon the agenda of such a meeting.

A hypothetical example may help to make this point clear;

Suppose

a large oil company is spending almost all of its research-and-development
budget on the location of new sources of petroleum, the extraction of
petroleum from oil shale deposits, and the liquefaction of coal.

No

Significant research-and-development program focused on solar energy is
under way.

Stockholders who are committed to the wider development and

use of renewable energy sources might question the present R&D policy and
press for greater company investment in methods of generating and using
solar energy.

Consumer influence on the R&D policies of an industrial corpoiation
that depends on high-volume sales may be exerted by a boycott of that
corporation's products until some more-optimal R&D policy ("optimal"
from the consumers' viewpoint) comes into being.

The very briefness of this survey of the pgssible formats for citizen
participation in influencing social and public policy illustrates how
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seldom these formati are utilized today by most citizens,

outcome of the widespread study of science and social poll

One desirable
might be a
a

wider awareness and use of these available avenues for cit
tion and a corresponding reduction of feelings of poWetless

en participa-;

s on the

part of citizens.' Practie by students in using at least some of these
formats might not only raise the level of their skills in citizen parti-

cipation (Objective 5) but.aso lead to stronger commitments'to become,
active in citizen participation (Objective 6).
We mentioned earlier that students can practice the skills of citizen
participation in either real or simulated situations.

Although the oppor-

tunity to practice'in real situations is likely to be limited for practical
reasons, there is no reason why students should not, if they choose to do
so, translate the results of their hypothetical participation into recommendations to relevant policymakers and'policy administrators and to the
public.

These recommendations might be articulated in letters 'to news-

papers and responsible public officials, in speeches at community meetings,
. or

in testimony at public hearings.

The range of possible simulated experiences in teaching and learning
about citizen participation is much wider.

Students and ,teachers can plan,

carry out, and evaluate simulations of congressional hearings, stockholders'

meetings, lobbying efforts, court trials, interviews with expe4s, and
demonstrations.

An individual student might plar.several different roles--.

-for example, jury member, expert, member of Congress, anYprotester--in
a series of such simulations.

It should be recalled that learning the

skills of citizen participation does not occur through one activity alode,
no matter how exciting and involving that activity may be.

be optimized only i

Learning will

each activity, simulated or real, is followed by

feedback from fellow. students and the teacher about the effects 'add effec-

tiveness of whatever behavior was practiced.

The goal of skill develop,

ment is to bring about greater congruence between the intentions and the
effects of action.

Such congruence can be attained only through combin-

ing intentional activity with responsible reflection on its consequences.
Another use of role playing deservps'special mention.

This use is

designed to convey some understanding of how-persons on the "other side"

0

view a controversial matter.

playing situations,

It issnot difficult to construct such role -

One way of doing so is to compile written statements

_epresenting various arguments on a given issue and ask each student to
use! them to debate,,whatever side is opposed to the one he or she tends to

personally advoCate.,

The use of this method may lead td SOme ticklish situations,

For

example, if the issue is abortion, a student who is convinced that tampering
with a fetus is sinful may be both unable and unwilling to argue for any
other position.

Or, ifthe issue under consideration involves a current

political controversy, discussion.may become so heated that public passions
may need to cool before students can confront the issue in a dispassionate
way.

However, the practice of reversing roles in rolerplaying is important

in achieving not only specific learning goals, but also a broader objective:
that of creating citizens who are able to look dispassionately at issues
in which they have an interest and to consider these issues with an understanding of and a respect for opposing views.

In all activity-based learning, evaluation of how well the activity
served its intended purpose is an inherent and important part of the
learning process.

Self-evaluation plays it's part, as students assess the

ways in, which their present levels of knowledge ancr_skill are effective

and identify areas in which they need to become more effective.

Feedback

in the form of observations by other students and the teacher help to
02

objectify each student's personal interpretations of successes and failures.
'This kind of evaluation is important in achieving the learning outcomes
outlined in this section.

Some educators believe that methods of grading which involve ranking
students by criteria which, are unrelated to the purposeful activities' in

which they are engaged may thwart the kind of evaluation described above.
'These educators fear 'that students may become more concerned about guess-

ing which thoughts, feelings, aspirations, and values the teacher considers
worthy of an "A" or "B" than about expressing their own thoughts, feelings,
aSpirations,,and values,

Assuming responsibility for their choices and

behavior is essential if students are to grow into responsible citizens.
Perhaps unfortunately, however, teachers ftre often required to grade
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`a;

,

students in ways which rank them in terms of achievement,
While we can offer no formula for resolving the'value conflicts related
to the processes of grading students, we do know that it is important for
teachers to recognize these conflicts and to deal with them responsibly.
Whatever grading policies are adopted, the authors believe that teachers
cannot evade responsibility for setting learning, standards in the classroom.

They must defend the right of students.to choose their own viewpoints with

respect to controverted innues, but they must also insist that students'
accept responsibility for making clear their reasoning processes and for
,supplying evidence in support of their chosen viewpoints.

Finally, teachers

must demand that students try to understand the reasoning and evidence
behind opposing viewpoints.

The authors believe that nearly all students

will accept such, standards as just, though they might need some help in

setting and maintapang them
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II.

SPECIFIC CURRICULUM AND TEACHING-SUGGESTIONS

UNIT 1:

INTRODUCTION TO LEARNING ABOUT SCIENCE AND SOCIAL POLICY
I.

This second,Major part of this monograph contains suggestions for

developing teaching/learning units around the social effects of break-.
-throughs in:three areas of modern science and technology:
energy, electronic technology, and genetic engineering.

nuclear
How the power

inherent in technological developments in these fields is used and directed
will have much to do with future patterns of living in out nation and in
our world'as well.
However, students will better appreciate the importance of d

loping,

wise social policies for controlling the uses of these specific tec nologies if they have first grappled with a set of more.general quest ons.
These questions are designed to help students perceive science and technology as dynamic elements in contemporary social 'change:

As we emphasized

in Part I, scientific and technological developments not only have revolutionized the conditions of contemporary living, they haVe precipitated
many "complex and controversial issues of social policy.

,

Citizens must

depend on scientific and technological expertise in resolving these issues,
even as they make decisions about how this expertise can best be utilized,
controlled, and limited. Before they can begin to consider p-Olicy issues
associated with specific scientific and technological breakthroughs,
students need to.acquire.a general understanding and appreciation, of the
relationships .between science, technology, and society.

Some background for developing an understanding of the role of science
and technology in contemporary society was presented in Section 2 of this
monograph:.

How can teachers begin to involve students in,the study of

these issues?

4is 4ction 3,. some general methods for teaching about issues of

II

science and sociaL policy were suggested in connection with six suggested
learning objectives.

Three of the four units in Part II describe learning activities which we consider especially appropriate for specific issue
areas.

However, these suggested activities do not begin to exhaust the

educational approaches which may be possible and useful in the study of
science and social policy.

We hope that teachers will adapt the activities

6,
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in this monograph to fit their particular situations and go on to invent
new and better activities.

We. also hope that, as stutents become involved

in policy thinking about science and technology, they will be invited to

participate in choosing and designing learning-activities that fit their
own concerns and interests.

The balance of this introductory unit in Part II is devoted to a
description of teaching strategies designed to help students develop an
an understanding of some general issues related to science and social policy.
Because we expect that many teachers will not be using all of these units,
there is some repetition in the strategies suggested.

However, we'believe

that most of the'strategies we have included are well suited to teaching
about any or all of these issues.
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Suggested Learning Activities

1,

Makin an Inventory of Change.

Most Americans understand in a
!

general way that many chOnges in our lives have come abdUt as e_result of
the replacement of old technologies and the addition of radically neW
technologies.

Add-; they.understand, perhaps more vaguely, that most major

changes in technology are due to revolutionary additions to scientific
knowledge.

But it is probably true than relatilpoly few Americans have

systematically assessed the pervasive influence of scientific and technological developments in altering the conditions and patterns of human
living.

or have the

considered what is gcod,and bad about these changes

lbout how the "goods" can be optimtZed'and the "bade"
or thought seriously a
minimized in the' future.

A good way to begin involving students in such assessments is to
engage them in making an inventory of recent changes in patterns of human
living.

AlthoUgh some of these changes have occurred within their own

life spans, many high school students tend to take them for granted..

To

get some perspective on these changes, students may enlist the help of
two. kinds of informants:

(1) older people who have experienced several:

decades of adaptation to social changes and'(2) persons whose vocational

roles are heavily impacted by technology an'science.
Oldet citizens may be invited to the classroom to be interviewed, or
students may, after preparation, interview such people in their homes and
bring their interview data back to the classroom for compilation and
analysis.

questions:

,

The interview subjects might be asked to respond to five
(1) What are the most dramatic changes which have occurred

in patterns of human living in your lifetime?, (2) How, if at all, have
these changes been influenced by the invention of new machines, appliances,
ways of communication and transportation, drugs, materials, etc,?, (3)
,What do you consider bad and good abOut the changes that have taken place?,
(4),,How much control have you had over these changes in the patterns of

your life?, and (5) If if were possible, would' you prefer going back to

conditions of life that were less dominated by technology?
prefer living in today's world?

5,
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Or do you

z.

As itudents.compile the data from these interviews and reflect on
?

their meaning, thytiwill begin to develop mental 'pictures of the human
effects of technological innovations.

They will .earn which of these

s are judged to be bad and which are perceiaVed as good by people.

of

Ia
ltve

,who

experienced them, and they will get some4dea of how much control
over changes in the patterns,bftheir lives.

citizens feel they

In

order to achieve a better awareness of the scientific devkopmentS that
lie' behind the technological innovations identified as_influential,by

their informants, students_might'invite s science teacher into the,
classroom.

ThesIOnd set of Informants Might incltide a doctor, a firmer, a
r
a
factorrexecUtivef a labor-union leader, and. a building contractor; th
r

exact composition of the list would depend on the community in which.t e
school is located.

Like the older citizens, these informants might be

invited to the classroom or interviewed at their- places of work.

Each of

these informants might be asked to respond to the follOWifig questions:

(1)
What specific changes have technological innovations made
,.

your

.:.

in recent. years?,(2) Which of these changes do you believ

to be

good and which do you perceive as bad?, (3) How much control di .you have

1

over the introduction of these changes?% and (4) As you look ahead; which
scientific and technological changes now on the horizon do you look for-

ward tor Which ones disturb you, and why?

As students compile and analyze

the data from these interviews they will enhance their awareness of the

effects, good and bad, of technological innovations fromthe viewpoint of
'producers of goods and services.

Such efforts by students will not ordinarily Meet the requirements
of social research with respect to sample size and construction, and

their findings.
..

e basis of

ts should be cautioned against overgeneralizing on

stu

Never

eless, this lint of activity, can b

very useful

,.

in helping students understand the human effects of technology.
2.

Looking_at.the Future Througb Science Fiction.

Students may be

helped to take a "futuristic" look at science and society by,reading a
work of science fiction which pictures both changes in technology and
changes in social, patterns and organization.

(See "Recommended Readings"

es
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for this unit.)

A science-fiction film might be used to kick off a dis-

cussign of the'fictionalfuture,Oesented,in the' film.
this future deairable of undesirable?

In what ways is'

How plausible is it?

Each studs mightl,easked to write an essay about what citizdns of
the society described in the'd'Irnce fiction might have done 50 years
earlier to optimize the "goods" and minimize the "bads" depicted'in the.
story;

As students share their essays, they may begin with the help of

the Iracher to identify,several.possible scenarios for citizen partici-!
pation in the control of science and techriology.
3.

Simulating a Trial of,"Science", An&"TeChnology."

To dramatize

the positive and negative effects of,sCientific and technological "progress.,"
students might simulate a jury trial.; In' this trial, "Science" and "Tech-

nology" are the defendants, and the pvosecutor represents the plaintiffs,
the citizens of the United States.

I

the trial is to be a fruitful-

learning experience, several daydahould be allocated,for casting and

-

preparation, conductingthe frial' i. and analyzirleand. evaluating the learn-

ing experience afterward.

The siMulation will require:students to be cast in a number of roles:
the prosecuting attorney, two or more plaintiffs, the attorney for the
defense of " Science," one or more "scientists," theittorney for the
defense of "Technology," one or more "engineers," the judge., and the: jury.

(The purpose of trying "ScienCe" and "Technology" separately is to'clarify
the distinctions between basic,and applied science and engineering.)

Although the parts may be assigned on a volunteer basis, theteacher shoUld
/

explain

tudents who volunteer to play the roles of the plaintiffs-

and their att rney should have some serious doubts about the human effects-:
of modern sci nce and, technology.

parts of the

Similarly, the students who act the

efendants and their attorney should believe that, on the

whole, scien e and technology have had beneficial effects on society.
The "judge" and "jury" should have genuinely open minds about the social
costs and benefits of modern science and technology.

If the value contin-

uum with respect to science, technology, and social change presented in
Section 3 has been used with the class prior to the mock trial, the value
positions of many students will have already been identified.
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Otudente,may ptiepare for the trial in subgroUPs.

The plaintiffs

and their attorney will work up a case for the condemnation of "Science"
and. "Technology," formulating-questions to be 'Put xq'the defendants as

they take t eVitness stand., 131Science" defendants and their` attorney
will wioik

p their defense, ttyingici:anticipate'the questions that will

beiskid by the prosecuting attorney.

The "Technology" defendants. and

their attorney will plan their defense,

The jury'arid judge may try to

list the good and bad effects of science and technology on people's lives,
being careful.not to make, up, their minds before the trial.

The teacher

should; work with the judge beforehand on rules of prOcedurOfor the trial.
During the simulated trial, the plaintiffs and defendants will be
questioned by attorneys,tand the attorneys :will :ihen make their 'pieas to
'the jury.

Thejudge will sum up the pica and cons of the case against

Science and the case against Technology.

After deliberation, the jury

Will render its verdict and the judge will pronoudce sentence.

(The

authors predict that in most simulations, the jury will fail to reach a_
verdict--a result that probably reflects the actual case with U.S. citizens today.),

In the a

pants should b

lysie and evaluation of the simulated trial, all paititim
couraged to talk freely about what they learned through

the experience.
4.

Assigning Priorities to-ithearch and Development.

issues' presented by Brooks,, as quoted in Sectioi1

One of the

of this monograph,

has to do with the priorities which should guide the allocation of govern,-

mental subsidies to scientific and technological research and development.
After describing the heairy,Concentration of government expenditures in
.

efforts related to weapons research and development, Brooks pointed to
other areas where research and development efforts are badly needed- -

"for the alleviation of poverty on a global basis, for better management
and protection of the world's resources with minimum detriment to economic
development, for the achievement of greater social justice, for the more
reasonable allocation of the biosphere toward sustaining a decent human
life for all people" (Brooks 1978).

Brooks's list of areas now neglected in government-subsidized programs

ti
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of research and 'development-,'!ptrhaps modified

I

fit the vocabulary of

high school students, might be posted in the clasOroom along with a-list
of the kinds of research ntw heavily subsidized - -for example, aerospacpi

:health, military, and energy.

StudAts-discuss and debate which areas:kof

research and development should receive the largest subsidies and Which'
should-receive little or no support.

Each student stibuld be encouraged

to develop, an individual ranking am to give reasons for his-or her priorities.

Students might also be asked to ditiOuss how government priorities

in employing pcientific and engineering. talent might be changed.

An alternative way of engaging students in serious deliberation

about government priorities in subsidizing reseamh and development
would be to ask' them

tq; debate thetialowfhg question:

"Should the fed-

.

eral goVernment have spent billions of dollars in putinglmen on the moon?
If not, what other programs of research and development ShoulcOlave been
supported instead?:"

Students should be 'reminded that space research not

Only put men on'the-moon, it also yielded new knowledge; bout various
kinds of non-space-related science and technology.' The debate format
described in Section 3 may be employed, with one_grouppl'Aitudents listenN.d'

sr

ing to the opposing arguments in an attempt to find wa7is ointegrating
.

and optimizing the pro and con positions.
Students should be encouraged, on a voluntary basis, to translate the
results of their study of science and technology into.social action.

As

we have already pointed.out, such action may take many.forms--letters to
newspapers and to members of the Congtess, speeches at school assembly
programs, participation in public meetings or demonstrations.

No student

shOuld ever be pressured to act against his or her own value orientation
except in the make-believe of roleriplaying, and wh4ever.value positions:
and actions emerge from these activities,s49Uld be::',aqc'eptea and respeOted:'
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Recommended, Readings

The following readings are recommended for teachers and stRdents in
addition'xo Section 2 of this monograph, parts of which may

bgplicated

for clitssroom use.. ,(For information about locating or ordering publica
tiobb width ED numbers, see page 129.)

Relationships Between Science,. Technology, and Society
Bernal, J.D.

Science in RistOry, 4, vols.

Cambridge, Mass.: Massachuseits

Institute of Technology Press, 1965.

Bernal's work is different from most histories of science in that
it emphasizes both the influende of.social and political developments on science and technology and the influence of scientific
and technological
developments on the processes of social ind
This scholarly work is written from a Marxist
political history.
orientation. Volume 3, which deals with modern developments in
\._..,science and technology, is especially recommended.

Znaniecki, Flerian. -The Social Role of the Man of Knowledge.

New York:

Columbia University Press, 19404-

different uses which
Znaniecki offers'a readable account of t
'various societies and their rulers have made of the expertise of
men and women with special knowledge. His book puts into historical perspective-the dependence of contemporary citizens and
policymakers on the expertise of scientists and technologists.
Current IftUes in Science Policy and Relations Between Scientists.and
the Public

"Science and the'Public:'The Changing Relationship."

Daedalus 103,
c

no.. 3 (Summer 1974).

-

This issue of the journal of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences.prhvides an assessment of the attitudes.of the Amer In particular, "counterican public toward. science and technology.
culture" ancW'established culture" positions toward science and
technology, as these developed through the 1960s, are explored. ,
Daedalus 107, no, 2 (Spring 1978)..

"Limits of Scientific Inquiry."

This issue is devoted to a. study of arguments about the adequacy of
self-regulation by scientists and to an exploration of the possibilities for citizen participation in determining the directions
Some authors distinguish sharply between
of scientific research.
social control of technology and social control of science.
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Ethical Issues in:the Utilization of Scientific Knowledge
Kaltman, Gerald, ed.
lork:.".1Ohn Wiley

Processes and Phenomena of Social Change. New
Sons, 1973.

,

EspeCially recommended in this book. is the Chapter "Ethical
Isiues in Social Intervention" by Warwick and Kelman. These
authors attempt to clarify the ethical issues involved in
applying scientific knowledge a%d technological, know -how in
such areas as the control of population, growth.

Newsletter on Science, Technology and Human Values.
This periodical, published four times a year, is recommended to
teachers as a continuing source, of materials on the value and
policy que9tions raised by current developments in science and
techneSae. Useful listings of new publications' are also
included.
To order one,or more dopiesOgrite to Aikman Computation Laboratory 232, Harvard, University, Cambridge,
Mass. 02138.

/ Futuristics in Teaching and Learning About Science and'Social Policy
futuristics: Secondary Education 22M Social Studies.

Honolulu: Officet-;

of Instructional Services, Hawaii Department of EduCation, 1.94L; ED 054H001....

This publication offeis a series of simply written eiitilayk,o
waysAn which the future of mankind may be affected by:Aiyel pments in science and technology.
The authors outline the choices
now. confronting 'men and women as they face the prospect of
\
living'in a radkcally changing social and physical environment.
Suggestions for classroom use of the. readings are included.
iiollister°, Bernard C., and'Deane C. Thompson.

Fiction in the Classroom.

Grokking.the.Puture: Science

Dayton, Ohio: Pflaum/Standard, 103;

ED 084 "554.

This sprightly book was written with two objectives in mindl.
to demonstrate how science fictioncan be used to-genereee ne
insights into current social issues and to help students become
more creative in their:thinking about the future. Amouli the
boOks discussed which seem especially useful for this unit are
two classical novels, Edward Bellamy's Looking Backward (Hendricks
House, 1946) and Samuel Butler's Erewhon (Penguin, 1974), and
two contemporary novels, Isaac Asimov's The Caves of Steel
(Fawcett, 1976) and Frederik Pohl's The Best of C.M. Kornbluth
(Ballantine, 1977).

Zif
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UK; 2:

THE PAST, PRESENT, AND' FUTURE _OF NUCLEAR AERGY
Scientific Background'.

The scientific observations which led eventually tothe release of
tha vast energies bated up within the atoms-of material substances occurred
within the lifetimes of men and women alive today.

In 1895 Wilhelm Roent-

gen, a German phySilia, prOducedand identified the X ray, a'penetrating

form of radiation with a wave length much shorter than thal of light rays.
In the following year Henri Becquerel, a., French phySicistvwvidered whether
there were not X rays as well as light rays it 'the radiation given off

by fluorescent substances--substances which emit radiation after exposure.
to sunlight.

To hiesUrprisej he foundthata'UrandOk-compound gave off

radiation Constantly even when it had not been exposed to the light of
the sun.

Marie Curie, a Polish-French scientist, discovered that most compounds

of uranium and those of anotheheayy metal, thorium, givit off radiation
ceaselesslY;:ice called this phenomenon raditl'ActiliitY..

FOr our purPose

the most significant characteristic of natural radioactivity is that it
involves the'disintegration,of-atoms!-414nentarY particles which once were
4.

thought tt03e indivisible,and laCking in internal structure.. This pro-

cess/of disintegrationit wasfoUnd, involves three types of radiation:
.alpha pariitles, which are high -speed ionized helium atoms; beta particles,
Pa
which are high-speed. electrons; and gamma rays,
forM of electromagnetic
u...

'radiation similar to X rays.

In additiOn.to the disintegration of atoms, natural radioactivity
involves the transmutation'of one chemical eleMent into another element,

a change which is accompanied by thereleaseof:tadieni energy.

Such

:

transmutation of elements had been one of the7dreame of- the early alche7-.

mists, 'Who4lid tried to transmute base-metals, such as lead, intoexpensive anclhighly valued elements.

The methods,ofehe alchemists were

,4

magical,' verbal, a d unsuccessful--very different from the methods of
today's scientist

who depend on-experimental manipulation and detailed

and refined observations and measurements.

It was the scientists who

mapped the radioactive aeries for the transmutation of such unstable.
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elements as uranium and thoriUM through various intermediate iroduCte. to'

'

a stable element, lead. 'Scientists have also measured the half-life of.

,.;sash radioactive element-the time required for half of its atoms to disintegrate.

These half-lives vary: tam 4.5 billion years to a fraction of

a second.

Knowledge. about the half-lives Of radioactive elements has-Made

.

.

it possible to estimate more.closely the ages of Earth .and various.kiilds
.,
111,

of geological phenomena.

The fact that some radioadtive elements have

very long half - lives has cheated- some vexing practical problems related.
,

to the disposal of various kinds of radioactive wastes..

\

As American and European physicists bombarded various substances with
t

nations from natural radioactivity and observed the disintegration

the,- e

products released bxthebombardmeitts, they discovered that atoms embody
One part is very difficult for neutrons

iwoAistinguishable components.

This part is very small compared to the total'volume of

to penetrate.

.the atom; it is positively charged; and it accounts for nearly all of the
This part is called the nucleus of the atom,

mass of the %tom.

The outer

part.of the atom, which is much larger but which has a much lower mass,
6

is filled with orbiting electrons, the arrangeMent of which can be mapped..
.

,.

In 1919 Ernest Rutherford, a physicist who worked in-England'and
T

Canada, produced the first .artificiarnuclear disintegration by bombarding
'.nitrogen with'alpha particles to produce oxygen and protons (the nuclei,
tion first though
thought

of hydrogen). ,Similar experiments produced,a new ra
to b e. a gamma ray buClater (in 1932) identified by

2tr

Jades Chadwick as

a neutron - -an uncharged particle with the Mass of a proton
ex'.

The discovery that radioactivity could be artificially induced paVed

V ,

WOOy. for a new science-- nuclear physics--within the older disciplines

-

..;,..e,%;.:..:,
',;,,:

-

0 Arhy,i0apd physical chemistry.
'

This new science was international in

scope, as.:,lisi..1*es pfa,few-Of its .pioneers attest, and it developed through
._

,..

,

,

.

:..

:

L.T

,

/

"

.

r

,--

:

the free exclinge. 4 findingsYddeas, and theories across national boun...

Alaries.

BefOre the rise of .Nazism in Germany.. and the outbreak of World

War II, the notions that mass could be converted into inergyand thate.,-vast amounts of potential energy were bound up in the nuclei o4stoms were
generally accepted by scientists.
..

One of the authors of this monograph recalls that, when he taught
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high school cheeistry in the early 1930s, he apd his students calculated
N

how many,,

the,potential nuclear energy in a glass of water, if it
'could be released in &usable way, could drive. the -Queen Mary hick and
forth acroes the Atlantic between Southhampton and New York.

The formula

for this calculation came from Albert Einstein's famoUs theory ofralativThis theory wasj)ased-on a formula representing_ the relationship
,

between mass and energy:

E

MC ,.

In thisformulEG "e'represents energy-(in erga), "M" represents massAin grams), and "C" stands for the speed
aof.:1ight (fin centi9letera per seCond.- When the energy that could be
released by one gram of uranium (if '`it were to break dpwn 'complete* in-

redioactive decay Tto lead) is compared to the _energy released. by

butning one gram of gaaoline.,.. the energy Yielded:.*U4nium ieound to
be 420,000 times as great.'
Although nuclear physicists kneW.as early as 1939 that nuclear fis-

sion could produceenergy in vast quantities, they knew of no practical:.
way of tapping this source of energy.

In fact, Rutherford, one of the
great pioneers of nuclear sciencl4 once stated that the practical exploitation and use of nuclear energy was an idle dream. Rutherford..died in 1937.
During World War II practical political,needs, especially military

needs, contributed greatly to the accelera0.on Of divelopments in nuclear
science and engineering in the United States.
Leo Szilard was a nuclear physicist, born in,Rungary
to America as a refugee from Nazism.

who.had come

Along with two other Huniarian-boin

physicists, Edward Teller and Eugene Wigher, Szilard aiteiptedtO persuade
President Franklin ,D. Roosevelt and hisn4visers iityinvest in
etielopr

meat of a bomb'based on nuclear fission- -the splitting Of an atotic.nucleus

These nuclear scientists were motivated to promote Amerita,development of a fiasion bomb by the not-unjustified fear. that German scientists

were working on-developing a nuclear device4 for use by the Nazis.

Knowing,

the destructive capability of such a device, they were afraid that.such
an achievement might convert Adolf Hitler's' dream of world domination into
a hOrrifying reality.

Albert Einstein, though he was reluctant to daao becau0e of his
pacifism, lent his great prestige to the project by writing a letter of
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.

recommendation to the president.
were successful:

The efforts of zilard and his colleagues

President Roosevelt signed the executive order launching

the Manhattan Project on December 6, 1941; the day before the Japanese
attack on Pearl Harbor.

The full story of the monumental efforts by nuclear scientists,
engineers, and technidians to overcome the practical difficulties which
Rutherford had thought to be insuperable cannot be told in a few pages.
However, a few highlights of this effort are worth noting, since they havt

somei,bearing on stilunsolved social issues surrounding nuclear energy.
By the summer of 1941 it was known that the nuclei of one isotope of
uranium, U235, were more fissionable than those of the more abundant isotope U238.

(Isotopes are variant forms of an element with the same atomic

number, represefiftx the positive charge in the nucleus, but with different
For example, the uranium isotope U235 has an atomic weight
atomic weights.
of,235; U238,has an atomic weight of 238. 'Both have an atomic number of
92.)

It was also known that bombardment of U238 with neutrons produced

a new element with an atomic number of 94 and a mass, of 239.

This new

element, plutonium, Jehaved much 114 U235 in its fission properties.
Since both U235 and plutonium were considered capable of producing

fission)embs, the Manhattan Project had two major goals in addition to
separating out the more-fissionable

the, manufacture of the bomb itself:

U2354and concentrating it in an enriched-uranium f41.
The fission process is essentially a chain reaction:

the neutrons

released by the splitting of a few uranium atoms go on to split still
more uranium atoms in a continuous and self-sustaining spiral of nuclear
disintegration and energy release.

Because of the presence of U238, plu-

tonium is created as a by-product.

In order to preven, an explosion, this

chain reaction had to be controlled.

The first self-sustaining chain reaction was achieved under the footSyr

ad41.3.
_

4,;

_qhis at'

The:reeot

University of Chicago in early December of 1942 in a
e weighing 1,400 tons, of which' 52 tons were uranium.

consisted of layers of uranium,

anium oxide, and graphite.

was controlled by ingerting rods of:cadmium thrOugh,holes in

1. Tr

ti

-lbf:ithe reactor.

(Cadmium is a metal that has the capacity to

rs;
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absorb.arge numbers of neutrons.) ,This first nuclear reactor was constructed under the'supervision of Enrico Fermi, a nuclear scientisl* in
exile from fascist Italy.
.Meanwhile,, the practical difficulties Involved in encasing and

delivering the nuclear bomb were being overcomey 1945, sufficient
uranium isotopes and plutonium had been produced to constrict three
fig4ion bombs.

On July 16 of that year, a plutonium bomb,was exploded

In'a.New Mexico testa On August 6, a:uranium bomb was detonated by the
U.S. Air Force over the Japanese

Ay of Hiroshima, and on August 9 a

second plutonium bomb was detonated over Nagasaki.
With these events, the inhabitants of Earth moved into a new perioiit
of history.

The awesome effects of these bombs--and of tWrwich-more-p6wer,

ful bombs which have since been developed--have graphically demonstrated
that man now possesses the scientific knowledge and technological knowhow to destroy all forms of life as we know it.

The destructive potential

of such bombs is not due entirely nor. even primarily to the shock and

fire storm produced by the initial explosion; more insidious are the
effects of the lingering radiation produced.

The long-range effects of

heightened, levela of radiation are thought to cause not only cancer but_
also genetic mutations which could conceivably make monsters.of the offsspring of humans and other species.

JohnHersey's book Hiroshima, (1946)

provides eloquent documentation of the human effeCts of the nuclear
-explosion over that ill-fated city.

An even greater release of nuclear energy can be produced by the
fusion of lighter atoms Ihto heavier atoms (for example, hydrogen'into
helium),- This fusion process is the source -f the sun's energy.

In

spite of the opposition of many scientists the U,S, Atomic Energy
Commission authorized work-on such a therNonuclear-device, and in 19529

the first H-bomb was exploded near the Marshk1 Islands.

This bomb had

the force of 50 million tons of TNT, whereasthe force of the fission
bomb that was.exploded over Hiroshima was equivalent,ro that of 20;000
tons of TNT.

At present, nuclear fusion has only military siggificance.

Efforts to harness its energy for peacetime uses have so'far been
unsuccessful.,
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A Risk/Benefit Analysis of Nuclear Energy

Tht_risks and benefits of nuclear energy can be dealt With most
_Intelligently if the discussion is divided between military uses and
,peacetime uses, difficult as it may be to make and maintain this distinction.

Military Usts
The military advantages which posseation of nuclear bombs gall
United States vis -a -vis other nations was short-lived.

to the
decade

.14ithin th

following Hiroshima, the -Soviet Union had built and tested both fission
bombs and.fusion H-boMbs.

Fission bombs are now in the arsenals of Great

,.:BYltain, France,. India, and the People's Republic of China.

The basic

nce on which nualeaitweaponry is'based is known to,scientists in all
ons.

Only technoloal.anell4ncial difficulties stand

i

the way

group - -,that wishestW,manufacture a

ny nation--or

nuc],ea bomb
weapons is inhibited when

use of, 'sage

'

.

military

leaders recognize

.

that theit*StrvctiVe tffects will not be limited to'the people and
prOperty-of'uthkInemy" but are almost certain to backfire, ,visiting
-,destruction Uppn:nne's own people and property as well.

with nuclear bombs.

No nation can "win" a nuclear war.

Such is.the case
All nations

At stake in any large-scale nuclear war

would lose in such a conflict.

is the very survival' of people on Earth.

Both the United States and the

Soviet Union now have more than enough nuclear devices stockpiled to
annihilate each other many times over, and it is 'doubtful that the peoples
ot_neutral nations could survive the rad'i'ation effects of 'a nuclear war.

Eih major power,haslaviphed billions of dollars (or rubles) on the
development of systems for delivering nuclear warheads to the population
and industrial centers of tr

.ther.

No fail-safe detection and defense

systems against nuclear attack have been
systems will never be feasible.

developed, and perhaps such

So our primary "protection" depends on

an ominous balance of terror.
Some policymakers in America argue todayAhat nuclear weapons, research
k

and development should continue, so that the balance of terror is not
tipped to the other side's advantage.

And no doubt some policymakers in

the U.S.S.R. make the same argument.

,

Other pollicymakers believe that there is no safety. or security for

mankind in the present-balance of terror.

They fear that the-very

existence of a nuclear arsenal puts mankind in jeopardy because of the
always- present' danger that an accidental or impulsive action, by a single
,

individual could unleash a nuclear war.

They believe that the safety

and Oecurity'of mankind can only be achieved through the total disMantling of nuclear weaponry by all nations and an international pact tck:':

fOrswear the development and use of such weaponry in the future.
Still other policymakers advocate compromise solutions:

inte

agreetents to. ban further proliferation.of nuclear weaponry, trea

letting the number and destru-

..

capabilities of the nuclear weapons
.

possessed by any one nation, agreements that would limit the range of
delivery systems.

It is generally agreed that effective control of nuclear,weaponry

awaits the development of more open, trustful, and coopefativerelations
between nations.

Some people believe that working to improve 'international

relations is the most realistic approach to abb;ishing the threat of
nucleai extinction.

It is-probabigifair to' say that it is impossible to do a'Xisk/benefit.
4.04

analysis of nuclear weaponry.

Its negative effects are so inithical to

human good that the only effective control of its production and
prohibition.

However, since nuclear military capabilities are now possessed

by several nations, any effective system of prohibition must be international in character.';,Rational men and women all over the world may wish

that the genie of nuclear weaponry had never4n let out of its bottle.
But this is an idle wish:

the genie is among as.

The 'differ tit strategies

-Sketc.led above represent varying views of how Modernt,man

hgst cope

with an ominous. reality.

Peacetime Uses

When the issue is the development of nonmilitary applications of,
nuclear energy, risk/benefit analysis becomes possible.
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Perhaps the

best known--and most controversial--of these applications is .the nuclear
However,

reactor which produces electrical power for commercial use.

there are other uses and benefits of nuclear energy that are not so widely

known:4
The use of knowledge about the half-lives of radioactive isotopes in
crating past events has already blen mentioned.

Tracer,elements, like

radioactive carbon, when compounded into organic molecules, enable scientists to better understand' such physiologic processes as the assimilation

Nuclear power has been used to drive ships and

and. metabolism of fats.

submarines.

Radioactive cobalt has been used in the treatment of cancer.

The irradiation of foods can contribute to their_ preservations

The growing reliance on nuclear reactors as an important component
of our national energy system is due in part.to the failure of our supplies

The.

of petroleum and.natural,gas to meet ever-rising demands for energy.
fact'that we are rapidly using up our limited deposits _of fossil fuel.

Electricity

compounds the need to, develop alternative sources Of energy.

_.

.

produced by nuclear pOwer plants now flows into homes'and industries
:

throughout our country.

'

7

P

.

,-:4.

This is an undoubted benefit.

However, pro41$:,
',,,.,.,;,.:,

rit4to build more nuclear reactors to meet a greater percentage of our e

.,

ge,

needs hove stimulated public concern about their actual and alleged dan$40
,

to the safety and health of both people who work with the r9actors and ,.:41,'
''

''''',..'

:

people who live in the vicinity.

One such danger would be that a malfunc-

tion in the reactor or in its cooling system might release radioactive
materials to the environment.

Another risk often cited by those opposed

to nuclear'power is that such materials as plutonium and enriFhed uranium
might fall into the hands of criminals and political terrorists who could
conceivably use them to manufaCture weapons.

One source of opposition to the expanded use of nuclear energy comes
from persons who are committed to achieving a more "natural," less "artifactual" way of, life.

These people urge that we channel our-research
,.

efforts into the development of naturally renewable sources of energywater and wind power, geothermal power,. and solar power.

(Such sources

2r''''.

of energy are "renewable" in the sense Mat they draw upon continuing
natural phenomena--falling water, blewing.wind, steam from beneath the
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earth's crust, and the radiation of the sun.)

Those who support the construction and use of new nuclear generators
point to the encouraging safety records of nuclear reactors already constructed and in operation.

They are convinced of the adequacy of the

standards of safety and security established by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission and of the provisions for maintaining and enforcing these
standards.

Nuclear proponents argue that society needs to find and use

.sources of energy to replace our dwindling supplies of pet"PoleuM, natural

gas, and fossil fuels, and they doubt that solar power and wind power
will ever be realistic alternatives.
The adequacy of existing standards for permissible radiation levels,
from a public health point of view,'is Still in dispute.

Sctentists,

laymen, and various government agencies are in disagreement on this issue.
Other unresolved questions are related to the disposal, transportation,
storage, and decontamination of the radioactive wastes produced by the
operation of nuclear reactors.

Since such materials will remain danger';

ous to living organisms for many tho

ndsof years, selecting the best

plan from among the various strategies that have been proposed is a

critically important policy decision,
The future of nuclear energy in the United States is dependent in
large part on decisions about how our energy research-and-development
dollars should be allocated.

Every citizen has a legitimate stake in

these decisions.
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Suggested Learning Activities

41.i 4ary Uses

'.;;;The authors.A0tieve that citizens need to be reminded of the human

effects of'nuclear explosions, even though we We a natural teitdency:

to avoid thinking of these effects because of thetr-gruesomeness.
citizens are not reminded of the awful consequences

If

,f the use of nuclear

weapons, they may cease to work toward ensuring that such weapons will
never again be used against human beings, as they were in Japan.
1.

Alo/e-Playing a Survivor.

To better appreciate the personal

impact of a nuclear explosOn, students might be asked, after reading
Hersey's Hiroshima or other accounts of the bombing of that city in 1945,
to imagine that they are survivors of a nuclear attack.

they might be asked to
had launched the attack,

In that role,

ite letters to officials of the country that
escribing their thoughts and feelings'.

These

letters might then be shared and discussed with other members of the
class.

Debating the Past.

2.

On a 4no4e-cognitive level, students might

organize a debate, using the modified paradigm of debate described in
Section 3, on the following question:

"Should the United States have

dropped nuclear bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945?"
Debating the Future.

3.

To turn their thinking toward future arms

policy, students might debate the following question, again using the

policy-oriented foot for debate:

"Should the United"States take the

lead in forswearing use of nuclear weaponry and in dismantling her nuclear
arsenal?"

After the debate, students might be encouraged to write a

.letter to the president stating their opinions.

(This should be a volun-

tary activity.)

Peacetime Uses
4.

ReportinOersonal Concerns.

To personalize the health and

safety issues involved in the building and use of nuclear reactors, after
hearing and discussing some of the pros and cons students, either indi-
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vidually or in small groups, might be asked to write'reports
representing
their responses to one or both of the following Auestions:
a.

If you were offered a good jog in an electric generating

plant using nuclear reactors, what would you think about in
deciding whether to accept it? How would you probably decide now?
Why?
b.

If you were asked to join a peaceful demonstration against

the building of a nuclear-generating plant in your locality, what
would you think about in deciding whether to participate?
would you probably decide now?

How.

Why?

If available, "experts" with definite pro and con views about the
expanded use of nuclear energy might be invited to the classroom to
comment on the student reports as these are discussed by the class.

Or

students might interview such experts prior to completing their reports.
5.

Applying_a Value Continuum.

The value contimuum presented in

Section 3 may be applied specifically to the issue of nuclear energy.
An extreme negative position might be to ban all research and development
in the nuclear field. A less-extreme negative position might
be to-btp
allopsearch and development work on nuclearyeaponry and nuclear power
generation but to permit strictly controlled research on radioactive
1

isotopes and other nuclear aids to medical diagnosis and treatment.

A

moderate position might be to ban or limit research on nuclear weaponry
but support research and development on peacetime uses of nuclear energy
under adequate safety controls. An extreme positive position might be
to support unfettered research and development on nuclear science and
technology, provided that reasonable safety precautions are observed.
This continuum can be used to help students locate their initial value
orientations with respect to the further development of nuclear science
and technology.
6.

Sizing up the "Experts".

Ernest Rutherford, one of the pionee

in nuclear science, predicted less than 50 years ago that the energy bo n
up in aFoms would never be released for practical use. Of curse, this
prtdiction was disconfirmed by the Manhattan Project and its aftermath.
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After.Hiroshima the mass media were flooded with predictions, both optiStudents

mistic and pessimistic,-about the future of nuclear energy.

f

might be asked to study newspaper files and popular magazines published ,
betweep 1946 and 1950 to collect "expert" predictions about the uses of
nuclear energy ancrto.report to the class on which ones have been con(The aim of this activity

firmed or disconfirmed by subsequent events.

is, of course, ,to encourage a healthy skepticism about the pronouncements

of experts.)
7.

Creating Scenarios of the Future.

Discussions about whether or

not to expand the peacetime uses of nuclear energy often become intertwined
with another far-reaching policy issue:

growth versus no-growth.

This

issue is also related to the value orientations toward human dependence on
science anAechnology described in Section 3.

Those who wish to reduepCour dependence on science and technology
often,9ppose the expanded use of nuclear technology as well.

Accepting

a no-growth orientation toward economic production, they are willing to
accept a less-affluent standard of living which would mean., not only less
money'with whiCh to buy artifacts and gadgets but also less involvement
in the competitive struggle for income and affluence.

Thope who perceive improved and expanded uses of science and technology
as leading to a way out of poverty and drudgery for poor people, both in
technologically underdeveloped countries and in our nation, often favor
a pro-growth orientation.

Thus, many black leaders and labor leaders in

Ania-r-ntion and many political leaders in underdeveloped countries favor

/the ex4ilded use of nuclear energy.

advocate a no-growth

9

These people tend to see those who

orientation and who put "environmental quality"

aboVe "expanded production" as trying to maintain the present inequable
distribution of wealth and power.

Students might be asked to imagine two scenarios for the future:

one

scenario would involve dramatically expanded uses of nuclear energy; the
other would prohibit the use of nuclear fuel.

In each case, student

should consider who would lose and who would gain--jobs, income, health,
safety, a livable environment, a satisfying way of life.

As these sce-

narios are Aeveloped and discussed, students might he asked to think about
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how, if *jean, their`,attitudes toward peacetime uses of nuclear
v.

energy,

have been changed.
8.

Debating Our Energy Priorities.

Many Tcontroversies related to

nuclear energy involve differtnt views about howgovernment dollars for
energy research and development should be allocated.

Often, such argu-

ments are focused on the relative emphasis that should be placed on
renewable and nonrenewable sources of energy.

Clearly, nuclear energy

is a nonrenewable source because supplies of uranium are limited.

(The

case might be different if fusion reactors are ever developed, since
"heavy water" is relatively abundant.)

On the other hand, energy gener-

ated from wood'and cellulose (as in alcohol fuels), from wind and tides
and falling water, and from trapped sunlight is renewable.
Students might be asked to organize a policy - oriented debate around

pros and cons of future dependence on nuclear energy as opposed to renewable energy sources.

This debate should include attention F.03 current

priorities in our national energy research-and-development policies.
Students need access to conflicting "expert" opinions about the feasibility of depending primarily on renewable sources of energy.

These con-

flicting op nions might be made available through readings,, through

assigning s udents to interview advocates of various positigps, or through
inviting experts into the classroom.

At the conclusion of this study, some students might want to write.
to their congressmen or senators about desirable directions for a national
energy policy.

1.
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Recommended Readings

In addition to the first two sections of this unit, which may be dup,

&

.

4

):.

(For

licatefor classrooth use, the following readings are recommended.

information about locating or ordering documents with ED numbers, see
page 129.)

Scientific Background
Armstrong, David.
Trial."

!!Thermal Pollution: Background Material fdr a Mock

Environmental Law Reporter, February,1977, pp. 27-30.

The author of this article has adapted an actual New Jersey
(The plaintiff is the -state
court case'for instructional use.
Department of Environmental Protection; the defendant is the
Jersey Central Power and Light Company. The heated water from
a nuclear power plant has killed about a half- million menhaden,
Briefings 'tor the students who
a commercially important' fish.)
4ill play the roles of plaintiff and defendant are included.

Aisimov, Isaac.

Understanding Physicg.

and the Neutron.

Vol. 3, The Electron, the Proton

New York: New American Library, 1966.

This is a readable account, written for intelligent laymen, of
investigations'into atomic structure and their principal findTeachers and advanced students will be able to read this
ings.
material easily, and average students should be able to handle
the section dealing with the release of nuclear energy.
'Controversies Related to the: Development of Nuclear Power

Commoner, Barry.

The Closing Circle: Nature, Man and Technology.

New

York: Knopf, 1971.

Commoner offers an excellent discussion of the impact of modern
technology on the environment of human beings and other living
things. While the'whole range of technology is dealt with, the
author gives special attention to the effects of nuclear energy '
on the environment. This'book can be read with understanding
by nearly all high school stuOests.
The Environmental and Ecological Forum, 1970-71.

Washington, D.C.: U.S.

Atomic Energy Commission, n.d.'-ED 070 649.

This publication contains 12 papers on the environmental effects
The focus of most
of the nuclear generation of electricity.
Order
from
the National
effects.
papers is On the radiation
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4!.

Technical Information Service, U.S. Department of Comnwice,
22151,(pUblicatir no,.
D.
Springfield, Va.
5857; $3.00).

McDermott, John, edA -The Evir

cal, Power Gener7/4

ation: A Mina-Course f r Seco

t Education. -Harrisburg,,

Pa.: Pennsylvania Department.o

D. 099 200.

.

These AlAterialS, prepared by n4nterdiscipl nary
of educators, physicisuss and environmental scientist
alyze t e risks
and benefits of several forms of energy production in a fo
that can be used for both science and social studies instruction.
A glossary of tetmaLiS:included.

Tanner,-Thomas.

"Teac

g About the Nuclear Power Controversy by Simula-

},-,

tion."

Social Education, November/December 1976, pp. 588 -89..

This article describes a.- simulation by high school students of
a congressional hearing on.the budget for:Ote federal Energy
Research and Development Administration (naw'the U.S. Department
of Energy)',,during which decisions are being Made abo#:alloca-:,
tion of .funds to the development of nucleate ant other-formaof
The article contains good references to arguments'
energy.
supporting and oppgsing nuclear energy alternatives--solar,
geothermal, and wind.

The Human Effects of Nuclear Warfare
i';

John Hersey's Hiroshima (New York: Knopf,' 1946) has already been

recommended for "humanizing" the tragic experienCe at Hiros4a
Other useful materials which can he used to stimulate_stugloaPI

,s7..

of the effects of ntlear warfare are R.J. Lifton's.Death in-ii

and Schuster, Touchstone Books, 1976), Michihiko Hachiya's HirOsh

,

OP.A

Dia y

(University of North Carolina Press, 1955), and Jonathan HarrialViiosh'ma:
i
r.,

A Study in Science, Politics and the Ethics%of War (Addison-Wesley, 197.
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UNIT 3:

ELECtROW TECHNOLOGY AND' THE "INFORMATION REVOLUTION"
Scientific Background

Some Commentators on modern life believe that Ole'most basic cfianges

resulting froi recent'scientific'and

echnOlogical advances are due, not

to,the release of nuclear energy or ; ObrOlkihroughs in engineering, but
ACP

rather to developments in electronic technology.

We hotijind ourselves

immersed in an ongoing "information :revolution," and we are only beginning
to learn how to switt.

It is impossible to deny that,ways of.coilecting, storing, retrieving,
processing, and transmitting' infprmation have'undergone drastic changes,

during the past generation or'so.- Microphones and tape recorders, radio

and television, photoelectric cells and eletroniCally programmed microwave ovens, communication, satellites and computers--the mention of any of

these reminds us of the revolutionary changes which electronic technology
has brought to our private and public lives.
tinue.

And such developments con-

"New" artifacts become. obsolete in a few'sbort years--FM radio

supersedes AM radio, color supersedes black-and-whiteoelevision,-_tape

cartridges supersede phonograph records, faster and smallercompters
with morecapacious memorid§' supersede models which"were billed as
"ad

nced" only a few years ago.°

.Whatever developments on the "software" side have contributed to the
"information revolution" (to borrow fromcomputer jargon), advances on
the "hardware" side are rooted in discoveries In: the, science and teChnology of electronics.

The study of electronics is, of course, a part

of"the larger field of electrical studies.

In the unit on nuclear energy

we explained that'the atoms of all elementary substances, in addition to
their relatively massive positive nuclei, contain outer shells of orbiting electrons--tiny, negatively charged particles.

Electrical phenomena

involve the movement of electrons from one substance and place.to another
substance and place.

Early studies*of electricity were concerned with ways of generating
a flow of electrons, whether through chemical action (as in batteries)
or through the mechanical movement of conductors of electricity through
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a Magnetic fie d--powered by falling. water, moving,alte, burning fuels, -or,
more recently, nuclear reactors.

It was recognizeeearly that metallic
.

substances- -for example, copper and tungsten- -were excellent conductors of
Scientists explain this fact today by noting that in the
electricity.
atoms, of metallic elements the outer shell of electrons is relatively

incomplete, containing only a few electrons.

These outer electrons are
11

free to move from atom to atom in an electric field just as water runsdownhill in a gravitation field.

In the atoms and molecules of nonmetal-

lic substances--for example, sulphur, mica, glass', or rubber--the outer

shells of electrons are more nearly complete., The electrons are not free.
to move from atom to atom or from molecule to molecule. Such substances
4

are known as insulators or nonconductors.

Electric energy can be transmitted from places where it is generated
to places where it is put to work through an arrangement consisting of conductors (usually in the form of metallic wirepr cables) and insulators (to
prevent or reduce the dissipation and loss of energy to the ground or the
One great advantage of electric energy is its
surrounding atmosphere).
abiliip,to be transmitted and readily converted into'other. forms of energy- into mechanical energy, through motors; into light imergy, through lamps;.
For many years the focus
and into heat energy, through stoves and ovens.

of development in electrical technology was on finding more-efficient
transmittingi and Using the flow of

meth9ds of generating, controlling,
els

s through conducting metals.

h electronics, the primary focus is still on the movement and flow
of electrons and on TUtting'the controlled flow to work in various ways.
But it is the flow of electrons through vacuums, gases, and semiconductors
which has_been the subject of electronic investigations.
A convenient place is begin a brief history of electronic science and
technology is with a discovery by Thomas A. Edison, one of America's most
ingenious inventors, in 1883.

Edison f und'that when one filament in a

vacuum tube was heated, a flow, of electric current was induced in another

unconnected filament in the same vacuum tube. The explanation for this
phenomenon is that as electrons flow from the heated filament through the
vacuum, some are captured by the cool filament and flow7through the latter.-
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el'

It

4itonic that Edison--w

scientistdid not see the

was essentially a t

hnologist, nota

tactical possibilities in his only contri-.

bUtion tp the basic science of electronics.
In 1904 Sir John Fleming, an Engligh physicist,' perfected the4diode
,.vacuum tube with 'its two elements--the filament (heated element).and the
receiving. plate.

Whet, in 1907, Lee .DeForest inserted a grid circuit

between thf404ament,and plate of a diode tube, the heart of a offtemfor
(wireliss)-transmission of electronic signals Was complete.
eresti,

ji.; called a triode, since it.contains three elements.

The thin

ement is a device for translating sounds into distinctive

.
patterte n the form of pulsating electropic currents.

When this pat-

terneeflow is introduced into the grid (Ale vacuum tube, it may be NA,
reproduced inetiOlified form in the plate current.

The

pattern'of pul

can be transmitted i the form:of radio waves from a transmitter and
reconverted into sound waves in a receiver, agdIn with the aid of vacuum
tubes.

For several years, DeForest's triode vacuum tub
of developing electronic technology.
and refined:
4

.i.

*as at the center

Of course, the triode was imptoved

additional grid circuits,were4troduced into the vacuum
-

tube; the'_ size of the tube was reduced, and its efficiency was increased.
'

The versatility ofthe vacuum tube,` as it-was used in the circuitry of
radio transmitters and receivers and in early computers4 was due to its
abil4tY. to rectify (change lternating current into direct current),
modulate, switch`, and control electronic signals.
4.)

''"1116 invention of

engineer working in
.vision.

iconoscope by:Vladimir Zworykin, aRussianborn
erica, paved theiely for-the development of.tele-

The iconoscope included a,'deVicefor scanning lighted objects
,

-

and converting' the scanned images'into electronic currents. -This pattern
of signals could be transmitted in the forth.of.radiation.:(using a band '

_

of the spectrum of.11erzian waves which was differentrin. wave lengtksand

frequency, ftonisthat used In radio.transmisions) to receivers, which-

reconvertedthe tadiation,first into"electrical pulses,and.then.into:
Himages pro4fcted on eispecially treated screen.

In early television,

vacuum tube

_

interconnected in compleOtircufts, were essential elements
in both transmitters and receivers.'
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lJ
e

4qild.WAr II gave Strong-impetus to developments in electronic tech*
TIOlogy in a number of ways.

Radar'sets which emitted radiation and received

nterpreted "echoes" from solid objects in the vicinity of the transmiiter Af

e developed'to detect and anticipate enemy air and surface attacks.'

,is now-An important. aid in. the navigation of planes and,surfaci
04'
dips And to traffic,policemen in measuring the speed of moving htomobiles.)

Methods of wireless transmission of messages were improved, leading to
such device4 as the teleprinter and.long-distance facsimile reproducers
Computers were deyeloped to control the

of pictures, maps, and diagrams.

si,ing'and firing of guns, automatically calcbiating'the effects of such
,

:factors as the speed and. direction of wind and-movingtargets more accurately and quickly than. human,gunners could do.
S

The year'1948. witriested amomentous breakthrough in electronic tech-

nology when the transiStor'vas invented in Bell LaboratOries.

his inven -

tion turned the attention of electronic technologists from mAiging and

.

controlling the flow of electrons through vacuums and gases, as in'electfOn tubes, to electron flow in semiconductors of electricity.
Behind the deVelopment of the transistor were years of research by

74physicist, metallurgists, and'crystallographers into the Various strut\

tur4qcharacterizing matter in.its'solid state and;into the properties;

It was scientific knowledge of theproper-

ditplayed by these.Struciures.

,

ties of impure crystals o.f elements life siliton which led to tre inventi on of the transistor.'

th atom of silicon

IA simple example will make this point clear.

When

has four elecjons in its outer shell.

oms. of silicon unite to

form silicon crystals, the atoms arrange themselves.ao that each atop'
shares eight electrons in its outer shell.

tute a stable shell,.apure trysts
,

tricity.

Since-eight electrons consti
onductor of elec-'

silicon is

However,°if an atom of ars nic is subskifuted for an atom of

silicon in'a crystal,.its electr

.

_properties are changed, because- each

atom of .arsenic has five tlectr ns in J.'s 5Uter shell, Such an 'impure
crystal, which has an extra,

ctron that pis free to mov

about, is Called a negative, or. N, cryst

for a silicon'atOm in a crystal, 4'40ositime

and to be moved

'boron a, om is SfibstitUted

crystal is form4d, since

19.

04

the boron atom has onlythreeVectrons in its ol,tier Isbell; t

esAnce

.

.

of a bgion atom in a silicolatjtial,in effect,4Vrodu es an

ronic

"hole.". Ifa P crystal and an N crystal are united, a P-N junction is

,,

-,

formed.

When such a junction is placed in an electrical:Circuit, it acts

as a rectifier:

i

electrons can flow only from N to P and not the other

way around.

When two P-N junctions are placed back to back, :transistor

is formed.

A transistor has all the capabilitierof a diode vacuum tube..

11

Crystals may be made to funFtion as triodes and as resistors and capacitors

(electron-storing devicelkas well

In this way, tinY'crOtal4--whiEh

,

don'Otave %,0 beat up in order to funceign, as vacuum tubes mustcan

repikce buiky-adk 4W-reacting vacuum tubes in various!electronic'devices,
.

from

and

ion transmitters.and receivers to computers.

viA. The trend la g ectronic technology since 1948, when semiconductors.
and:-#01id-state circuitry began to replace vacuum tubes, and soldered -wire

een toward miniaturization. -Steller ancismaller.devicei

cirtuita.

.

.

haVe replace

-

arger and bulkier devices.

This trend has, also affected

prices.

A calculator' hich cost 090,00. in 1971 retailed for $10,95 in
,
1978, and the,theapserfmodel is said ;:to be,m6resophisticated" than the

earrfer v,ersion (Time 1978), -Vithout miniaturiz4ion, rbaWide :tray,
.

ofielectronic &vices now offered for sale as,consUmer items --*.cket
t4

radios end calculators, digital watchea,.and tiniteleifigion rteta- would

Alkvely

not be available at all, let alone at re

J';''.4

'

lowpricea.

, i

Miniaturization has been\aided by laviahly financekrese

h and'

,-,

..--

"develdptent activities, particularly in the

nited'StatA, Japan, Great

A

II%

Eririan, and West Germany,
improvement

Some of this research

f electronic circuits;

as focused on the

The-lold4d4circUits; which were made

Oby soldering metal wires to the external

ections of vacuum ties end

other. electronic elements, were initia/ly laced by circuits, printed

More recently, in so-calleeq

on cards.

grateoysystems, the circuits.

are imprinted directly, by etching or fithographyl on theitiliCon chips
which have replaced vacuum tubes in many electronic 4evices.
can be pr
in new c

returned t

manufacture these tiny, intrieciZtircuits

1puters oT other ele

The electionic compdter...

o

se

is Aevites.

erhaps the most awesome artifact of the,
.

A

ters

-

.

.

ormation revoluttOn."'.The computer might bN.thought ()piss a "mutation"
..i.e tenturies-Ung evolution of machineiilesigted to make arithmetic

ilations more ia0dly and accurately than human hands and brains.
qr

Such machines date deck to the Chinese abacus., In'modern Europeja Scot,
'Sir John Napier

ini/Ohted a mechaniCal calculating device in the 17th cen.4i%

tury: The line of at -ttion goWthrough Leibniz in Germany and Pascal,in
.

A.

France. -0apierda406

d

knowndvas- a*mathematician, Leibniz-as a mathematical

ilthilosopher, and Pascal is-a mathematician and theologilin.)

Perhaps the

,Most ingenious of rile* chhitical calculators was the Analytical Machine,

Which-Vas fuvented Wan nglishMan; Charles-Babbage, in 1835..

Thiemachine

y

.incorporated,

in embrion$E forth, many of the features of,contemporary elec-

tronic computerS-7,prqtammingibranahing, looping, arithmetic and
1,

storage units, and automatic, printout of: results.
until° 1937i

A

,

OP _

_

-.

.;

iD

%,:betwdSn

he discloillinefei'mathematics '404
an

Science

engineering

and "hardware " sides.

".

r

as. the development off'Caltulat

"Jos

Babbage'a work' was lest

tomputer scieno

nyolVed C011abOritive efforts.
logic luid.thoiterof physical

#tid

ihe:.softwaresi

gy has its,"software'''

ilY.onepplied.math,

emetics and. logic; theterdward. side.

.

s and knowledge related,

to miChanics and mechanical engineering and, mo0 recently, electtiacs
and electronlic epigineering

*

#,

:

played irlarge pprt
'''

,

4Ir

,

It

,in the
,

On tAehardware al

,

Thus, interdisciplinary cbliaborationNis
evolutfon of t

4

modern comiuter.

Hollerldv,' who worked

'Census in
ty*th the U,S.0

the late 19th century, introduced electromechanical sensOts into a mechan-

ical calculator which aed information stored on

ori

The

chea cards.

maqon,collected by the U.S. Census of 1890 wag.-.processed by such ad vice.
-4:9-

In 1911 Hollerith, along with others, founded International_ Business

Machines (IBM), noa giant multinational corpOration which has beco e

mend

almgst synonymous in the popular mind" with computer research, devel
and ptoduction.

44/

After Aiken constructed and used the now - famous Mark 1 computer at
4

-

Harvard University16'.thelate 1930s,- the 'evolution of the electronic

comVter proCeeded with amazing rapidly.

Eckert ant,Marchly

---

the University of Pennsylvania, developed_ the
the first ,a
r-

11F:'
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hot

s\

of

.

electronic digital computer,

ENI,

in 1946.

Von Neuman, who

ikassociated with the construction. of EVIAC, publighed his de il

ad.been

tive work

on the mathematical logic. of the digital computer in 1947.'

Although it isA.mpossible to deal with all the *mplexities.of Com-,
e
puter software or hardware in this brief Aorical stmmation,At ew
.

4.
s,v._

,

underlying gIncepts

can

be outlined in siipllified form.

The be*

the modern computer isa.theory of algebraic logic.developed:b0ooie.
a German/logician, iu the late 19th
s
operations were .reduced to a series

entury.

In Beole's algebra, logical

myeslos-n6decisiolii.

example, 1,13 the obIact amen or no

he .American or,not-

.

American?

(For

If American, is he NortWAM

not,-NorthAMer

Boole' s. algebra could be applied to -lierba

1.0)11e

0

or 'numeral symbdis.

Today's digi4a1 computers employ Boc1408:Idg4F.by,means-of 4 a number
System that uses only two digits:.

G'and;1,..-; These digits, which can be.

used to represent an infinite variety of "yes or no":deCisions,,are matched
4b

in electroni6 circuits with devices which. can,'in.effect, say '''electron-

floW or moelectron flow."

We have already noted that vacuum tubes, P-N

junctions; and transistors in ele4tiical artuits,can perform this "yes
.4
or no" function: The capacity to say."no."'"and," and "or" can be built
.

into electronic circuitry. :Complex and sophistiCated*stems of logital
an4.mathematl8a1 operations can be built 06hekasicaily primitive 'concepts,
of "no," "andir and "ot.

AnOtheOkindo0coMptliei,the analog cOmput*,
is often u
used inconjuction
u
itth a digital%Computer in some 'kinds of
.

computer simulations.

.
i.

..±

1

While early calculators,could,dkOrate only with arithmetic symbolsH

w,

1

(numbets),.modern computers Can operate logically and mathematrically
.Upon a

infoitiation so long as it is provided.in.symbolized form.

Information theory, a semimathematitel set of ielfas which have
il:

_Ndevelbped 41ong with computer science,
..aibits.

of information.

can be combined in toesy w r slopp fo

A co

ute

.1.

This i
re-

may,h

lies of atoms of information
4

These bit

ormatfa is loW,n a:

must be'supplied with'bies

)

complex bodies
atfbn..

nput. ..!Asitiple or-Comp

aommands
given tothe,c4pputer to perform various kinds of opetationa on

t is input and /or

on

tion .ai

87.

e y stored withi

,

..

circuits

.:1

,

This set of commands is

in supplementary storage to which it has access.
j

Computer programmers use one of several artificial

known as a program.

languages to translate commands from, ordinary language into computer lan,

As the Computrnomplies with the commands in its program, it

guage.

processes the informatt6 involved into the desired results, known as outA computer's output can be displayed in various forms--as a printout

put.

(on paper), in microform (transparent film), as pictures and text on a
television screen, or-ea spoken words.

Output can be transmitted as

radiant energy for thousands of mills and displayed on a television screen
Thus, during manned space flights, technicians

a.monitoring station.

at the mission- control center in Houston were able to receive continuous
...computer information about the'spacecraft and about the physical condition
4
of the astronautst7their pulseA.ates, blood pressures, and body tempera-

tures-4to.aup011Tent Void* communicay.on.

',have been inh

4vices, transistors

as in other kinds of electron.

In ,cOmpute

tuted for vacuum tubes and inteigtated circuitry for
produced computers of ever -

ts ldered wires.'" These developments
.

reasing,size and ever-increasing spied and sophistication.

Aiken's Mark .I

,.

.

computer at Harvard, built around vacuum tubes, filled a good-sized room.
Today, computers

The ENIAC computer contained some 18,000 vacuum tubes.
,

.

ter memories and Processio speedlnow occupy only a few
104

.

,

-Supplementary storage of7Aformation for computer scanning
.

,
,

.,

ir

,-092..:

,

tssing takes many forms--among themi.multitrack magnetic tapes,

an

-1-

Arumd,

d disk

,

The ,contents of a -W110,bnok can be stored on a reel

A compute , properly programmed, can'Agad";a

tape

f,

.

book,

.1e_

in,a WI

ct and print ouj:' desired information and,pasdages.
minutp and se :6;
'..

e always been places for itoring and retrieving infor, which
libra
ioniz4.d and will be further revolutionmatibn, have already been tevo

Jr.

),..,,,

A

ized in, the future by computer roc

()logy.

i

('

Two developments in compute

technology deserve special ment

because
114;1

,

.,

of the

significant imPlicatio s for both individual'humn be ngs and

whole societies.

Th

rdt oif

hese developments has, to do y h thii\ton7

);ersionof Computersinto "1 AO% machines."

Early'comput

'capable of carrying ou;'their operations o;oly in compliance
%

(

,

,

88

were

commandk

supplied to them by human operators.

Computers have Aow been developed'"

which can modify their programs in the light of their own "experience."'

*

OneAine of computer research has involved the programming of computers
to'play such. games as checkers and chess.

A computer programmed to win

at chess, for example, can review its memory of moves it hgs made in
certain situations on the chestbOard in the past.

It can s rt out which

ributed to winning and which ones 44 not, an

reprogram itself

to eliminate losing moves and make winning moves in future games of chess.

ThitmOnograph is concerned with citizen participation in the making

of policy decigions, Computers can be programmed to make decisions.
a

Information relevant to sbm4ireaof decision making

an be supplied to a

The computer can then be instructed to explOruthe conse

Ciimputer,

es

of various ppty alternatives and report its findings or even to actually
select the 4optimal" alternative, measured' against standa

of 1pptimality°-'

supplied to it by human opera.tprs. 'For example, scenario,

but different

.

ways of conducting and defending against nuclear warfare, complete with
staeistitt, about Mpliens of livetNlost and billions of doliart in property
destroyed, have been.derived from compeer,.. simulations of policy alterna-

2.,1'

e

,k

....

Allov",;,

tives.

The learningiend decision-making capabilitlet'of,compuLrs have'°

0

raised serious questions about the wisdom of depending on computer "brains".

in the plannihg and'conduct of various "humanZenterprises.
.

.

The second developpent fn electronic technol9gy with significant impli:'
..

s,.

,

,tationt for soli ty is'the
creasing useof.computers to direct and super-...
,.
-,
vise systems ,for
e pro1 ductiOn and distrib itpn of economic goods and
,e,

..

:.

.

sery o

,

In addition.toitmerely providi

peop e i

.

-

-making decisionS a d dOing their .work, comp tert- 're being prd0

grammed in'some,cases to per orm,functions.that 171011
-

i

by

.

,,proFessed'information to assist

ordinarily be handled

man manager's and supervisors.

Understanding thit

>

e of computers ca is. or a brief\detogriritO the

s udiyof cybernetics--a science named and developed by Norbert. Wiener,

a

0

matheMatician WatiertiN.,t the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
.

A

netics has
ation.

Cybe

,--

o'do with the guidancel'and control of various systems of oper-,.

Yor e

ple, if 14 think of ,a person

iving a,c

as a single-

,.

opergtionai , system,
the driver' may be thought of as the c
f,

dr.61

),

89

trolling

1.11.0inill fili4 the automobile as the servomechanism.' The driver contin-

ually receives information about.ol3irating conditions -- curves, traffic,
-.:

'ruts in the road, fog and'rain, highway Signs', etc..
this information and adjusts the

The driver procesies

conAtIVIAPee40f t

414PPObbile

accordingly by operatinvthesteering whAL'braketli, ,nd
appropriately.

cdeleritot.

If the human driv4'were to be, replaced b. Na compute'r

programmed for the purpose, a self-guided, self-controlle

conveyan
._.--

system would result.

The theories of cyhernetict.lorm the:basis for
.

,

the automation of such diverse system; as missiles, factories, robots,
teaching meehines,'warehouses, and librarieSt.

General- purpose computirs can be used to design special-purpose

computers which in turn serve as brain mechanisms in the automated
operation, supervision;` and quality 'control of productive and

butive entergrisea.
,

Autoion

14-09.

challenges some of-Our molt deeply

.

ingrained Akttions about the rightful place of human latch in society.
7t,

a

4

4,

90

tA Bilk/Ben fit Analysis of Electronic Technology

Ontii

SUrfac

,

the benefits derivda from electronic science and

erwhelming.

'CbtmacliO

The dreav of utopian thinkers about a

n.:Thiethuman beings are freed frollaiduous toilt seeeto be
/4-

0410 when one considers the potential uses of Slectronictechnol
.ogy.:Suman beings now hair (and soon-will have more) mechanic
,

eves'

.

toydo theirWork,,perhapslieven their thinking, for them.

can,

Comp

,perfore complex mathematical operations Vflin hour whic4h an army o

human beings could not accomplish in a liferibe. Doctors can diagiose
diseases more quickly and dependably with the aelOttance of,computers.
Optimal designs for buildings and other artifacts can be developed
quickly enc1,efficiently by architects and engineers using computers.
Musicians can use computers to compose' electronic music.
-

of television and communidatioir sTa telitteS

happen on the other side of thg,iforld

With,the aid

we can watch events as they

in places far fromraith.-, The

tm,44'fr

"information revolution" is, to;):Ise M L han's phrase, converting the

world into a "global village."
But deeper analysis reveals ominous serpents lying in wait in this
electronic Eden.

Many people believe that grave risks are associated

with fitr particular effects

electronic technology:

A,

depersonalization

4;

of relationships; Centrali
privacy,

d a

Air
Deperson

zationko

decision making, invasion_of persqtal-

omation of

Human Relati4Stiips

Comp tera'plavimportant rolestAn
for,'paying and otherwise .rewarding, a

organizations-ranging fromkf c
to depe

keeping track of, account ng\
dismissing persons in large-Scald

ries to schoolSland hospital

dOcto s an

nalize human relationships bet
patients,

and ,teachers

om u 1..
ers were introduce

t

has aggravated this

nd.

and stu,

into perSonnel w

The,.tendent

.

rvisors and workers,

nts was growing even before
and the use of.,compUters, °
,

The kind' Odepersonalize4 refationshipt'one
f

tends to find in
close and mean

large school, forram le,40ntrast sharPly withAhe
ful relationshi s between

eciple",in-a rural comtuOty,
v
11!"

.,

.

a family, or a commune, where "everyone knows-everyone else" as a person.
The feelings expressed by protesting students in the 1960s that they
were being reduced to IBM cards, that their per oval feelings and prefer.

ences were being tgnored,.thnt processes of lea ning and development
were hiking distorted to fit the convenience of computers - -these were not

Who has not.felt the frustration of receiv-

ent#ely romantic fantasies.

ing an unresponsive computerized form letter in "reply" to a complaint
about defective mer,chandiseor a miscalculated bill?

We need to deal

with the person behind-the'electronic gadgetry in order to achieve
satisfactory'cOmmunication.

One widely adVodated use

of computers in education is as machines

for teaching basic stallis and information.

44 individual student with

access tot.Computer terminal can address his questiOns.an51 problems to
the computer.

If the computer is well stocked, it Can answer the student's

questimns and solve his or her problems more quickly, and often more
accurately, than a teacher or fellow student could do.

Such a computer

can slap correct errors in a student's calculations or thinking prOiesses
promptly'and impersonally.

The question is not whether programmed individual teaming has a
4iP

certainly has a place.

.1711*e.inluture educational programs - -i

The

.

issue. i!s whether the use of "teaching 'mactines" leads to the neglect of
-4

41).e.i(ning-which can"be achieVed only by direct interittion and dialogued

Among t e most important examples of thin.:kind of learning

witT others.

..

to4ommunitate with-persons who beiong_to other

.4i the-'skills neede

11-

,

re different in age, background, and value or

!- ge.4a or who
4

S

'1,t

2i lnve,peed

communication .skills

for:,

tation.-

has already been stre sed in

.

4F7.

this monograph%As 'a prime need in a pluralistic 'and war-torn world.

lr

The deperionalization of relatiOnships.has consequences for b
viduals and societies.

Can individual humarLorganisMs develop i
.-* -4'

..

-,

rounded and morally,responsible persons if ,tbitY are:continually.depriv
h

Can societies

jtverabnal relationships with other humanbeingsi
4

.r.repeild for t eir survIval on human:rel tionshiPs between,their

ers

,

elationsV s.1,6rteh

be sustain d:by t* kind of im7rsona

ty de*d

are feitered
i':

,,

throughthrus

ce on
100..
4colitulcation
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IS'

of ertClronic technology?
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Centralization of Policy Decision Making
In a symposium on "Cordputers and the World of the Future" held at

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, C.P. S

,

Who is also a physicist, expressed vividly his co

an English novelist
about the possible

effects of computer technology on the making of social policy decisions
(Greenberger 1962) .

ing public

*Sed the tendency mod rn societies toward.

Sqqw.d10

A i*
gtion.lAking--atendenc

antedates computer

y but which will, he fears, be-accel

by it:

fo.

There it is. A 1l4cOul of people, havtbg
elation to
the-will of society having no communication
th,the
1
rest of society, will, be making decisiSens in se et
ch
are going to affect our lives in the deepest sense.
My worry is that the introduction of the computer is'going
to lead tea smaller circle still. .
Instead- of having
a small groUp of scientists kiiowledgeable enough to have
something to add to decisions, I am asking whether. we are
now running into a position where only those who re concerned with the computer,. who are formulating its /decision
4)
rules, are going to be knowledgeable about the deCision.
If so, instead, of having-a small circle of scientists and
a large circle of administrators, we -will. have a tiny '-',._
circle of.computer"boys, a larger circle of scientists who'
are not versed in thenew computer art, and then, again,
the large circle of politicians and admtinistrators. I
suspect
-that the computer in certgin hands could
easily become a gadget. Gadgets are the,greatept single
source of misjudgment that I have-ever Seen .
. People,
get fascinated by gadgets
They. ove
evetything to be explains
n terms o
eir gaAget. 2 . .
"I_suspect tha.icomputers
vernmen
e" going to get
into the hands of person*.
il4ly
. ive or"canalized judgment and, become
,

.

.

,

.

',

.

.

''They want
..-..-

..,

Snow's concern embraces two interrelated.issues.

do with limited access by citiz

The first has 40

.

to information which is collected

electronically' and stored in co
cal.

Its solution, short of banning computers, would involve increasing

the number of computer terminals available to citizens through which
policy - relevant information can be retrieved: -Louver

the solution'also

Nia
would also require edilcating citizens -.$n methods of retrieving .stored
AP

information and adding their, avAl input to t

data.

Information

abOut the feeaings,'attitudes, and values of large numbers of.. people

.

dace

,

.fteallOClocia3. 04ilicY4eede to find its way into Computers'

.

used to aiiist'it641.al poitcymeking.

,Z>

Ope device used0 delibegateiy narrow the

,

circle

of'persons with

access to computer Storage 1, theaSsfixarion'sifisinformation as,"con-

fidential"d

acct

t.' ,Only spliciallY "cleared"tpersons eXeallowed
ed if:formation.

nts on the basis of "national imag,urity"--to keep

by

justifi

SuCh limits to adass*are usually
1Pr.

Amportant information out 'of the hands (or Computers) .of Nthemy" govern-

A corporation may justify liiiting actesi to information by the

ments,

The merits

nored.,to' maintain its competitive advantage over' other firms.

of these justifications need to be judged On a-case-by-case basis.. How:
ever, there'is no doubt that such practices tend to encourage" and main-,

tain a0aimate of secrecy and exclusivity ip the Making,ofrpolicY-deci,

/*4

'ions, andto limit the scope of intelligent citizen2pditicipation which
democratic poli6making requires.
4"

The second aap4ct-of Snow's concern:A fea

44getry.

This fear-

,

might(also-be expressed as "a, fear that humans bay tent tO

'ciol:t.ze and

idealize the new Td poPerful technologies which they hive created:
It is not surprising that with the human'creatii
development of computer technology, men are Wid
Pretifig man's mental funteioning after'the modeY

functioning. 'Nor isjt'surprisingthat humane
betag

widely coached .and

organiz ed-to conform

anOto the image of she comPuteilCybernetic ma
just as mechanical man was and is'in...idol04.mthy:,
The difficulty,lies not intheoinvention and usieli
elsaad technologies in fac
mechanical or compu e
iffiCulty'liesiin
the tendency
ing hupanprojeCts. "The
own
creations,
to ascribe to
man threator to deify
prior
to
the
reality
of
himself,
and to put
them a realit
ervice
of-his
own
artifaCts.
'In
himself abjectly into the
,

this process he comes to f elpowerless before the papers
that lies ;
ith in the
he haewieleased and
f°13.0.- c
to use his artiflts:in the sere
all.
0
DM
roe
use
to
use.th
unal
ends
sonal ni c
,

(Benne 1975)'
1...=3,...,;_1.

.

.

-

IteNbeet antidote tocim0c.1*

out, of e

trodic cienceand"

nology.and-high.prfests Ouf-Ofthel expert'is w4deSpread public
p

atkon--edUcation-desiped to demytsti y electronicexpertise
-

and---t-o:-:-,,

create a healthy skaPtiFismabout its authority indecisio Making. _What
is needed Is widespread.understandinft of the virtues etrWl

etions.of

electronic technology and technologigis.
Invasion of Personal Privacy
Our discussiOnhas stressed the desierahility of widening citizen
access to stored and processed information.relevant to the making of p b).ic policies.

Ironically, however,'electronic technology also creates

problems o

the ,opposite kind so far as the private lives of persons are

concerned.

Electronic detecting.devicesare now being marketed which are

powerful and sensitive enough to enable their operators, to secretly listen
in on telephone conversations acid on discussions in homee'and other. places

which the speakers regard as psiva*.

Iqation of -privacy by:governments

and other agencies, both'legitimate and illegitimate, has been greatly
facilitated-by improved electronic technology.

In a society which values

individuality, the right to prjyate expression and communication should
be protected.

The use of "bugging', or electronic surveillance, whether

by government officials or by private agencies; needs tO'be controlled in
order 'toprotect this right; whatever inconvenience such restrictions may
c 11.ate for zealous detectives, spy chasers; and bTeckMaileree

Computer- storage of information may also thre4tianindividul0 rights
to privacy.

Information about a person's debts and.redivrating;Idivorcea

and.rpmances, diseases and operations--a l-VIndsoCpersonal dataMay be
stored in cosiputers:, There ip

ontinual pressure fromsome'sourcee to

fl,

intdrconnect these varivus comp

re. -Anyone"iwith access to'euch'ioom-

,puter chain could readily print on a dossier of,information aboutaniTo:

person--informat on which that person might prefer to keep private.

th'

collection of Pe.r onal information

acilitated if various kinds of,t
10
ed w ith reference to a singfe ident y ng number,

information are st
N

perhaps a person's social security number.

.

-While ready access to stored information about'an indivi.dual may b

convenient to avarietrof funetionaries-=among them law-enforcement
officials, spkes, asents'of credit bureaus and insurance companies,

employers, and school admission officers--the absence of contfblson such
/

OS

9L,

'.4-- ,

4a40Saserodes,the ability-o4.in4vidUals to decide what kinds of infor7
riOltion should 01. communicated and .top

et:PeWePciligA)0IAA141

YOlarify peoples rights to isdivid4a1

tyacy'in an electunic_Age;an
jrr'

N

that support the protection of those tfg ts.

The Effects of Automation onAmikm00.
One of the effects of introducing

into an organization.

J.- .

is the elimination of some jobs. :;IILt is true that automation creates
jobs for computer programers'., tiehnicOhei. and service personnel, it
usually reduces the total number of fobs its an organization.

One of the

main reasons for introducing automation is to reduce Iabor costs:, The

.

lOseraTjobs that results from automation to a source of anxiety both to
individuals those jobs are threatened and to

society plagued with prob-

'leigaok pergistentaand increasing unemployent.

4,
0

,

.

In the' 1960s one of the.authors served as 4 consultant to gil insurance
.,..

company which had decided to automate i

clerieal operations.

The. author

PI
was apployed to help thte company deal.,.14.0h°the-human
Oroblems.precipitated
Ilkeeping with the autn.Orrs advice, the management

by this 0414laton

.

-

annel:iiie'id4h1t.no,elployee would im diimiesedbecanse'of'automatio -Lan.
action' iiiii,elpeCirelieve employees` AtUsiety.about losink,theft

Ohs.

- 4 "

'kihda.of anxiety were Created by theTmanagemenes e

'However

lanatiion

.?,

that

byeea'whose jobs were eliminated, by:automation would' Woffersd
.

,t

4

ytraining for, other job's at company expense. ",EMployees weremoU anxious 04
.

.4

4,

,..

Aboue the tees** mchange careers in midstream.

Some felt a personAl'

v

4

,}

loess ithaving Ulprsake ajob in which they had invested. ears oftrain7ing,AileXperienCe:' ,In devaluing this investment by turning "their" Work t'106
,-.

err

over to.gn-inanimate mItine,,the comPany'w/s, in effe t, devaluing thet
0

as persons.

,

,

,

Other emploYees,felt anxious About their

'4
i
tlity to learn a

new job and;do it well.,
,

erl in the longrun automation will reduce-the number of jobs in

isetill in dispute.
he introduction of.
to Inorel obs. : But

exampl
.:people wi

Some economists point to past situations
r,eaving technology led eventually not

12:''es

is no doubt, as the hforementionA.

,

Ingtratt:: that automation wAl change the kinds of jObs that
be;hired

Ido
br

to
.

that It will compel people to retrain themselves
I

and to change careers -- perhaps several times in a lifetime- -and that it

will Change the overall pattern of employment.

In%gerieral, mass-pr011auc.

tion methodL, over the past half-century, have.reduced the economic
demand for the services of skilled artisans and craftsmen.

Automation.

now promises to reduce the demand for unskilled and semiskilled workers,
although it will create new demands for technicians'of various sorts.
What will happen to persons who are not predisposed by interest or
aptitude to seek careers as technicians?

This is a fundamental question.

Should jobs in a humane society be shaped to the requirements of a tech,

nology adopted by owners and managers, or should they be shaped to the
interests and aptitudes Of persons living in the society?

Should the

adoption of automation be determined by economic considerations alone?
Or should this decision also be influenced by the preferences of-workers?
All these questions need to be deliberated'in forging policies for using
computer technology wisely and humanely!
Thus, automation raises policy issues related to both employment
patterns and the character and quality of work7-in addition,to the question of whether workers should have to adjust their styles and preferences to the convenience of machines, rather than the other way,around.
The way people answer these questions is likely to be affected by a
value orientation which is widely assumed by people in our culture.

This

value orientation leads many people to think that labor-saving devices
per se are "good," and it is applied to homes as well as to factories,
farms, and offices.

A home is often thought to be unquestionably better

if it contains such laboi-saving devices as a'dishwashers a vacuum
cleaner, a microwave oven.

This value judgment is made even when those

who 'd° the housework actually prefer to wash dishes by hand, to clean

oors with brooms and mops, and to roast meat in an oven heated by burning wood or coal.

*

This value orientation'is related to our tendency to make idols out
of artifacts - -a tendency noted by Snow and Benne (see pages 93 and 94)..

On a'larger scale, this value orientation is reflected in our preference
for capital-intensive (technology-intensive) over labor-intensive methods
of producing and distributing goods and services.
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Many ecologists, most

41
A
ilr
,0'..

I'

adoption of yapital-

notably Barry Commoner, have pointed out that

,

.

intensive.4kethods increases our,use of energy,' thus ag ravatidg the
-,......,energy crisis which people all over the world are fdc tig.

ed and changed?

value-Orientation need to be reeximi
regard to automationl, which is laige

of computers, we maykask:

Specifically in

.

made posdiblt by the developient

Should we automatf lly extend the use of
A

electronic technology because it is fascin
,

Dori this

and because it saves human labor?
I
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ing, because it '1

available,'

1,41,

Sugiested Learning Activities
dr

tlaagining Life Without Blectronids.1 No student now in high

school hasitnown a way of lifelm which radio has not played a part, and
only a few hive experienced living without television sets, phonographs,

ortape cassettes.

,To involve students in assessing the human effects

of these forms of electronic technology,
.

they might be asked,to keep

logs'of their activities for one or two daysand to star those time,peri-

ods in which such electronic devices played a,part As_a further activity, they might be asked to identify the purposes for which they have
used these forms of electronic technology at various times in their e

e-

riencerecreatipn. sports, 'esthetic enjoyment, background toother

activities, ieaAing,_relief from borgdomkeeping up with thellews,
keeping "up to date", with their peer group, etc.
.

A next step in the assessment might be to ask student's to imagine

how they-might have accomplished those purpotes without radio, television,

phonographs, ortape cassettes.

In carrying out this i

ginative.enter-

pri6e, they might interview their, .srandparents or other alder citizens

who have lived part of their lives without access to a

least's me of

these electronic devices.

As a finalstep, studehti m ght be a :ked to
assign comparative valUes to B.F. (Before Electronics) and A.E. (After
Electronics) ways of satisfying enduring human interests.
In wh t ways
was life better and in what ways was it worse before the introdu tion of
these forms of electronic technology?
As students discuss their logs and assessments, they, ahould discover

that the positive values Of electronic progress-- values, which are taken
for granted--are actually open to question, and that some people

lace

different values on such electronic devices as radio, televisibn, )phono,

graphs, and tape cassettes.
2.

I

ConstrUcting a Value Continuum. 'After ii.is discovered

students that they differ amongthem6elves intheir evaluations of\elec,

tronic progress', they might be asked to construct a value continuum with

respect tq such progress.

This continuum should allow room for extreme-

positious, from "ban all research and development work on electron4

99

technology" on'pneside to "encourage and generously support research and,
development, in electronics and the practical application of its results"

Make sure that at leastthree intermediate positions can

on the'other.,

'be-located between the two extremes as students identify the "pro" and

$udents should be

"con" evaluations to which they are most attracted.

asked.tostate their reasons for choosing the value positions they have
r

identified.
3.

Exploring Values Through Science Fiction.

Students' might be_

asked to read George-Orwell's 1984, with its picture of a closed society
controlled by a dictatorial elite.

These rulers rigidly limit citizens'

access to important information and induce conformity to their rules and,
.policies through continuous electronic surveillance of citizens' words
and actions.

Frequent reminders of this surveillance are given through

loUdspeakers with the message "Big Brother is watching you."
'After discussing the values and disvalues of a society like that,

depicted-in 1984, students might be asked to discuss the following questions':

How might computers and communication facilities be used and con-

trolled in this country today to create a closed and dictatorial society
like,the one described in 1984?
,

Should citizens try to reverse such trends?

toward 1984?
4.

What trends in our society are moving, us

Investigating Employment Patterns.

If so, how?

To help students develop an

appreciation of the effects of computerization.and automation on jobs,
they might be asked-to do research on the "Help Wanted" and "Jobs Wanted"
advertisements in a current daily newspaper and in an issue of the 'same
newspaper 'published ten years ago.

(For this purpose, the Sunday edition

of a metropolitan newspaper containing several pages of such advertisements
is desirable:)
questions:
technicians?

The students' research should be guided by the following

How many of the ads in "Help Wanted" listings are looking for
Which of these ads specify that these technicians should

know how to operate, program, assemble, install, and repair eledtronic
devices, especially computers?

In the "Jobs Wanted" listings, how many

advertisers are' looking for the kinds of jobs which are likely to be

threatened or eliminated by cbmputerization and automation?
As students discuss the resul s of their research,

100

they should look

for evidence of trends in employment opportunities which are related to
i

automation.
la

'To personalize this activity, they might also discuis how

these trends square with their own career aspirations.

If the prevailing

trends run-counter to the career aspirations of some students, what might
those students do to reverse or modify the trends?
,

5.

Debatlg.a Proposed Social Policy.

Many social issues are raised

by the development of,electronic technology, particularly computer technology.

Some of these issues.can be considered by means of the k;_nd of policy-

oriented debate described in Section 3.
. might be stated in the following way:

One such question for debate
"All further automation of industries,_

businesses, and government operations should be banned by law untirevery
employable person has found a job."
%...,.

6.

1

Envisioning a 'Educational Future.

Some prophets of electronic

progress predict vast c anges in programs of education in a fully developed
'electronic age.

c

One such futuristic scenario

envisages a home education

system featuring a computer terminal in every home and a two-way television
system .to provide communication between individual learners and computers

in regional education centers.

In addition to answering learners' questions,
tc

the computer would monitor and correct pro esses of speaking, calculating,
and thinking.

The individual learn r would have no personal contact with

the highly trained educators Who pro ram the computers and supervise their
operation.
Students might be asked to write imaginative essays destribing a day's
experience in such an educational program.

In these essays, students might

be asked to includetheir reactions to the possible elimination of some of
the elements present in a "nonelectronic" educational program--interactions
with other classmates

and teachers, face-to-face communication with people

who are different in age, background, and viewpoint, etc.
After studentsllave shared and discussed their essays, groups of
1

students might be asked to envision an ideal educational program in which
the positive values inherent in both traditional classroom instruction and
computerized instruction are combined and integrated and the limitations
of each are eliminated or minimized.

i

7.

One kind of policymaking

Simulating a Policymaking Situation.

situation which- thight be simulated by students is a meeting of a con-,

gressional committee to consider proposed legislation that would allow
greater latitude to policeman and intelligence agents in using electronic devices to collect evidence against suspected criminals and
enemy agents.

Specifically, the proposed legislation would permit

police officers and federal intelligence agents to submit the tele.
,

phones, homes, and office's of/suspected criminals to clandestine elec-

Officers and

tronic surveillance (bugging) without acourt. order.

agents would also be permitted unlimited access to computerized systems

in which.personal information is stored--for example, thefiles of
hospitals, Credit bureaus, and schools.
?Among the roles in which students'could be cast are those

ofAht chairperson and members of the congressi Zal commiTe, citizens
/representing a law-land-order group that favors the proposed\legislation,
and. other citizens representing a civil- liberties group whiO is very
'much o5posed to it.

The students who play members of the congressional
,

committee will need preparation time to work o t procedures f r the
`hearing.

Those playing representatives of citi

'

groups will need

time to work out their arguments and to select and brief their spokespersons.

If student feelings become polarized on the issues in olved,

the teacher might suggest thar"tille,roles of the "law and order " land

"Civil liberties" advocates be reversed.
During the simulated hearing, the spokespersons, for the citizens'

groups will present their cases and answer questions put to them by
`committee members.

Following this process, the-committee will try to

decide What, if any, changes in existing legislation are desirable.
In.the analysis and evaluation following the simulation, both teacher
and students should devote attention to both the content of the issues

\
debated and the processes of policymaking involved in the role playing.
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Recommended Readings

The first two sections of;thiS unit maybe duOlicated.and used as
basic reading on both the scientific 'background of',efectronic
technology
and related issues of social pOlicy and ethics involved in ifs practices.
In addition, the following readings arerecommended.. (For information
about locating and ordering publications with ED numbers, see page 129.)
. Scientific Backgroundrof Electronics

'
41110"..

Asimov, Isaac.

New Intelligent Man's Guide to Science.

New York: Basic

Books, 1965.
4

Chapters 6, 7, 8, and 16 of AtiliMOV'S book explain the
theories behind elecironic developments. This book can

be read with understanding by most high schoolstudents.

Bernstein, JeregN,Ana/ytz
Future.

Engines: Computers, Past, Piesenij and

New York Random House, 1964.
)

Thii excellent semihistorical account,ofthe background,
and development of modern computers was written for a lay
audience, and it can be read with undtrstanding by both
teachers and advanced students.
Bernstein, Jeremy.

Exploring Science: Profiles in Discovery.

New York:

Basic Books, 1978.
su

/

This is a book of well-written essays-which appeared originally in New Yorker magazine. Both scientific innovations
and'the personalities of the innovators are discussed.
The essay entitled "Calculators: Self-Replicators" is
especially useful for this unit.
Most of these
says can
be read with understanding by average high school students.
e',11

. ,

Goldstein, Herman H.

The Computer From pascal to Von Neuman. 'Prince-

ton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1970.
The author of this book was, an associate of Von Neuman's
in-tile development of ENIAC, the'first all-electronic
computer. This stmitechnical account of computer develment is good reading for. teachers and advanced students.
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)

Social and Huw-Effeceg

/

\\

f Electronic Technology

.

.

Bagdikian, Ben
Media.

g.

The Information Machines: Their Impact on Men and the

New York: Harper Torchbooks, Harper and-' Row, 1971.
This book offers a brief general discussion of the "information revolution" and its human and sotial effects. Most
of the content deals with the effects ofelectronic technology on the collection and dissemination of news.. Thi
thoughtful futuristic look at the news media of tom9trow
can be read with u erstanding by average students.

Greenberger, Martin, ed.-

r
Computers
l

and the 'World Of the Future.

Cambridge, Mass.: Massachusetts Institute of Technology Press, 1.962.

This report of a conference held at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in 1961 contains transcripts of
the lectures given on that occasion and of, the discussion
,which followed each lecture. Especially recommended for
Users of this'unit are cha ters 1, 3, 4, and 8. A useful
bibliography of bothtechn cal and nontechnical resources
r teachers and most students.
Good reading
'is appended.
.

.

Hill, A.V.

The Eth'iCal Dilemmas of Science.

New York: Oxford Press, 1962.

1

This is a general treatment of the ethical problemsraised
l
by recent developments in stign
.

Learning About Electronic Technology Through Science Fiction
-

Hollister, Bernard C., and Deane C. Thompson.
Fiction in the Classroom.

.

Grokking the Future: Science

Dayton, Ohio: Pflaum/Standard, 1973.

ED 084 554.

Chapter 4 of this book, "Fold, Spindle and Mutilate: Man
or the Machine," discusses how science fiction can be used
to help students understand the threats to human'beings
posed by recent technological developments, especially in
computer technology.
In addition to the works noted above, students might enjoy reading
Kurt R. Stehling's Computers, and You (New American Library, 1973,,paper-

bound)'*pd Milton R. Wessel's Freldom's Edge:'The Computer Threat to
Society. (Addison-Wesley, 1974).'
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ALTERING THE BIOLOGICAL HERMITYOlt gumm. BEINGS.
AND, OTHER LIFE FORMS

,

,t

4

Scientific Background
.

.

u

0,

.

j

?

.

It has long.beenco4non-se
transmittedfrom parents to their

kndWiedge that hereditary traits are
k-1

And.common-sense observation

ren.

confirmslurther that, the hereditary traits transmitted from parents
appear in new combinations in'their Offspring.

For example, a"child.may,

inherit "hie father1s4.button,nose and.big feet along with "his mother's"
curly hair and broWn eyes.
irtle-modern,ecience of genetics began with the work of Gregor Mendel,'

an Auitrian monk, shortly. after the middle of the 19th century.

worked with pea'planis in the garden of his monastery.

Mendel

By cross-mating

plants which produced da4k peas wiih.plants whichPrOducedsight ones
A andiobserving the colors of the offspring through several generations,
.

Mendel was ableto demonstrate that the transmissionof hereditary,traits
is governed by mathematical laws.
Mendel's theory implied, the existence'of individual units of heredity

which'cou4 pass information from one generation to the next.

Various

names were proposed for this theoretical unit of heredity by Darwin and
others until tha term "gene," suggested by Wilhelm Johannsen, came to be
generally adopted by biologists in the early 20th century.
The understanding of genetic mechanisms was signific'ently advanced
by the work of Thciftf Hunt Morgan, an American biologist who began study-

ing the processes of heredity in a tiny genus of fruit fly, Drosophila,
in 1910.

One advantage of the fruit fly over the pea plant as an expeii.

rental life form was its ability to rapidly reproduce:

it could produce

dozens of generations during the time required for a pea plant to produce
its first set of blooms.

Another advantage was that theflies could

reproduce in glass bottles in a laboratory under highly ,controllable conditions.

After studying wing size and eye color in his fruit flies,

Morgan Was able to confirm Mendel's description of the mathematics of
heredity; he then proceeded to go much further, and eventually'cdnden-
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trated on studying natural mutants among his fruit flies.

(A mutant is

a rare and distinctive genetic variety Which is markedly different from
the normal in one trait or another.' For example, albino characteristics
are due to the presence of rare mutants in normally pigmented human beings.)
Morgan was able. Co demonstrate that a mutation is due to the modification
of a single gene.

It had been suspected for some time that genes were located in chro-1
mosomes--dark, rod-shaped structures which can be observed microscopically
(A, fruit fly has 8 chromosomes

in the nuclei of animal and plant cells.

Chromosomes are observably active

in each cell; a human being has 46.)

They separate in the germ cell'and

during the processes of reproduction.

then come together in a fertilized egg cell during the process of exchanging4genetic information.

By watching this phenomenon microscopically in

his mutant fruit flies, Morgan correlated chromosome inheritance with the
inheritance of single gene mutants.

He was able to locate the positions

occupied by many mutant genes in a given chromosome. In 1926, Morgan published a map of fruit fly chromosomes showing the location of each gene
that controlled a4given function--wing'size, eye color, etc. Ane of his
students, H.J. Muller, was subsequently able to produce mutations artificially by bombarding a popUlation of fruit flies with X rays, a process
that greatly reduced the number of fruit flies which had to be examined
in locating mutants for genetic study.
The ability to map genetic territory gave' a new "reality" to the
stufr of genetics.

However, it did not answer the question of how a gene

actually contaols the shaping of a biological organism.

A parti4 answer

was provided by the work of George Beadle and Ed14ard Tatum on an orangecolored bread mold known as Neurospora crassa.
The search for understanding yf genetic functioning in living organisms,

moving as it did from Ira plants to fruit flies to bread mold and later
to bacteria and viruses', was based on the assumption that the mechansms
of heredity are similar throughout the plant and animal worlds. Thus.the

choice of a life form for genetic study was often determined largely by
experimental considerations.

Beadle and Tatum searched for a mutant of

Neurospora which could be identified and separated from a normal sample
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They chose a mutant form which-could not make a required

of mold.

nutrient out of the normal mold diet of sugar and salts,

They were

able to prove that the inability of the mutant mold to manufacture this
nutrient.was due to the malfunction of a single gene and the-lack of a
single enzyme.)
Most students who have had.a physiology course think of an enzyme'
as a complex molecule which functions in digesting food,

In fact,

enzymes also function to facilitate various other kinds of chemical
activity in cells and organisms.

One way in which genes are linked to

body chemistry is through their production of enzymes.
Significant breakthroughs in science often come when two independently
developing scientific disciplines intersect.

So it was with nuclear

physics andchemistry,and with computer science and mathematics, and so
it has been with molecular genetics.

The scientific discipline which

intersected with genetics to spark a momentous breakthruogh in molecular
biology was chemistry.

As long ago as.the 1860s, Friedrich Miescher, a German chemist, discovered a

substance which he called "nuclein" in analyzing pus from

human wounds.

By 1920, nuclein,had been factored into two principal nucleic

salmon.
acids:

Later he found nuclein in egg yolk ald in the sperm of

ribonucleic acid (RNA) and deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).

The intimate connection between DNA and heredity was demonstrated by
Avery and 'his colleagues at the Rockefeller Institute in New York.

It

had been found earlier that when a pneumonia bacterial mutant which was
incapable of causing disease was mixed with an extract of dead lethal
bacteria and injected into a mouse, the mous,e developed pneumonia and
died.

In an effort to identify which compound from the dead bacterial

extract transmitted the.disease-producing instructions to the nonlethal
bacteria, Avery and his colleagues removed One chemical compound after

another from the bacterial extract7proteins, starches, fats.

Finally;

they decided that the minute fibera'of DNA were carrying the disease-producing capacity into the cells of the previously harmless pneUmonia
bacteria.

Work on DNA and RNA culminated in 1953 wittteAnow-famous discovery

dG
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by Jamas Watao and francif Crick of the structure of the DNA molecule.
.N
The understanding of this structure andits implications for the reProductionp,And the:Tunctioding of the genes has been a key to the.stupendous.
progress in molecular biology during the past' 25 years.

'
.

The structure proposed for DNA by Watson and Crick was the double
.

litatix, which hab become as popular a symbol for molecular bioIogy'as.the
.

positive nucleus surrounded by orbiting, electrons has become for atomic
.

physics,

DNA consists of a spiral of.two conne ted ribbons.

The hackbone

1---, To each ribbon are

of each ribbon is made-up of sugar and phospha
0

attached four nucleicacids7-adenine (A), guanine 0),-cystosine (C), and
,.

T acids are attracted

thymine, (T)-1-in' various numbers and arrangements.
...-4"

.

These attractions hold

to,A acids, and G acids are attracted to C acids.
,

However, the attractions

the two ribbons together in the double helix.

are weak enough to permit each ribbon, in the peocesT of cell division,
to'se'parate and join with two new Molecules. of DNA: The original ribbon
-

,

.

carries the, important genetic information tecestary for shaping enzymes

which facilitate body chemistry and'proteins'Which make up the tissues of
complex living organisms.
Geneticists now speak', of the nucleic-acids, A, G, T, and C, as the
.

4.

f

,

These letters can combine, as in. our

,"letters of a genetic "alphabet."

verbal. alphabet, to formomany "words," and genetic "word's" can combine

DNA "sentences" contain the infor-.

to form varioUs,genetic "sentences."

natation whiCh distinctively shapes the skin, bones, lungs, heart, and,

other organs of 0 living organism in the image of the parents who con.

tributed their distinctive DNA in the process of sexual reproduction.'
...

Geneticists have thus been able to decipher the "genetic code" of living
organisms.

-

Much of the recent work of geneticists
of bacteria, And the bacterium most-often's

as been focused on the study
ed is one that normally

inhabits the intestines of most, if not all, human beings;
coli.

Eschexichia

The genes and chromosomes of E. coli have been thoroughly, mapped

by geneticists.

In this study, viruses have played a part.

Some viruses,

which are essentially DNAior RNA encased by proteins, have the capacity
to inject their DNA or RNA into bacteria,
1,

1)08

Viruses can function And repro-

duce only vithin.a host cell, and they can carry new genetic informationinto bacteria .and other living cells.

The invaded bacteria are instructed

to produce more viruses according to the, information carried in the DNA
-

or RNA of the invading virus.

Geneticists have also discovered restriction enzymes which can cut
DNA fibera into pieces.

Under proper conditions, these pieces can

recombine to form new DNA chains.

Now that we have the ability to per-

-foft.surgery on DNA fibers and make new DNA combinations, given that we
know hoW these new combinations can be carried into living cells,
recombinant genetics--ill effect, the capacip to make new .life forms- -has
become possible.

Awareness of the risks implicit in the use of this

power recently led to a self-imposed temporary moratorium by geneticists
on recombinant genetic research, an action that focused public attention
on the revolutionary potentialities for good and for ill in the findings
and applications of molecular biology.

i

B
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A Risk/Benefit AnalXsis of Applied Genetics

The three general forms which application of genetic knowledge has
taken in the past and may take in the future are easily identifiable:
(1) improving the quality of existing species through eugenics,

(2)

changiFg the processes of sexual reproduction, and (3) creating new life
forms through recombinant genetics.

Each of these forms will be discussed

in turn, and issues related to social policy and individual ethics will
be identified for each area.
Eugenics
The notion that the quality and character of. living' things can-be

improved through controlling their heredity is not new in the histOry of
ideas.

Ever since Plato toyed with the idea of mating the "best". males

with the "best" females in pre-Christian Greece, the ides of eugenics
has never been absent from the thoughts of some "reformers."
While the systematic application of eugenics to human beings has

seldom been seriously attempted in the historTof mankind (Hitler's attempt
in Nazi Germany to "purify" the human gene pool by exterminating Jews and
Gypsies was one of the notable exceptions), efforts to improve animals
and plants through selective breeding and hybridization have been both
widespread. and effective.

Of course, animal and plant breeding was

carried on long before the modern science of genetics was developed.
',What animal and plant breeders do, in effect, is to identify natural

mutants with particularly desirable characteristics and foster their
propagation through controlled selective breeding.

Such characteristics

might include drought resistance in cereal grains, a short growing season
in corn, large milk production in cows, lush and distinctively colored
flowers in decorative plants.

Where different desired characteristics

are found in different mutant strains of a plant or animal species, these
characteristics can be combined through cross-breeding or hybridization.
Thus a wheat variety which produces high-protein grain might be cross-bred
with a drought-resistant variety to produce a high-protein, drought-resistant variety of wheat.

In the case of mammals, mastery of the art of artificial insemination--
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implafttation of the sperm of a male ,animal into the womb of a-female
animal -- greatly extended the power of animal breeders to propagate

desirable genetic strains.

A single bull, for example, which carried

genes for exceptional milk production in his sperm cells might "father" "'
calves in whole herds of dairy cows.

Once means had been developed to

preserve sperm cells over long periods of time, sperm banks were estab,..

lished.and sperm cells were transported all over the world.

Thus an Iowa

brill could conceivably "father" calves in Nepal and New Zealand months
after his death.
beings.

.

Artificial insemination is also practiced with human

In this case, the sperm may,come from a woman's own husband or

fromanothet man.

A woman who wishes to bear a child without getting

married may seek artificial insemination with sperm from an anonymous
,male donor or from a sperm bank.

What scientific genetics can do for plant and animal eugenics is to

make the results of sperm and egg combinations more predictable and the
practices of selective breeding and cross-breeding more systematic and
better controlled.

Scientific breakthroughs in genetics often lead to

proposals that eugenics should be extensively applied to human beings.
H.J. Muller, who was the first to produce artificial mutants by bomr-

barding fruit flies with X rays, later became an ardent advocate of
applying eugenic measures to human beings in order to rid the human
gene pool of hereditary defects.

The hereditary defects which Muller

and. some other medical researchers had in mind were such gene-carried

diseases and infirmities as feeblemindedness, hemo hilia, sickle-cell
anemia, and Tay-Sachs disease.

The fact that the

resence of such genes

in the chromosomes of men and women can now be detected raises some
complicated ethical questions:

be automatically sterilized?

Should carriers of such defective genes

Or should they merely be given information

about their defective genes and permitted to make their own decisions
about sterilization?

The genetic composition of a child can now be

determined while the child is in the fetal stage through the process of
amniocentesis, during which fluid is drawn from the fetal sac in the
mother's womb.

If one or both parents are known or probable carriers of

defective genes, analysis of this fluid can provide information about the

presence of a defect in their unborn child.

The parents can then decide

whether to abort the fetus.
Some people argue, for compulsory sterilization of identified carriers
of certain defective genes.
genes.)

.(All of us, carry some possibly harmful mutant

Others argue for compulsory testing of every pregnant woman to

deteimine whether there are serious genetic defects in the fetus and for
compulsory abortion if such defects a

found.

Still,other people might

accept the idea of compulsory screening and testing, but would leaye
decisions about sterilization to the individuals involved.

-

Similarly,

these people might advocate compulsory genetic testing of all pregnant
women but leave to parerits the decision about whether to,abort a genetii.

cally defective fetus.

Many people who feel strongly about the "right to

life" of unborn and even unconceived "children" might object to both
sterilization and abortion'on the ground that they represent an immoral
interference with natural law.

Involved in this issue are difficult questions of social and individual
ethics.

Who decides which hereditary abnormalities are to be considered

undesirable?

Steinmetz, the genius who profoundly advanced the study of

alternating electric currents, was a hunchback.

What would have been the

social effects if his parents had learned of this birth defect and decided
to prevent his birth?

Would the.human gene pool have been purified or

depleted by this decision?

Another profound question is related to who makes decisions about
sterilization and abortion to prevent the propagation of genetic defects.
Should the state make these decisions?

Parents?

Individuals?

One state,

North Carolina, passed a law 25 years' ago requiring the sterilization of
residents with serious mental deficiencies.

So far, nearly 100,000 North

Carolinians have been sterilized in comformity with this law.

react to the idea of having such a law?

How do you

Would you advocate or oppose it

in your state?

Alterations in the Processes of Sexual Reproduction
One man-made alteration in the process of sexual reproduction has
made it possible to produce "test-tube babies."
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In the summer of 1978,

Xdouise

allegedly the firs'test-Itube baby, was born in London, England.

One,of her mother's eggs was fertilized by one of her father's sperm outs
side the body of her mother.
4

The feAilized egg was later artificially

transplanted into her mother's uterus, where the embro
'the usual way.

developed in

This was a medical solution to the prqblem created by

/

an anatomical condition in Louise's mother which made, it impossyble for

her to become,pregnant in the normal way.
ti

'of the'revolutionary Procedure.

Both parents agreed to the use

The fact that hundreds of requests for

similar treatment were received after Louise's birth was publicized reveals
'

that the probl,em faced by Louise's parents is shared by many other people

who wouldSiAke to have children.

So far, the procedurseem a benign

addition to medical technology.

The social problems; mplicit in the further development and refine-

ment'of such ntechn6lOgY become apparent when we imagine not only conception but the entire process of geStation as occurring outside.the body of
a mother.

Biologists haVe experimented with "artificial wombs" for lower

animals, and embryos'have developed through a good partgf their prenatal
cycle under such conditions.

It is not implausible that such a technology

could be perfected and.applied to human reproduction in the not-too-distant
future.

If.such nvay of developing babies were to become feasible, the temptation to controY:their genetic composition and prenatal environment, with
the aim of prb#uCingthe kinds of babies thought to be "desirable," wO7L-1-1d

be very great indeed.

The same ethical questions that were raised in

connection with'eugenics programs would then confront people with even
greater for,ce:

The state?

Who should determine what kinds Of babies are desirable?

MediC,i experts?

Parents?

By what standards should desir-

g

ability bejudged4; Health?

Intelligence?

Physical beauty?

What effects

-4.

would this way ofproducing babies have on family patterns and structures
which have developed around traditional processes, of sexual reproduction?'

Of course, Och a technology has not yet been perfected.

The policy

question for thepresent is whether research designed to develop such a
technology should be encouraged, discouraged, or banned.

Should public

money raised through taxation be used to support such research?
t
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Who

should mr)ke decisions about its continuation and tempo?
medical. profession?

The government?

The

Scientiste?

Citizens? . Or some, combination of

these?
t

An even- more - drastic, alteration of the processes of sexual repro-

duction is known as cloning.

In cloning, the nucleus is removed from the

egg of whatever species is being cloned and replaced by the nucleus of an
adult cell.

The egg is then implanted into the womb, and, the process of

gestatIontbegins.

The organism thus created would be an identical genetic,

copy of the adult from which the substitute nucleus was taken.

Dozens,

i

even hundreds, of "catbon copies" of an organism could conceivably be produced by cloning.

Cloning, in effect, repleces sexual reproduction with

asexual reproduction, which is chardcteristic of such primitive organisms
as amoebae and bacteria.

Biologists report that cloning has been performed successfully in
animals as complex as frogs.

In 1977, a widely publicized book was pub-

lished in which it was claimed that an elderly, eccentric millionaire had
,r

(with expert help, of course) produced an exact copy of himself through
the process of cloning.

While -genetic experts unanimously questioned the

authenticity of this report, none of them denied that the cloning of humans
is a distinct possibility for.the future.

Animal breeders might look with distinct favor on cloning.

In the

.

field of horse racing, for example, it might be seen as a
\

stinct benefit

if Seattle Slew or Affirmed could be copied a dozen or'.a hundred times

without risking "contamination" of his offspring by mating him with a
female partner.

Similarly, advocates of cloning,at the human revel might

point to the benefits of producing exact copies of an Albert Einstein,
Mahatma Gandhi, Mohammed Ali', or Eleanor Roosevelt.

optimism, Ira Levin's horror-science-fiction novel.

To balance this
(which was released in

1978 as a motion picture Starring Gregor Peck), The Boys From Brazil,
should be recalled.

In this story, a geneticis,from Nazi Germany succeeded
.

,

in producing a dozen clones of Adolf Hitler, using cells preserved from
Hitler's body, and planting the clones, through adoption, in families in
-.a number of countries.

Although it is impossible to anticip te all the problems which the

\
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t

cloning Of(11uman beings would pre4pitate in our own and other societies,

some of these seem obvious.

At the .personal level, what would be .the

'

,

legal, social, and human status of a clone?

Each would have only one

genetic parent--a "mother" for a female clone and a "father" kor a male.
What problems of personal development would clones face?
,

How would a

r

clone develop a sense of personal, identity surrounded, as he of she might

be, by carbon copies?
At the societal level, already familiar queStions would have to be
faced.

What individuals should be cloned?

Should the choice depend on

wealth--on the ability of-people to pay experts to accomplish the process?
Should cloning be limited to individuals who are socially desirable?
Should the process of cloning be denied to socially undesirable persons?
Should only social conformists be cloned, and the process denied to
dissenters and rebels?
one Of all:

Lying behind these questions is the most difficult

Who will determine the answers to these unprecedented moral

questions?

t:

At a still-mote-general level, with implications for the survival of
the human race, an important issue would confront all societies.

Wide-

spread cloning would minimize the mixing of genetic strains and the everchanging genetic combinations in people which sexual reproduction provides.
While this process of genetic mixing has never been truly random because
of.soCially imposed limitations on human mating, it has provided mankind

1

with a variety of genetic potentialities to meet the demands of a,changing environment.

Cloning-would tend, if widely used, to perpetuate limited

number of genetic combinations--primarily those considered desirable for

functioningin the environment confronting people at that period of history.
However, the genetic combinations considered "undesirable" at any given
time may he the very ones best able to adapt to a radically changed environment.

Thus, through cloning, the survival of the human species in a

changing environment might be jeopardized.

And it is important to remember

that decisions made about reducing the variety of the human gene pool
would be irreversible.

Genetic EngineeringThe Creation of New Life Forms
It has already been noted that molecular biologists now have the
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knowledge and know-hoW to produce new life forms- Using restriction
,.

.

enzymes, they can perform sung ry on DNA fibers.

The fragments from this

li
surgery could conceivably, uncle certain conditions, be recombined with
i

other DNA fibers to form new DNA "sentences" which could function to
produce new species.

And scientists have the means, in the form of

viruses, tocarry new DNA into living host cells.

#

The hazardous potential of.redomb nant genetiCresearch led Paul
Berg of Stanford University, a pioneer in this field, and other molecular biologists to declare a moratorium on this kind of research in 1974.
This international group of scientists subsequently called a conference
of molecular biologists at Asilomar, California, to assess the potential
hazards of recombinant genetic research to public health and planetary
ecology and to agree upon guidelines for reducing these hazards to a
safe level.

It was the hope of these scientists that by doing so they

might achieve self-regulation and avoid governmental restrictions.

The hazard A which theoarticipants in the Asilomar conference were
most aware was that new, disease-producing forms of bacteria might be
created, and that they might somehow escape from the laboratory to cause
epidemics of disease in human and other organisms.

If that should happen,

there would be no known methods of controlling the diseases that these
new virulent agents might. produce.

This fear seemed all the more real-

istic since, as already noted, the principal life form used in recombinant
genetic research was E. Coli,

bacterium whose natural habitat is the

intestines of human beings and other animals.

Moreover, the principal

agents for introducing new DNA into bacteria were viruses, including
some that were known to produce tumors in human and animal organisms.
There are, of course, potential' benefits as well as risks in recombinant genetics.

Pharmaceutical companies have invested in recombinant

research in the hope that bacteria can be produced which could manufacture
such materials as indein, a hormone used in the treatment and control of
diabetes.

And some medical biologists are hopeful that malfunctioning

genes in human organisms might someday be repaired.or replaced through
I

procedures devefoped in recombinant research.
However, Scientisits at the Asilomar conference were primarily concerned
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about the hazards implicit in such experimental efforts.

Their initial

work led to :'a series of conferences under the auspices of the National

,

4

thstitutes of Health which produced guidelines prescribing security measures

which must be maintained in laboratories conducting various kinds of recom`binant research.

Most of these security measures involved physical barriers

to prevent the new life forms produced in the labotatory from spreading
to the,world outside.

However, these scientists also wanted to ensure'

that the host .bacteria developed for experimentation could not live out.

side the laboratory environment.

,

The guidelines they formulated applied

only to research supported by government funds, not to that conducted and
supported by private industry.

Research in recombinant genetics is now

proceeding in the United States and in other_ countries under these kinds
of controls.

As the work of the Asilomar and other conferences was reported in the
press, concern about the producti6n of "doomsday bugs" spread to the genI

eral public.

Among the leaders in the effort to alert the public to the

dangers of continuing and supporting such research have been scientists
themselves--such men:-as Rapert Sinsheimer, Erwin Chargaff, and many younger
antiestablishment scientists.

When Harvard University proposed to erect a building in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, to house projects in recombinant genetic research, the
mayor and council of the city of Cambridge became alarmed and threatened'
to ban such research in their city.

The resulting public furor led to

the appointment of a committee of lay persons' who, after thoroughly

studying the risks and benefits, made recommendations.to the mayor and
council about the conditions under which such research might safely go
on at Harvard.

The effort by scientists and the public to learn to control the vast
powers implicit in genetic engineering has just begun.

However, two

conclusions can be drawn from the brief history just described.
The first conclusion is that, although genetic researchers are to
be commended for recognizing the hazardous potential in their own research
rand initiating efforts to reduce, if not eliminate, this potential, for
the most part they have confined their deliberations to technical questions

4

related to laboratory security; they have not dealt with the broader'
social and human implications. of their work.

The critics of recombinant'

genetic research, some of them scientists themselves, have raised important questions which need to be faced by the public as well as by scientists.

As Robert Sinsheimer remarked, "There was, at Asilomar, no

explicit consideration of the broader social or ethical implications of
°

initiating this-line of researchr-of its role as-a pos6ible prelude to

longer-range, broader-scale genetic engineering of the flora and faunaof
the planet, including, ultimately, man" (Rogers 1977)..

S.E. Luria, a professor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

and a Nobel laureate in biochemistry; has given us a summary glypse of
the momentous questions raised by molecular biology:
PrOjecting the present 'knowledge of biology into the
genetic medicine of the future leads inevitably into
Such practices as abortion
controversial territory.
to prevent the birth of defective babies. or introduction of different genes into an individual's heredity
Some day it
raise serious questions of-moral choice.
May be in human power to decide, not only who will or
who will not be born but also what those born will be.,
like, what genes they will and will not have, whom they
In a competitive, caste-ridden,
will resemble.
power-dominated society, the ability to refashion
human beings-by selection or manipulation of eggs,
sperms and genes might become a tool to prooete inequality and oppressidn. It might serve to create masses
of obediently toiling slaves or to,manufacture elites
of identical rulers--in ancient Egypt, pharaohs married
their sisters in order to generate\successors as similar
as possible to their own divine selNes. (Luria 1973)
.

.

.

The second conclusion that may be drawn from this brief history has
to do with the interrelationships between scientific experts and lay persons in making policy decisions about potentially hazardous research.
The Asilomar conference was limited to scientists, as were the later conferences at which the NIH guidelines were drafted.

It has been, reported

that the scientists at Ailomar distrusted both the public and the news
reporters who were their only link to the public (Rogers 1977).

It is

probable that the panic with which some people react to the mention of
recombinant genetic research has been amplified by the feeling that they
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and their interests are not sufficiently represented in poliCymaking on

rues that affect their health and safety.
The effectivity of the committee of lay persons which helped to settle
the Cambridge crisis should be reassuring to both. scientists and ordinary
citizens (Nelkin 1978).

It is clear that,scientific policymaking'on issues

which involve grave social and human consequences must be collaboratively
done in the future, and -both scientists and lay persOns must be reeducated
; if such collaboration

are. to be sane and productive'. Some scientists

must abandon their dogmatic commitment to s ientific "purity" (which has
never existed,

istorically) and their contemptuous attitude toward lay

persons who 'don't know what they're talking about" when it comes to the
direct

that should be established for scientific research.

And lay

persons must-avoid both blind subservience to and blind rejection of the
authority of scientific and technological experts.

This kind of mutual

reeducation is of the greatest social importance, and it should begin
early in the educational process--certainly not later than high school.
Howeyer, in dealing with the issues raised in connection with this
unit, teachers need to realize that some of them have profound religious
implications.

The very mention of the word "abortion" in a classroom may

provoke the wrath of parents, citizens of the community, and some students.
The suggestion that the termination of human life at any stage may be considered a legitimate option in a continuum of values is deeply disturbing
to many peopled.

In planning and presenting this unit, teachers need to

be aware that such reactions may occur and to consider the sensitivities
of both individual students and the community as a whole.

As in any of

these units, of course, students should never be asked to defend a value
pisition to which they are morally opposed.

11L
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*Suggested Learning Activities

1.

Exploring Personal Concerns.

Genetic research presents all

societies with the need.to make far-reaching policy decisions, some of
.

°which affect all of mankind.

Before dealing 'with these larger questions,.

it is important that students develop some sense of the personal impli-

cationa,inherentin the processes and programs of genetic engineering."
,

To accomplish this, they might be asked. to write personal statements in.

response to one or more.of,ple following situations:
a.

You live in a state which haa.laws requiring,the coma,

.

4

pulsory sterilization of persons with specified genetic defects.
You h

Would

e discovered thatyou have one of these defects.

You wi lingly submit to sterilization?

Give reasons for your

decision.
r

b.

You are married.

You and your spouse have discovered'

that a baby is on theway.

An examination of the fluidi of

the fetal sac shows that the unborn, child has a'seribup birth

You And your spouse must decide whether to abort'the

defect.
fetus.

Mind?

What reasons against havihg anAbortiOn come to your

would you decide to do?
c.

What

Similarly, think of reasons favoring abortion.
04;4

Why?

You are one of a dozen clones, "

on copies" of an

adult who ig rearing you and your clone 4iblings."
would you feel toward,your fellow clones?

How

Toward your "parent"?

Toward other youngsters who were sexually reproduced?
yourself?

Toward

What differences from "normal" development do you

think you would experience?

Studentdrmight be asked to'share and discuss their statements with
the rest of the class or in small groups.
2.

Constructing a Value Continuum-, A value continuum with posi4ions,

ranging fr m extremely negative to extremely positive can be constructed'
for genets

science and engineering as a whole or for specific aspects of

it--eugen

programs to "purify" the human gene pool, human'clOning,
vl

12.0

_

.

or recombinant genetics.

After reading and discussion, teacher and

stmlents'might,together.constrnct a value.continuud, filling in the
veiue content for both extreme and intermediate positions. Students can
then place themselves initially at-one value position'or anoe4er. This

processwill facilitate casting students in subsequent debates and role-:
play activities%
.

.

2412ehaskilLIwcysamt Many'issues raised by genetic science
and engineering can easily be dealt with'using the debate format described
in Section-3. Here are a few of the debatable issues:
Sterilization should be compulsory for men and women with
serious criminal records.

el

b.

Abortion should be required for afetus when amniocentesis
reveals serious birth defects.
c.

Research on methods of human cloning should be denied

public funding.
'.d.

1
A, young man and a young woman considering marriage should

be required to undergo analysis of their chromosomes for defective genes and receive genetic counseling before they, are allowed
to marry.
e.

Research and development work on the extrauterine concep-'

tion and gestation of human beings should be prohibited by law.
If the discussion reveals that students are tending to become polarized On an emotionally charged issue, role reversal might be tried:

some
of those who have strong "con" feelings on an, issue should be asked to

develop and present arguments for the "pro" side.

The "listening" group,
which is trying to find ways of integrating the views of the extremist
factions, should include at least one "pro" and one "con" extremist.

The

purpose of this activity and of the follow-up discussion is, of course,
to help those who feel strongly about an issue understand and appreciate
the viewpoints of their opponents,
4., 'puniinina Predictions About thelUture.

In recent years, achieve-

,-

mentiviwrecombinant genetics have produced a good of predictions about
the consequences of such research for future societies.

Some of these

predictions have beeniaade by scientists, others by nonscientists.
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Students

....,

'.o.

might be asked ;to collect such predictions froi newspipers'and.popular
magasige,,published- since 1974 and prepare reports'iiummarizing and-analyz-,

ing these scenarios.

While it is too,early to say which of these pre-

'dictions have been historically c4nfirmed or disconfirined,
be-asked to analyze them with two questions in mind:

might

tudent

What is the tactual

basis for,the_prediction--what part is fact and what part is interpretsc.,

tion?.

What characteiistics of the author of each prediction probably

led to an optimistic or pessitisticinterpretation.of, the facts?
5.

Using ScienceFiction to Explore Values.

Science fiction,it

has already been suggested, can be used to help students feel and think'
futuristically about the consequences, good and ill, of science and
technology.

Aldous Huxley's Brave New World is admirably suited for

this purpose in the study of applied genetics.

In Huxley's vision of

a future world, gepetic engineering was used to produce the kinds of

creatures needed to meet the requirements ofa carefully stratified
and controlled society.

After reading the novel, students can profitably discuss Huxley's
vision of the future from several perspe'ctiVes indicated by the following
questions:

How plausible is the society of Brave New World in light

of developMents in modern.biology?

In what respects is that society

desirable and in what respects undesirable?

What alternative ways of

life might people build, using Huxley's imagined science.and technology?
What can people now do to shape the use of technology in humanly desire,

able ways?.

Ira Levin's The Boys From Brazil (see-pag

1141 might also beJused

as the basis for this activity.
6.

Simulating a Congressional Hearing. Policymaking for the control

of genetic science and engineering can be simulated in a number of ways.
One fruitful simulation might be built around a hearing before a congressional committee.

The committee is conducting public hearings as part

of the process of deciding whether to draft legislation which would ban
recombinant genetic research.

Students can be cast.as members of the

committee and"as citizens appearing before the committee to try to
influence the shape of the legislation being considered.
a
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Both "pro" and

"cone citizen-grOulif will need preparation time to think through their

Students playing members

positions and appoint and brief spokespersons.

of the committee will need'time to work out procedurei for'the hearing..

The hearing Should include presentations by both citizen groups, with

questioning by committee members ab.owing.the presentations.

After these

presentations, the committee might try to reach a policy decision about the
kind of legislation required,
In analyzing and evalud,

7

-

g the-experience, teacher aiid students

should focus on both the content issues dealt with in the hearing and the

process of policymaking employed inthejimulation.
7. .Discussing the Implications of Human Eugenics,

Eugenic programs

-

for human "improvement" involve the appliCation of methods which animal
and plant breeders have used in developing new varieties.

These methods

primarily involve the propagation of desirable genetic strains and the

.

elimination of undesirable Strains through selective breeding and controlled
hybridization.

In the future, such powerful new technologies as cloning

and extrauterine conception and gestation may become feasible.
Studerits might be asked to discuss the differences between applying

such methodi to "lower" animals and plants and using them on human beings:
What ethical and legal safeguards should be built into eugenic programs

at the human level to protect individual and human rightst
Students should be encouraged to carry the results of their study of
genetic engineering into social action, so long as the rights of individual
students to choose various value orientations (or inaction) are preserved.
The actions undertaken might employ any one or several of the formats of
1 citizen participation outlined in Section 3,

Recommended Readings

The first two'sections of this unit may be duplicated and. used as
basic reading both on the scientific backgrourid of genetic engineering

and on related issues of social policy and ethics.
folloWing readings are recommended.

In addition, the

(For information about locating

and ordering publications with ED numbers, see Rage 129.)
Scientific Background
Luria, S.E.

Life: The Unfinished Experiment.

New York: Scribners, 1973.

This clear and vivid Account of the concepts and findings of modern molecular biology, written expressly for
the intelligent lay person, can be used by teachers and
advanced
students.
4
Packard, Vance.

Boston: Little Brown, 1977.

The People Shapers.

In chapters 12-19 and 23, Packard'is mainly concerned.
about clarifying the social and ethical issues raised
by actual and potential applioe ions of the growing
scientific knowledge of human g netics and reproduction.
In furthering this purpose, he p esents an easy -to -read
summary of the current state of genetic engineering.
Rogers, Michael.

Biohazard.

New York: Knopf, 1977.

Rogers reports in accurate yet dramatic fashion On the
efforts of recombinant geneticists to find policies and
procedures designed to reduce the hazards to public
health and planetary ecology which are implicit in their
line of research. In his.report, ttogers covers the
Asilomar conference of 1975 and the succeeding conferences,
sponsored by the National Institutes of 'Health, which
developed the guidelines that. now govern federally fund
research in recombinant genetics, his reporting both,
'humanizes the. scientists involved and opens up the grave
policy issues which genetic research presentS to society.
The book also contains a uccinct history of scientific
genetics. Good reading f r all students.
Ethical and Social Issues
Packard's and

ogerg's books are both useful here as well as on the

scientific background, as noted above.
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Grobman, Arnold B., ed. Social'Implications of 1;giologioa3 Nducatin.
Princeton, N.J: Darwin Press, 1979.

ED 056 893.

Chapter 4, "Genetics," includes,a symposium on the social
implications.of genetics and genetic manipulation with contributions by geneticists and teachers of biology.
Hasitings Center Report, published bimonthly by the Institute of Society

Ethics and the Life Sciences, Hastings-on-Hudson, N.Y.
This periodical is recommended to teachers as a continuing
soaideon the social policy and ethical issues raised by
developments in the biological sciences, including medicine.
It also lists new books in the field.
Watson, James.

The Doable Helix.

New York: Atheneum, 1968.

This story of the discovery of the structure of DNA, written
by one of its'discoverers, reveals the all- too -human competition among and fallibility of scientists. For advanced stu
dents and adults.

4.
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RELATED READINGS IN THE ERIC SYSTEM

The suppl

entary resources described in this section have'been

entered into t e ERIC .(iddcational Resources Information.Center)
system.

Each i

identified by a six -digit number and two letters:1'

"EJ" for jovrnal\articles, "ED" for other documents.
If you want to read a document with an ED number, check to see
whether your local\ library or instructional media center subscribes to
the ERIC microfiche collection.
(For a list of libraries in your area
that subscribe to tI'e ERIC system, Write to ERIC/ChESS, 855 Broadway,

Boulder, Colorado 80$2.)
If an ERIC collecion is not accessible, or if you want a personal
copy of the document i.41 either microfiche (MF) or hard copy (HC), write

to ERIC Document Reproduction Services (EDRS), Compute* Microfilm International Corporation,. 13,0:?. Bdx'190, Arlington, Virginia.

All orders

must be accompanied by payment in full, including prepaid postage.
(correct as of October 1, ul978) are cited for each ED document.

Prices

(Note

that for some documents hard.copies are either not available or must be
'ordered from the publisher instead of from EDRS.)
".

If your local library does not have a journal article that you want,

you may write for one or more reprints to University Microfilms, 300
North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan'48106,
Is needed:

The followilginformation

title of periodical or journal, title of article, author's

name, date of issue, volume number, and issue number.

All orders must

be accompanied by payment in full, plus postage.'
Documents

Caldwell, Lynton F., ed,, et al. Science, Technology, and Public Policy,
Vol. 2.
Bloomington, Ind. 4 Indiana, University Department of Government, 1969. ED 045 366. .549 pp. MF $0.83, plui postage. HC not
available from'EURS; Order froM National Science Foundation, Room 25,
1800 G Street NW, Washington, 1LC. 20550- (free).

This publication, prevaredwith the support of the National Science
FoundatioA, is a master bibliogrOhy of 2,700 journal articles
published between 1946'and 1967 about environmental quality, pollution, science history, and the socioeconomic imiact.of technology.
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Eflergy.Education' Materials Inventory.. Part 1: Print'Malerials. Portland,
Ore.: Energy end:Mbn's Environment, Inc., 1976. E 133 192. 102 pp.
$0.83,,,Olus postage; HC not available.
.
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:1

Preparedjor secondary science and social studies teachers with the
,..support of the federal Energy Research and Development Administration
(ERDA), this is one. part.of,a six-part annotatedlisting of alienable
teacher's guides, curriculum materials, and background readings
relevant to atrrehtproblems of energy use and conservation.
.

Energy_ and the Environment,
Lahart, David-,E., ant Rodney F. Allen, eds.
Vol..2: 'Tallahaasee: Florida State University College of Education;
ED 143 593. "106 pp.. MF $0.83, HC $6.01; plus postage.
1977.

Prepared by and or teachers of high school' science and social- studies,
this is a report on teaching methods and materials in energy education.,
The suggested activities, which range from simple to-comple*;include
games and other novel strategies for involving siudentsin issues.
related to energy:Conservation and use.,
Multidisciplinary Team Approach to "The Man-Made World," A. Denvert .Colot
irado State Department of Education; Boulder: University.. of Colorado,
MF $ 83, HC $6.01; plus Postage.
121 pp.
1970. ED 065 374.
This is a report on the classroom testing of an instructional Unit
The teaching
focused on the impact of technology in our society.
teams included science teachers and social science teachers.
Although few social and public policy issues are treated, there are
Many suggestions for decision-making games' and other instructional.actiVities.

Because some of the decision-making games invdlve the
use of computers, this document may offer suggestions to teachers
for modifying' some of the activities suggested in this motograPli
for situations in which a computer is available.
Role of Engineers and Scientists in a National Policy for Technology, The.
Report no.' NSB,-72-1 of the National Science Board. Washington,\ ,C,;
MF $0.83e HC
National - Science Foundation, 1972.,'ED 141 120,.. ,.,57
Also
availablefrom
Superintendent
of Docume
$3.50;'plus postage.
-U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, To.O. 20402; order stock

.

no. 3800-..0.100--($0.45).-

This booklet, which may be used as a companion pieCe-to the-documentcited next, offers five recommendations.concerning government support,
of technological development, along with supporting facts and arguMents.

Science and TeChnology iA-Piesidential Policymaking:A Proposal.
ton, D.C.: National Academy of Sciences,.1974. i10.108,858.
$0.83, HC $3.50; plus postage,

Washing,-

63 ppr

Important because of its semiofficial source, this document emphasites'
the role of'science and technology in the develcipment.of public Polidit\
in the areas of weaponry; energy sources,, and pollution control. The4
proposal includes a brief history of past relationships:between the
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president and the scientifacomunity,and:briefly

treats the role
'of scientists in health, agriculture, and the
modernization of transportation systems. Teachers .can Use this
document to emphasize thet
scientific "experts" must play a limited role in making public
policies.
Journal Articles
SamoilOvich, Felix. "Ideology and the PrOtest
Movement in Science."
International SoCial.S6lence Journal 27:4 (1975). EJ 135 250.
$6.00 for first reprint; $1.10 for each additional
copy.

This descriptiOn,and analysis of the current
international protest'
movement in Science was written by an Atgentivian
sociologist.from
the Univertity of Buenos Aires. The author Obbes the
interrplationshiPs between ideology and science and
compares the current movement against science and technology to various
recent historical
events. His description of, the
protest movement is international
in scope.A The article has been translated from
Spanithinto English.
Unfortunately, the translation is not
particularly adept,
Zimmer, George F.

"Personal Reflections on Science and Social Science."
Social Education, February 1977. EJ 152 389. $4.00 for first
reprint; $1.00 for each.additional copy.

The 'author of this article, a biologist and science educator,
once
,believed that pure science is amoral and that only its applications
through technology are subject to moral judgments.
However, recent
scientific developments, particularly in'genetics, have
led him to
question-this generalization. He 'has not-lost faith in science,
but
he now calls for.cooperation between science educators
and social
studies educators in discovering and testing ways of teaching and
learning about science and social-policy.
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